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Abstract

In recent years, the development of critical systems demands more and more software. This growth has generated many strategic and organizational impacts among critical software development and verification actors. In order to reduce their costs of development and verification, actors in critical domains, such as avionics and automotive domains, are moving more and more towards model-driven engineering. In contrast, in the railway domain, for strategic and organizational reasons, actors remain faithful to traditional methods that allow them to take advantage of their knowledge. At the same time, they use ad-hoc reuse approaches for capitalizing on the reuse of their accumulated software achievements. However, these conventional approaches supplemented by ad-hoc reuse techniques suffer from a lack of abstraction and do not provide an automated and formal support for reasoning about rules related to the reuse of software components. On the other hand, railway software is designed to be sustainable. The lifetime of a train and, thus, its software is over thirty years. It is therefore necessary to design software in order to be able to evolve it in time and space.

To address these shortcomings, we present in this thesis a systematic approach based on model driven engineering and basic models of components, in order to better manage software complexity and traceability of functional and non-functional requirements. In this dissertation, we provide in particular three major contributions. First, we provide an integrated set of meta-models for describing the concerns of software requirements, software components, and traceability between the concerns and software components. By providing an abstract model, we are independent of any implementation and thus allow existing approaches relying on that model to expand their support. With the second contribution, we propose a formal support of our model to allow formal verification. We focus on temporal property verification. For this, our design model is translated into timed automata for which we can apply a timed model checker. Instead of using temporal logic, which is difficult to handle by formal verification non-experts, we use patterns of temporal properties. For each pattern identified in the railway case studies, we propose timed automata that can be applied directly into a timed model checking tool. These timed automata are seen as observers or watch dogs that check the system under observation. Finally, with the last contribution, we propose a software component-based development and verification approach, called SARA, and included in V-lifecycle widely used in the railway domain.

Experiments we conducted to validate our approach through a few case studies of the new European train control system ERTMS/ETCS, show that by using component model that explicitly include requirement traceability, we are able to provide a practical, scalable and reliable approach. Empirical experiments also show that this approach can reduce the development cost for the users who are looking at reusability for long-term benefits, even in the presence of initial overhead cost introduced by component-based development.
Résumé

Ces dernières années, le monde des systèmes critiques a connu un véritable essor en matière de demande de logiciels. Cet essor a généré de très nombreux impacts stratégiques et organisationnels chez les acteurs de développement du logiciel critique. Dans une optique majeure de réduction des coûts de développement et de réutilisation de leur réalisations accumulées, les grands acteurs du monde critique comme ceux de l’aviation et de l’automobile s’orientent de plus en plus vers l’ingénierie dirigée par les modèles. Par contre les acteurs du domaine ferroviaire, pour des raisons stratégiques et organisationnelles restent encore fidèles à des méthodes conventionnelles qui leur permettent de tirer au maximum profit de leurs compétences. Dans le même temps, ils utilisent des approches ad-hoc qui permettent de capitaliser sur la réutilisation de leurs réalisations logicielles. Cependant, ces approches conventionnelles complétées par des techniques ad-hoc de réutilisation souffrent d’un manque d’abstraction et ne fournissent pas un support automatisé et formel pour raisonner sur des règles liées à la réutilisation de composants logiciels. D’autre part, les logiciels du ferroviaire ont pour vocation à être pérennes. La durée de vie d’un train et, donc, de son logiciel est de plus de trente ans. Il est donc nécessaire de concevoir ces logiciels de manière à pouvoir les faire évoluer dans le temps et dans l’espace.

Pour faire face à ces limitations, nous présentons dans cette thèse une approche systématique basée sur l’ingénierie dirigée par les modèles et les modèles à base de composants, de façon à maîtriser au mieux la complexité des logiciels et la traçabilité des exigences fonctionnelles et non-fonctionnelles. Pour atteindre cet objectif de traçabilité des exigences, nous nous fondons également sur un des principes fondamentaux de l’ingénierie logicielle qui est la séparation des préoccupations. Dans cette dissertation, nous proposons notamment trois contributions essentielles. En premier lieu, nous fournissons un ensemble uniformisé de méta-modèles permettant de décrire les préoccupations des exigences logicielles, les composants logiciels, et la traçabilité entre les préoccupations et ces composants logiciels. L’avantage de cette traçabilité est de permettre une traçabilité explicite des préoccupations à l’intérieur ou entre les différents niveaux d’abstraction du modèle et, ceci, indépendamment de tout mécanisme de transformation de modèles. En fournissant un modèle abstrait, nous sommes donc indépendants de toute implémentation et permettons ainsi aux approches existantes de s’appuyer sur ce modèle pour étendre leur support. Avec la deuxième contribution, nous proposons un support formel de notre modèle pour en permettre la vérification formelle. Le modèle est défini afin de faciliter la vérification mixte des propriétés fonctionnelles et non-fonctionnelles. Ainsi les propriétés fonctionnelles d’entrée/sorties des composants peuvent être vérifiées par les outils de preuve formelle. Pour les propriétés temporelles, le modèle est traduit en automates temporisés sur lesquels on peut appliquer les outils de « model checking » temporisé. Au lieu d’utiliser la logique temporelle, difficile à manipuler par des non-experts, nous utilisons des motifs de propriétés temporelles.
Pour quelques motifs identifiés dans le domaine ferroviaire, nous proposons des automates temporisés qui peuvent être appliqués directement dans un outil de « model checking » temporisé. Ces automates temporisés sont vus comme des observateurs ou des chiens de garde du système vérifié. Cette technique de « model checking » est appelée la vérification par observateurs. Finalement, la dernière contribution propose une approche de développement et de vérification à base de composants logiciels, nommée SARA pour « SAfety-critical RAilway control applications », qui s’intègre dans le cycle de développement en V très largement utilisé dans le domaine ferroviaire.

Les expérimentations conduites pour évaluer notre approche à partir de quelques cas d’études du nouveau système européen de contrôle de train ERTMS/ETCS, montrent qu’en utilisant des modèles à base de composants qui intègrent explicitement la traçabilité des exigences, nous sommes capables de fournir une approche pratique, extensible et fiable. Les expérimentations empiriques montrent aussi que cette approche peut réduire le coût de développement pour l’utilisateur qui se penche sur la réutilisation des composants à long terme, et ce même en présence du surcoût initial introduit par le développement, la vérification et le stockage d’un nouveau composant avec ses liens de traçabilité ou de la recherche et l’adaptation d’un composant existant pour un nouveau projet.
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Software in safety-critical embedded systems, particularly safety-critical transportation systems, such as aeronautic, railway and automotive unmanned or control systems, is becoming more and more complex, requiring increasing functional and dependability requirements. This growth has generated many strategic and organizational impacts among critical software development and verification actors. In order to reduce their costs of development and verification, actors in avionics and automotive domains, are moving more and more towards model-driven engineering [Peleska, 2013]. For example, the new avionic standard DO-178C, for software considerations in airborne systems, is complemented by several supplements, such as DO-331 for model-based development and verification supplement [DO-331, 2011]. In the same way, in automotive standard ISO 26262, Appendix B of Part 6 is dedicated to model-based development [ISO-26262, 2009]. In contrast, in the new version of railway standard [EN-50128, 2011] for safety-critical software of control and protection systems, the model-based development is not particularly discussed. For example, the word “model-driven” is used only once in the informative Annex D.

In addition to these standard observations, in practice, for strategic and organizational reasons, software actors in railway domain remain faithful to traditional methods that allow them to take advantage of their knowledge. At the same time, they use ad-hoc reusability approaches for capitalizing on the reuse of their accumulated software achievements.
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[Riaz, 2012]. However, these conventional approaches supplemented by ad-hoc reuse techniques suffer from a lack of abstraction and do not provide an automated and formal support for reasoning about rules related to the reuse of software components. On the other hand, railway software is designed to be sustainable. The lifetime of a train and, thus, its software is over thirty years. It is therefore necessary to design software in order to be able to evolve it in time and space.

From standards and practice observations, we can say that software engineering for safety-critical systems, such as railway control and protection systems, is facing three major challenges: (1) the increasing complexity of systems to be developed, (2) the assurance of maintenance, and (3) the higher demand of quality in terms of Safety Integrity Level (SIL) [EN-50128, 2011]. One effective means to handle the complexity challenge is the separation of concerns, which is one of the fundamental principles of computer science, first advocated by [Dijkstra, 1982b]. On the other hand, the assurance of maintenance and high-integrity can be enhanced by the application of traceability of concerns and formal modeling and verification at each stage of the software life-cycle in order to ensure that requirements have been properly implemented.

Informally, the separation of concerns is to divide and conquer. At any stage of the development of a system, the system is divided according to the system concerns, which include functional concerns and non-functional concerns, such as safety, security, concurrency and so on. These concerns are thus modeled separately and their integration forms a model of the whole system. However, experience shows that it is not easy to practice the separation of concerns if we do not have a rigorous unified semantic theory and development process to separately define and process relations among different concerns [Chen et al., 2007b].

Nevertheless, there exist some rigorous unified semantic theories, such as a theory of contracts with separation of concerns [He et al., 2006, Chen et al., 2009]. On the other hand, there exist also some unified development approaches, such as a component-based process with separation of concerns [Panunzio and Vardanega, 2014], based on the correctness by construction principle [Chapman, 2006], and Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [Schmidt, 2006].

At the same time, in safety-critical domains in general and particularly in railway control systems, which has lagged behind in the adoption of MDE approaches [Favaro and Sartori, 2014], compared to other safety-critical domains, such as aeronautical and automotive domains, there is a strong need to link methods and theories that highlight separation of concerns. This bridge can help to deal with the other two challenges: traceability of concerns and formal modeling and verification.

In this context, a unified meta-model, which includes a traceability of concerns in its high-level language, and an underlying formal model, which establishes the semantics of model rules for formal verification, is one of the bridge solutions. However, in this solution case, one issue is the transformation of the high-level model into a low-level model for which a formal verification can be realized. Another issue is to provide an intuitive way for
1.1 Problem Statements

In this dissertation, we deal with component-based modeling with traceability of concerns and observer-based verification with patterns of properties. Existing Component-Based Development and Verification (CBD-V) approaches aiming at achieving the same objectives are subject to a number of open problems or limitations hampering the efforts for building a well-suited approach in a specific domain, such as the railway domain. In particular, we have identified that those approaches are confronted to the following issues.

**Lack of Explicit Traceability of Concerns in CBD-V.** Numerous component models or frameworks are available. The first problem faced by developers in a specific domain, such as the railway domain, is an effective reusability of components. For example, the train control domain is a new domain and there are not enough software components available in the market. So it is still not guaranteed to be able to purchase trusted and certified Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) components and build software from them. As a consequence, two options are available: whether components should be developed from scratch or identify the reusable software components from existing previous projects. Identifying and modifying reusable software component from existing projects seems to be one of the more promising ways to obtain reusable assets. In this context, the new project specific requirements are a big challenge to cope with, because changing requirements will force us to move on a new version of components. This will raise further problem such as traceability of concerns, including intra- and extra-requirement traceability.

This problem statement raises the following research question:

**Research Question 1.** What is a suitable component model to build safety-critical control software, specially railway control and protection software, with traceability of concerns?

**Lack of Safety Interoperability Guarantee.** The second problem faced by component-based developers in a specific domain, such as the railway domain, is an effective interoperability of components. The sinew of war in current component models is Black-box composability, substitutability and reusability, i.e., there is no need to know the design and the
implementation when composing a component with other parts of the system, substituting a component with another one or reusing it in another application. However, this is not sufficient in a specific domain, where domain knowledge, such as data format and protocol of communication, is required for an effective interoperability. In addition, formal modeling of interfaces that enables such interoperability is necessary to reason and predict the application of composition, substitution and reusability mechanisms. For example, since the European Commission’s decision to establish international standardisation of ATC systems with ERTMS/ETCS, interoperability between ATC components has became the key challenge in railway domain.

This problem statement raises the following research question:

**Research Question 2.** How can safety-critical control software, specially railway control and protection software, be built in an efficient way by using CBD-V rules, such as interoperability and model verification?

**Concrete Applications in Railway domain.** Another important characteristic of CBD-V is the separation of the development process for individual components, named component life cycle, from the development process for the overall system, named system life cycle. In the literature, there is an idealized component life cycle entailed in an idealized system lifecycle. However, due to the structure of domain market and established development process, it is difficult to develop the complete train control applications by using idealized component lifecycle without integrating the traditional development lifecycle, such as V-Lifecycle prescribed in the CENELEC standard [EN-50128, 2011] of railway safety-critical software for control and protection systems.

This problem statement raises the following set of research questions:

**Research Question 3.** Will CBD-V processes replace the need for traditional software development and verification processes? Particularly, what is the suitable development and verification process for railway control and protection software?

### 1.2 Research Goals

As explained in the previous Section 1.1, building safety-critical control software in an efficient way by using a CBD-V approach implies considering several issues related to traceability of concerns, interoperability and a concrete application by considering the domain concerns. The main objective of this dissertation is thus to provide a solution facing these issues. With such an approach, we want to introduce a unified high-level abstraction of component model, as well as underlining low-level formal model, for which we can use property specification patterns for formal verification. To achieve this, we decompose this objective in the following goals.
1.3. Contributions

In this section, we present an overview of the contributions described in this dissertation. As stated before in Section 1.2, the goal of our research is to provide our approach conceptual meta-model, an underlining formal model, and it application facilities. As a consequence, the main contributions of our work are summarized in three parts:

A Component-Based Modeling with Traceability of Concerns. Our first contribution is an integrated meta-model for requirement concerns, component concerns and traceability of concerns. The benefit of concern meta-model is the representation of functional and non-functional requirements as scenarios with nominal and degraded modes in order to deal with specific dysfunctions affecting temporal and safety concerns. The benefit of component meta-model is that it supports the integration of non-functional concerns, specially temporal safety concerns coming from a system concern modeling. The model elements are clearly presented with separation of concerns in order to facilitate the traceability of concerns. The benefit of traceability meta-model is to enable traceability of concerns within or across model
abstraction levels independently of any model transformation mechanism. By providing
abstract meta-models, we are thus implementation-independent.

**An Observer-based Verification with Patterns of Concerns.** As a second contribution,
we provide a formal support for our conceptual meta-model. The model is defined to handle
mix formal verification, *i.e.*, *formal proof* of functional input and output constraints and *model
checking* of non-functional real-time constraints in order to take advantage of both formal
methods. The formal model is thus translated into the timed automata model for which we
use a timed model checker tool to verify temporal requirements. The behavioral equivalence
of each source model and its corresponding generated model is guaranteed by bisimulation
relation with respect to reachability. Instead of using temporal logic specifications, which are
difficult to handle by non-experts, we use pattern-based specifications, which propose user-
friendly syntax. For each pattern, *observer automata*, which can be applied directly in a timed
automata model checker, are constructed. We call this model checking technique *observer-
based verification with patterns of concerns*. We thus demonstrate that the defined observers
have no impact on the behavior of the system under observation, meaning that any trace of
the observed system is preserved in the composition of the system and the observers.

**An Evaluation Process.** Finally, besides the theoretical framework, we provide a con-
crete evaluation of our approach, named SARA, dedicated to SAfety-critical RAilway con-
trol applications. We have included our SARA process in railway CENELEC prescribed
V-Lifecycle. The evaluation is realized through different railway case studies derived from
ERTMS/ETCS specification for which we have provided an ontology. We have implemented
our meta-model in the XML-based tool and use XQuery queries to infer trace information.
Then, we translated XML-language into the Ada programming language for which we use
the SPARK annotation tool for formal proof of component functional input and output con-
straints *i.e.*, classical pre- and post-conditions. However, this tool does not currently sup-
port real-time constraints, such as bounded interval time inherent in our case studies. For
this, we have translated the model into the TAIO model for which we use UPPAAL model
checker to verify real-time constraints. The XML-based implementation helps us for sim-
plicity and rapid prototype development for our case studies. It is flexible for extension and
maintenance. For reusability evaluation of our component-based approach, we realize the
reuse cost estimation of components developed in order to analyze the cost benefit of our
approach compared to ad-hoc reuse copy paste strategy used in certain railway companies.

### 1.4 Dissertation Roadmap

The dissertation is divided into five parts. While this introductory chapter is part of the first
part, the second one encloses the State of Art. The third part presents the contribution of this
dissertation, and the fourth one the validation of our proposal. Finally, the last part includes
the conclusions and perspectives of this dissertation. Below, we present an overview of the
chapters that compose the different parts.
1.4. Dissertation Roadmap

Part II: State of the Art

Chapter 2: Component-Based Modeling and Observer-Based Verification. In this chapter, we give a brief introduction to the component-based development and verification. Since it is used throughout the dissertation, the idea of the chapter is to provide a better understanding of this background in which our work takes place, as well as the terminology and concepts presented in the later chapters.

Chapter 3: Traceability of Concerns. In this chapter, we list and describe some of the most relevant works related to traceability of concerns. We compare these related works using different criteria and highlight the benefits for component based modeling.

Part III: Contribution

Chapter 4: Component-Based Modeling with Traceability of Concerns. In this chapter, we present our approach for component-based modeling with traceability of concerns. In particular, we describe our approach meta-model, which is composed of a concern meta-model, a component meta-model and a traceability meta-model. We also propose a generic application process which can be used to instantiate the defined meta-models to assess change impact analysis.

Chapter 5: Observer-Based Verification with Patterns of Properties. In this chapter, we introduce a formal model of our component meta-model. In particular, we define component interface interoperability by using the theory of component contract. This formal model also facilitates the transformation into the timed automata model, for which we can use a timed model checker to apply observer-based verification, where property specification patterns are presented as observer automata. Finally, by using the composition theory of the timed input-output labeled transition system, we demonstrate that the defined observers have no impact on the behavior of the system under observation.

Part IV: Validation

Chapter 6: Validation. In this chapter, we describe the application details of our SARA approach through railway safety-critical use cases. We also report on some experiments we conducted to evaluate the case studies. This evaluation investigates in particular the soundness, the scalability and the practicality of our approach when dealing with component-based modeling and verification. Overall, as our cost empirical evaluation shows, we observe that SARA is well-suited to handle the modeling with traceability concerns and observer-based verification, while saving the cost for users who are looking at reusability for long term benefits.
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Part V: Conclusion and Perspectives

Chapter 7: Conclusion and Perspectives. This chapter concludes the work presented in this dissertation. We summarize the overall approach and discuss some limitations that motivate new ideas and future directions as short-term and long-term perspectives.

1.5 Publications

We present below the list of research publications related to the work done while developing the approach described in this dissertation.

International Journal
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2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we give a brief introduction to the component-based modeling and verification. The objective of this chapter is not to present an in-depth description of all the existing
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In software engineering, the CBSE [Bachmann et al., 2000, Heineman and Councill, 2001, Szyperski et al., 2002] is an important emerged topic. The CBSE primary aim is to compose systems from pre-built software units or components. Such an approach is a systematic approach that enables software reuse throughout the software development and management process with the ultimate aim, reduce production cost. To realize these aims, it is crucial to have software component model, which is the cornerstone of any CBSE approach [Lau and Wang, 2007]. Before comparing in Section 2.6 the approach category in which our work takes place, let introduce some definitions and concepts that are essential to understand the CBSE terminology.

2.2 CBSE Background

In software engineering, the CBSE [Bachmann et al., 2000, Heineman and Councill, 2001, Szyperski et al., 2002] is an important emerged topic. The CBSE primary aim is to compose systems from pre-built software units or components. Such an approach is a systematic approach that enables software reuse throughout the software development and management process with the ultimate aim, reduce production cost. To realize these aims, it is crucial to have software component model, which is the cornerstone of any CBSE approach [Lau and Wang, 2007]. Before comparing in Section 2.6 the approach category in which our work takes place, let introduce some definitions and concepts that are essential to understand the CBSE terminology.

2.2.1 CBSE Definitions

In the literature, there are several terminologies related to the CBSE. Here, we give the widely accepted definitions.

- **Szyperski et al. Definition**: “A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties.” [Szyperski et al., 2002].

The definition of Szyperski et al. is a widely accepted definition. It introduces the key concepts of software component, such as interface, composition and context dependencies defined in Section 2.2.2. However, this definition do not include a component model as in the definition of Heineman and Councill [Heineman and Councill, 2001].

- **Heineman and Councill Definition**: “A component is a software element that conforms to a component model and can be independently deployed and composed without modification according to a composition standard.” [Heineman and Councill, 2001].

Lau and Wang defines the software component model as follow:
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- **Software Component Model Definition:** “A software component model is a definition of (i) the *semantics* of components, that is, what components are meant to be, (ii) the *syntax* of components, that is, how they are defined, constructed, and represented, and (iii) the *composition* of components, that is, how they are composed or assembled.” [Lau and Wang, 2007].

  It is important to distinguish *component model* from *component framework*. They are quite often confused because the same name is used for both. For example, Fractal is some time used for component model and for its framework built in java or C language [Bruneton et al., 2006].

- **Component Framework Definition:** A framework, specially component-oriented framework, can be viewed as a generic structure and sometimes a standard that will cater a skeleton for developing software in a certain application domain [Pop et al., 2014]. For example, as the name AUTOSAR (AUTomotive Open System Architecture) indicates, AUTOSAR is an open and standardized automotive software architecture [AUTOSAR, 2006]. The AUTOSAR standard enables the use of a *component based software design model* for the design of a vehicular software. The design model uses application software components which are linked through an abstract component, named the virtual function bus. This virtual function bus, which is the conceptualization of all hardware and system services offered by the vehicular system, makes it possible for the designers to focus on the application instead of the infrastructure software.

2.2.2 CBSE Key Concepts

As emphasized in Section 2.2.1, the key concepts related to CBSE are *component*, *interface*, *connector* and *composition*. To illustrate graphically the definitions of these concepts, we use the UML2.0 component specification [UML2.0, 2005], which is a well-known graphical representation among the other graphical component representations synthesized in the Appendix of [Lau and Wang, 2007]. The key argument over the use of UML specification is the universality of this specification.

![Figure 2.1: Components and component Composition in UML](image-url)
As shown in Section 2.2.1, a generally accepted definition of a software component is that it is a modular and reusable software unit (of a software system) that encapsulates implementation and exposes a set of provided services and required services. The provided services are services performed by a component. The required services are services needed by a component to produce its provided services. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, a component specifies its behavior by one or more required services, represented by sockets (e.g., RI_11) and provided services represented by lollipops (e.g., PL_21).

Current component models fall into two main categories [Lau and Wang, 2007]: (1) models where components are collections of objects, as in Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) and (ii) models where components are architectural units, as in software Architectures Description Language (ADL). A standard example of OOP category is Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) [Rubinger and Burke, 2010], while a standard example of ADL category is CORBA Component Model (CCM) [CCM, 2006].

In current component models where components are objects in the sense of OOP, the operations of these objects are the provided services. Since they cannot specify their required services, these objects are usually hosted in a container, which handles interactions between components. A recent example is a component model used in [Panunzio and Vardanega, 2014]. As a result, the semantics of these components is an enhanced version of that of the corresponding objects. In particular, they can interact with one another via mechanisms provided by the container.

In current component models where components are architectural units, services can also be specified as ports, represented by square in Figure 2.1 (e.g., P_1). The port of one unit represents not only the provided service of that unit but also the required service of the other unit and vice versa. In some models, for example UML2.0 and CCM, ports for provided services are distinguished from those for required services.

Interface

An interface, either an operation-based or a port-based interface [Crnkovic et al., 2011], provides a syntactic information for an interaction point of a component [Chen et al., 2009]. In this way, an interface I implements its required and provided services. It consists of two parts: the data declaration section, I.D, that introduces a set of variables with their types, and the method declaration section, I.M, that defines a set of method signatures. Each signature is of the form M(T1 in; T2 out), e.g., Put(T1 : in) and Put(T2 : out), where T1 and T2 are type names, in stands for an input parameter, and out stands for an output parameter.

This syntactic type information is obviously not enough for rigorous verification and validation. For this, some component models, such as rCOS component model [Liu et al., 2009], define the notion of contracts of interfaces. A contract of an interface is a
specification of the semantic for the interface. For example, if the component is to be used in a real-time application, the contract of its interface must specify real-time constraints, such as the lower and upper bounds of the execution time of a method.

**Connector**

A connector specifies a relationship that enables communication between two or more components. In most of component models, connectors are for the composition of component at design time, where components have to be constructed, composed, cataloged, and stored in a repository. For example, in UML 2.0 component model [UML2.0, 2005], there are two kinds of connectors: (1) An *assembly connector* (lollipop in socket, see Figure 2.1) is used to connect the required interface of a component to the provided interface of another component; and a *delegation connector* (arrow, see Figure 2.1) is used to forward requested and provided services from the inside of a composite component to the outside. In Fractal component model [Bruneton et al., 2006], a connector is a *binding component*, i.e., a component dedicated to the communication between other components.

**Composition**

Composition is a fundamental issue in component-based development since components are supposed to be used as building blocks from a repository and assembled or plugged together into larger blocks or systems. Theoretically, composition can take place during three stages of the life cycle of components [Crnkovic, 2002]: design phase, deployment phase and runtime phase. Figure 2.2 shows an idealized component life cycle with composition operators [Lau and Wang, 2007].

However, in practice, composition should be possible in the design and the deployment phases of the component life cycle while the system is being constructed [Lau and Wang, 2007]. In the design phase, components have to be constructed, composed by using composition operators, and stored in a repository. In the deployment phase, components have to be retrieved from the repository and compiled to binary code, and then assemble them into a system by using composition operators.

Current component models have two kinds of composition mechanisms: *endogenous composition* and *exogenous composition* [Crnkovic et al., 2011]. The use of intermediary connectors corresponds to the concept of exogenous composition because the interaction between components is handled outside of the components themselves. In contrast to exogenous composition, endogenous composition refers to a binding without any intermediary connector. In this case, the handling of binding and interaction protocols is part of the components themselves, including its interfaces.

One important requirement for the application of composition in safety-critical system is to provide the ability to reason about composition. For this we need a composition theory as discussed in [Crnkovic et al., 2003]. However, as explained in [Lau and Wang, 2007],
current component models tend not to have composition theories, even those with a composition language, such as ADL composition language [Allen and Garlan, 1997], Lumpe et al. composition language [Lumpe et al., 2003] and CoCo composition language [Tansalarak and Claypool, 2005]. One work with composition theory is the contract composition theory for reactive components [He et al., 2006]. Such a theory allows us to calculate and, thus, predict the result of applying a composition operator to our components.

Component and System Life Cycle

Another important characteristic of CBSE is the separation of the development processes of individual components, named component life cycle, from the development process of the overall system system life cycle [Crnkovic et al., 2006]. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, an idealized component life cycle entails an idealized system life cycle and should be separate from system life cycle [Lau et al., 2011].

One of popular system life cycles is the V Model, such as V-Lifecycle prescribed in the CENELEC standard of railway safety-critical software for control and protection systems [EN-50128, 2011]. V-Lifecycle has been adapted for component-based development, such as W-Lifecycle [Lau et al., 2011], Y-Lifecycle [Capretz, 2005], and X-Lifecycle [Tomar and Gill, 2010].
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All of them have some strengths and drawbacks. For example, most of them consider that the complete system should be constructed with component based development. As a consequence, they still propose an idealized CBD lifecycle. They do not discussed in detail domain specific requirement issues. For example, due to train control application market structure (many manufacturers and vendors), it is very difficult to build the complete system by only using these idealized CBD lifecycles. Indeed, there are always some requirements that are customer specific and vary from customer to customer, and still developed with traditional software development process. As a consequence hybrid development process is required to support both component based software development as well as traditional software development.

What is incontestable in this domain is that applications still developed with V-model, but there are more and more focus on reusing existing software artifacts.

One of reusing existing software artifacts is the Rational unified process (RUP) [Kaur and Singh, 2010], which focus on reuse of existing classes on object oriented development. Another one is the component-based model-driven development (CBMDD) [Chen et al., 2009], which concentrates on the integration of CBD into a Model-Driven Development (MDD) [Thomas and Barry, 2003]. The advent of model-driven development, whose principles are to use models systematically at different phases of system development process and to increase the level of automation, provides a new landscape for dealing with some longstanding software development challenges, such as traceability management [Santiago et al., 2012].
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2.3 Focus on CBSE for Embedded System Design

This section contains the brief information about the embedded safety-critical control software. Particular focus is given to train control systems. All these concepts are essential to understand the focus on domain-specific component-based approaches.

2.3.1 Embedded System characteristics

Embedded systems is everywhere in almost every domain of everyday modern life such as automobile, avionic and railway control system, mobile phones or small sensor/actuator controllers in industrial process and health sector, and much more [Marwedel, 2011]. The percentage of all computer systems belong to embedded systems today can be estimated at 98% [ARTIST, 2004, Crnkovic, 2005]. In the following list, the general definition of embedded systems, research roadmap or challenges of embedded system design and the industrial needs are introduced.

- **IEEE Definition.** “An Embedded Computer System is a computer system that is part of a larger system and performs some of the requirements of that system; for example, a computer system used in an aircraft or rapid transit system. (IEEE, 1992)”

- **Research Roadmaps.** The embedded systems usually must meet stringent specifications for safety, reliability, availability and other attributes of dependability [ARTIST, 2004]. As explained in the roadmaps for embedded systems design research [ARTIST, 2004] and CBSE for embedded systems [Crnkovic, 2005], most of such embedded systems are also characterized as real-time systems, which means that the real-time properties such as response time, worse case execution time, etc., are important design concerns. In addition, the increased complexity of embedded real-time systems leads to increasing demands with respect to requirement specification engineering, high-level design, early error detection, productivity, integration, verification and maintenance [Crnkovic, 2005].

- **Industrial needs.** Although the general characteristics is almost the same in different embedded domains, the adoption of CBSE approaches for embedded systems in a specific embedded industry will depend on the industrial needs, its methodology, its process, its technology and its market structures. For example, Table 2.1 summarises the main industrial needs and the concerns they impact on [Panunzio and Vardanega, 2010].

This table was derived from European Space Agency (ESA) initiatives to harmonized the methodology, process and technology concerns of software reference architecture around the agency missions. No relative priority was set on these industrial needs. It is just given to illustrated that the adoption of any software development approach, specially CBSE approaches in an industrial domain will depend on the special industrial needs. In the following we will specially focus on the railway domain.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industrial needs</th>
<th>Impacts on</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduced development schedule</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product quality</td>
<td>Methodology, process, technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased cost-effectiveness of software development</td>
<td>Methodology, process, technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced effort intensiveness of Verification and Validation</td>
<td>Methodology, process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-team development and product policy</td>
<td>Process, technology, market structure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: The main industrial needs and the concerns they impact on

2.3.2 Focus on Railway Embedded Real-Time Control Systems

One of our concerns in this work is the application of CBD in the railway control systems, which belong to embedded systems family discussed in above Section 2.3.1. Train control systems have various characteristics, such reliability, availability, safety, maintainability, efficiency, and real time constraints, that are possessed by other transport control systems, such as aircraft or car control systems. However, train control system has some difference with other vehicle control as follows:

- **Many Control levels.** One of difference between train and car is that train control have many levels of control than car control. Most of time train consists of a number of wagons, so it is more complex in terms of controlling the communication, controlling the doors and brakes, and so on. Figure 2.4 illustrate some high-level of controls, such as traffic control, wayside control and train control [Johansson, 2001].

![Figure 2.4: Different levels of control in a train control system](image)

Traffic control system has the responsibility for route planning, navigation, signalling, surveillance and safety. It keeps track of all trains that might interact, their current position and destination. Wayside control is a set of systems, such as Radio Block Center (RBC) and interlocking, intended for surveillance, control and wireless communication. Train control, also known as train command and control or Automatic Train Control (ATC), is responsible for navigation, surveillance and safety. It is also responsible for the control and synchronizes all the computer based system in the car. The ATC responsibilities are to control and supervise the traction and auxiliary equipment, brake system and the driver’s desk operation.

These different levels of a train control have different types of requirements, such
as functional, timing and dependability requirements. But at the same time dependability requirements can be similar to both, there could be large differences in functional as well as timing requirements and this makes the system more complex [Johansson, 2001]. In addition, the different parts of train are most of time built by different vendors and they have different requirements. All these factors make the train control system more complex to build and to inter-operate.

- **Interoperability.** Interoperability of the rail system within Europe is a key challenge to enable railway industries to capture the variety of rail market segments and to strengthen the competitiveness of rail products and operations [Collart-Dutilleul et al., 2014]. In the past, a number of different Automatic Train Control (ATC) systems has evolved in different countries at different times. As a consequence, when a train crosses a border, it needs to change its on-board signalling system for example. This generates an important financial cost. In order to establish international standardisation of ATC systems, the System Requirement Specification (SRS) of the European Rail Traffic Management System/European Train Control System (ERTMS/ETCS) is introduced [ERTMS/ETCS, 2014]. However, the management of railway signalling in ERTMS is based on local rules pertaining to each country and not on global rules. This makes it difficult to evaluate the system in terms of safety and then for certification.

- **Certification.** Railway or other transportation vehicles are an international matter. For example trains and cars cross borders daily and a single car may be shifted among different trains during its journey to the destination. This is an area where international agreements, standards and certifications are needed: e.g., [EN-50128, 2011] for railway, and [ISO-26262, 2009] for automotive.

Meeting the strict safety requirements in critical software development is today crucial for the safety-related industrial environment, especially railways. To be able to prove that all safety properties are captured in the system requirements and software specifications, as well as that the final software product satisfies all specifications, a formal verification and validation is the most convenient and recommended.

### 2.4 V&V Background

Verification and Validation (V&V) are at the heart of the process of developing software for applications that require high dependability, such as the railway safety-critical control applications, discussed in Section 2.3.2. In this section, we give the background on general Verification and Validation (V&V) approaches and we focus on Observer-Based Verification (OBV) in which our approach work takes place.
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2.4.1 V&V Definitions

Software V&V are independent activities that are used together for checking that a software system or a software component meets requirements and specifications and that it fulfills its intended purpose. Although the two activities are not the same thing, they are quite often confused. IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology provides following definitions.

- **Verification**: Software verification is the process of evaluating software or software component to determine whether the products of a given development phase satisfy the conditions imposed at the start of that phase. [IEEE-Std-610, 1990].

- **Validation**: Software validation is the process of evaluating a software or software component during or at the end of the development process to determine whether it satisfies specified requirements. [IEEE-Std-610, 1990]

![Figure 2.5: Verification and validation in software development](image)

Figure 2.5 illustrates the basic relationships involved in V&V in software development process [Knight, 2012]. In other words, software verification is applied most commonly to show that an implementation implements a specification correctly, while its validation ensures that the software actually meets the customer requirements, and that the requirement specification was correct in the first place. Note that a specification is generally the result of requirements elicitation process in a domain [Pinheiro, 2004].

2.4.2 V&V Applicability

For software V&V activities, there are numerous techniques and tools that may be used in isolation or in combination with each other. However, with an effort of classification, V&V techniques can be classified in five broad groups [Collofello and Institute, 1988]:

25
Software Technical Reviews

The software technical review process includes techniques such as inspections, walk-throughs and audits. Software technical reviews can be used to examine all the products of the software development and evolution process. In particular, they are especially applicable and necessary for those products not yet in computer processable form, such as requirements or specifications written in natural language and in proper documentation [Schneider et al., 1992].

Such documents need to be properly structured, in order to ease the proper understanding of requirements, which shall satisfy two main quality attributes: (i) requirements relatedness: each requirement is conceptually connected with the requirements in the same section; (ii) sections independence: each section is conceptually separated from the others [Ferrari et al., 2013]. As a consequence, the utilization of these techniques as V&V activities requires an additional level of V&V activities, such as requirement tracing.

Requirement Tracing

Requirement tracing is a technique for insuring that the product, as well as the testing of the product, addresses each of its requirements. There are several ways in which requirement tracing can be performed, as discussed in detailed in Chapter 3. The usual approach to performing requirement tracing uses traceability matrix, which can be classified in three types.

The first type of traceability matrix maps requirements to software modules. Such construction and analysis of this matrix can help insure that all requirements are properly addressed by the product and that the product does not have any superfluous capabilities. The second type of traceability matrix maps requirements to test cases or verified properties. Such construction and analysis of this matrix can help insure that all requirements are properly tested or verified. A third type of matrix maps requirements to their evaluation approach. The evaluation approaches may consist of review, simulation, testing and proof of correctness. This analysis shows that the requirement and evaluation tracing insures that all requirements will undergo some other form of V&V activities.

Simulation and Prototyping

Simulation and prototyping are techniques for analyzing the expected behavior of a product. There are many approaches for constructing simulations and prototypes that are documented in the literature [Emmelmann, 2003, Huang et al., 2011].

For V&V purposes, simulations and prototypes are normally used to analyze requirements and specifications to insure that they reflect the user’s needs. Simulations and prototypes can also be used to analyze predicted product performance, especially for candidate
product designs, to insure that they conform to the requirements. It is important to note that the utilization of simulation and prototyping as V&V techniques requires that the simulations and prototypes themselves be correct. As a consequence, the utilization of these techniques requires an additional level of V&V activities, such as software testing or formal verification.

Software Testing

Software testing is the process of exercising a product to verify that it satisfies specified requirements or to identify differences between expected and actual results. There are several ways to test software because testing depends on the levels of testing, such as module testing, integration testing, system testing and regression testing [Myers and Sandler, 2004]. For all levels of testing, there are different techniques of testing, such as functional testing, structural testing, error-oriented testing and so on, which can be applicable [Myers and Sandler, 2004].

It is important to note that the utilization of software testing depends also on software development. For example in component-based software testing [Groß, 2005], testing refers to all activities that are related to component testing and application testing in the scope of a component-based development project because ideal software component is supposed to be reused in different context.

Software testing is one of software engineering disciplines used as a widespread validation approach in industry. For example earlier studies, such as [Beizer, 1990, NIST, 2002] estimated that testing can consume fifty percent, or even more, of the development costs. However, a recent detailed survey in software testing research points out some open challenges, such as compositional testing and some longstanding dreams, such as 100% automatic testing [Bertolino, 2007].

Proof of Correctness

Contrary to previous categories, the proof of correctness is a collection of techniques that apply mathematical rigor to help establish a variety of properties. This category of techniques is also often referred to as formal methods [Knight, 2012]. When applied carefully, formal methods are powerful because they can help us establish properties such as freedom from certain classes of faults. However, using the formal method is neither a panacea that solves all problems nor a curiosity that provides no value [Knight, 2012]. In this sense formal methods can always be supplemented with various other V&V techniques discussed above.

A formal method is an application of mathematics, usually discrete mathematics, in software engineering. As such, a formal method provides the software engineer (i) a formal languages, such as Z or Alloy language [Jackson, 2006], to replace much of the use of natural language in software artifacts, such as requirements, specifications and designs; and
(ii) a formal verification techniques to analysis software artifacts produced during software development. Formal verification brings the rigor of formal methods to the challenge of verification [Knight, 2012]. There are several formal verification techniques. In particular, we rely on two categories:

1. Correctness by construction. The Correctness by construction principle is first advocated by Dijkstra in [Dijkstra, 1972]: “Argument three is based on the constructive approach to the problem of program correctness”, where program construction should follow the construction of a solid proof of correctness. Many decades later, the approaches to correctness by construction is promoted in different approaches. The three main approaches are:

   - Refinement approaches. In construction of software using refinement, software is built by developing a series of transformations or refinements from the high-level abstract specification to a low-level concrete implementation [Knight, 2012]. Each refinement makes the initial formal specification more concrete, and transformation is continued until an executable implementation has been produced. The key of fault avoidance is that transformations are selected and applied carefully, and proofs are constructed to show that the properties of the input are maintained by the output.

   The B Method [Abrial, 1996] is the most complete and most comprehensive instantiation of refinement approach category. Several powerful tools, such as Atelier B tools, have been developed to support the B Method. For instance, in France, the functional requirements of the SACEM system present in RER Line A in Paris were formally constructed in the B language [Guiho and Hennebert, 1990] as well as for the automatic train system of the metro line 14 which was the first driverless metro line in Paris [Behm et al., 1998].

   - Analysis. In the construction of software using analysis, the software is built by developing a series of program increments using a fairly conventional manual development approach [Knight, 2012]. Design using procedural abstraction can be used to develop the necessary procedures and functions, data structures can be designed in manner that provides the semantics for the application, and so on. The key to the use of analysis is the availability of a mechanism to verify each of the increments that is applied during development.

   The Correctness by Construction manifesto of Praxis High Integrity Systems [Hall and Chapman, 2002, Chapman, 2006] is the most complete practice of analysis approach category. The most extensive use of this static analysis approach is with SPARK language and toolset, such as [SPARK, 2014]. This original approach is a code source-based development, contrary to the following synthesis category approaches based on high-level language

   - Synthesis approaches. In the construction of software using synthesis, the implementation in a high-level language is actually built automatically by an application
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generator [Knight, 2012]. The application generator reads a formal specification and generates the application software automatically. In some application generators, the synthesis process is guided by humans, and in others synthesis is completely automatic.

One particular technique that has been developed is a model-based development, specially component-based model development. The concept is to develop a specification using a formal notation, and to have an application generator tool to translate that specification into an executable program, much as a compiler translates a high-level-language program into an executable program. Most often the specification language is a domain-specific language, designed to be used by domain experts and software engineers in a particular application domain. Many synthesis application are available, including Mathworks [Simulink, nd] and [SCADE, nd].

2. Model Checking. Model checking is an important formal techniques that is quite different from the other formal methods, which have been discussed above. At the heart of model checking is the idea that analysis can be carried out on a model of an artifact rather than the artifact itself, hence the name model checking. The most common application to software is in concurrent software. Concurrent software is difficult for humans to reason about and to analyze using formal analysis verification because of the non determinism that is inherent in concurrent programs [Knight, 2012]. Regarding the specification of real time properties, two categories of works have been proposed to specify properties.

- Temporal Logics specification. The first category is based on temporal logic. It provides most of the theoretically well-founded body of works, such as complexity results for different fragments of realtime temporal logics [Henzinger, 1998]: Temporal logic with clock constraints (TPTL); Metric Temporal Logic (MTL, MITL); Event Clock Logic; etc. The algebraic nature of logic-based approaches make them expressive and enable an accurate formal semantics. However, it may be impossible to express all the necessary requirements inside the same logic fragment if we ask for an efficient model-checking algorithm (with polynomial time complexity). For example, Uppaal [Larsen et al., 1997] choose a restricted fragment of TCTL with clock variables, while Kronos [Yovine, 1997] provides a more expressive framework, but at the cost of a much higher complexity. As a consequence, this category requires different model-checkers for each interesting fragment of these logics, and a way to choose the right tool for every requirement which may be impractical. However, this is not an issue limiting the large adoption. An important issue limiting the large adoption of model checking technologies by the industry is the difficulty, for non-experts, to express their requirements using the formal specification languages supported by the verification tools.

- Pattern-Based Specification. The second category is based on specification patterns. Patterns propose a user-friendly syntax which facilitates their adoption by
non-experts. In the seminal work of [Dwyer et al., 1998], property specification patterns are defined with temporal logics, such as LTL and CTL. “Globally, Q responds to P” is expressed as $AG(P \Rightarrow AF(Q))$ in CTL or $\Box(P \Rightarrow \diamond Q)$ in LTL. In this case, there is no need to provide a verification approach because efficient model-checkers are available for these logics. This work on patterns has been extended for the real-time constraints. For example, [Konrad and Cheng, 2005] extends the patterns language with time constraints and give a mapping from timed pattern to TCTL and MTL. Another related work is [Gruhn and Laue, 2006], where the authors define observer automata (observers) based on Timed Automata for each pattern. For each pattern, observer automata, which can be applied directly in a timed model checking tool, are constructed. We call this approach an Observer-Based Verification. However, these primary works lack a formal framework for proving the correctness or innocuousness of their observers and they have not integrated their approach inside a model-checking tool chain. But, verification by means of observers has been experimented in different works, such as [Aceto et al., 2003, Bayse et al., 2005, Abid et al., 2014]

Summary

The V&V categories presented in this section are not meant to provide a partitioning, since there are some approaches that span categories. We give, a practical view of V&V approaches shown in the literature in order to focus in observer-based verification in which our work take place.

2.5 Focus on Observer-Based Verification

As shown in the of previous Section 2.4, V&V are at the heart of the process of developing software for applications that require high dependability, such as the railway safety-critical control application. However, one of important issue limiting the adoption of formal verification technologies by the industry is the difficulty, for non-experts, to express their requirements using the formal specification languages supported by the verification tools. As a consequence, we focus on pattern-based specification for which our approached is related.

2.5.1 Property specification patterns

Dwyer et al. [Dwyer et al., 1998, Dwyer et al., 1999] introduced several patterns applicable to software property specifications written in different formalisms, such as Linear-time Temporal Logic (LTL) [Manna and Pnueli, 1992], Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [Clarke et al., 1986] or Graphical Interval Logic (GIL) [Ramakrishna et al., 1996]. These property specification patterns consist of a set of patterns and a set of scopes. Patterns specify what
must occur and scopes specify when patterns must hold. More precisely, a scope indicates
the portions of system execution in which a pattern should hold. Let P and Q represent a
state or event, the five basic kinds of scopes can be defined as follows:

- **Global**: the pattern must hold during the complete system execution;
- **Before P**: the pattern must hold up to the first occurrence of a given P;
- **After P**: the pattern must hold after the first occurrence of a given P;
- **Between P And Q**: the pattern must hold from an occurrence of a given P to an occur-
  rence of a given Q;
- **After P Until Q**: the same as “Between P And Q”, but the pattern must hold even if Q
  never occurs.

Patterns are classified into occurrence patterns and order patterns. Details of these pat-
terns can be found in [Dwyer, nd]. Occurrence patterns are used to express requirements
related to the existence or lack of existence of some states or events during system execution.
Order patterns are used to express requirements related to pairs of states or events during
system execution. The important patterns can be briefly described as follows:

- **Absence**: P does not occur within a scope;
- **Universality**: P may occur throughout a scope;
- **Existence**: P must occur within a scope;
- **Bounded Existence**: P must occur at least, exactly or at most k times within a scope;
- **Precedence**: P must always be preceded by Q within a scope;
- **Response**: P must always be followed by Q within a scope, as illustrated in the untimed
  response Example 1.

**Example 1.** “It is always the case that if P\{x = 0;\} holds, then Q\{y = 1;\} eventually holds.”

These original specification patterns are not adapted for the specification
of real-time properties, since they do not support quantitative reasoning about
real-time [Konrad and Cheng, 2005]. As a consequence, Konrad and Cheng
[Konrad and Cheng, 2005] refer to these patterns as qualitative specification patterns
and include a set of quantitative patterns for real-time specification. Their collection of
patterns was classified into three broad categories of real-time properties. The **duration**
category describes properties that can be used to place bounds on the duration of an
occurrence. The **periodic** category describes properties that address periodic occurrences.
The **real-time order** category describes properties that place time bounds on the order of two
occurrences. They also offer a structured English grammar to support both qualitative and real-time specification patterns, as illustrated in the time-bounded response pattern Example 2, which is a real-time order category of above untimed response Example 1. Following the observer representation of [Gruhn and Laue, 2006], the observe automata of Example 2 is shown in Figure 2.6

Example 2. “It is always the case that if $P(x = 0;)$ holds, then $Q(y = 1;)$ holds after at most $k$ time units.”

![Observer of time-bounded response pattern](image)

They are many other real-time extensions of the Dwyer et al. classification, such as [Chechik and Paun, 1999, Yu et al., 2006, Mekki et al., 2011, Abid et al., 2014] and other real-time specifications which are not directly based on the Dwyer et al. classification, such as [Bitsch, 2001, Sadani et al., 2005]. For example, [Bitsch, 2001] presents a classification comparable to the Dwyer et al. classification, but it is restricted only to safety patterns occurring in the specification of industrial automation systems. Recent studies realized by Bianculli et al. [Bianculli et al., 2012] and Abid et al. [Abid et al., 2014] have shown that Dywer’s patterns with data-awareness and time delay-awareness patterns, as in Example 3, are the most used in practice in academia and industry.

Example 3. “Message $m'$ must occur before a max delay of $k$ time units after the first occurrence of message $m$."

In this example, instead of directly considering states of processes as in Example 1 and 2, the requirements are expressed using two messages: the first message $m$ represents the input of the process and the second $m'$ its output. The delay between the two messages is constrained to be in the time limit. Our objective is to verify these real-time patterns in the railway safety-critical domain.

### 2.5.2 Railway domain-specific property specification patterns

We particularly focus on domain-specific rail-road temporal safety specifications. For instance, Example 4 shows a safety requirement specification of rail-road level crossing systems.
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Example 4. “The gates must not be opened before the train has passed the rail-road crossing. The gates must be in the closed state for 6 seconds before the rail-road crossing has the status safeguarded. The safeguard of a level crossing is only permitted to be terminated, strictly after the rail-road level crossing has been completely vacated.” (Taken from [Bitsch, 2001]).

The specification of Example 4 explicits time duration before the safeguard of rail-road Level Crossing (LC). But, it does not consider the speed of trains that may cross the LC. Indeed, in most European countries, railway traffic has absolute priority over road traffic. So, the gate is opened to road traffic and then closed as soon as another train is detected. In this way, when another train is coming very shortly, the gate will be closed promptly after being opened. Consequently, car drivers in the crossing section may become stressed and make wrong decisions. The first sentence of Example 5 is stated to avoid this short opening duration between successive closure cycles. Conversely, it is also important to avoid keeping the gate closed for an unnecessarily long time when the train has passed. The second sentence of Example 5 constrains the closure duration.

Example 5. “When the gate is opened to road traffic, it must stay open at least $T_{\text{min}}$ time units. Once closed and when there is no train approaching, the gate must be kept closed at least $T_{\text{begin}}$ and at most $T_{\text{end}}$, where $T_{\text{begin}}$ and $T_{\text{end}}$ are the time interval limits prescribed.” (Taken from [Mekki et al., 2012]).

Remark 1. Note that, generally, these complex requirement specifications match more than one of patterns mentioned above. For example, the first sentence of Example 5 matches the after duration (stay open at least $T_{\text{min}}$) pattern and its second sentence matches time-interval (at least $T_{\text{begin}}$ and at most $T_{\text{end}}$) pattern.

2.6 Comparative Analysis and Discussion

We have already introduced some related component-based approaches in previous sections. However, they have not yet been compared and discussed. In this section, we give a comparative analysis of some related work in Section 2.6.1. From this comparative analysis, we discuss in particular in Section 2.6.2 four requirements that are the heart of the development process of software that require high dependability, such as that railway safety-critical control software.

2.6.1 Comparative Analysis

Many software component models and frameworks have been proposed and compared over the last few years [Crnkovic et al., 2011, Pop et al., 2014]. The results of these evaluations show that there is no single winner: each of evaluated approaches has a strengths and limitations. As a consequence, they provide recommendations that can provide a guide in selecting a suitable component technology based on the specific requirements and target domain.
of a considered application. According to this, two categories of component models have
been distinguished: the general-purpose and the specialized-purpose. In addition, as shown in
Section 2.2.2, current component models fall into two main categories [Lau and Wang, 2007]:
(1) models where components are collections of objects, as in Object-Oriented Programming
(OOP) and (ii) models where components are architectural units, as in software Architectures
Description Language (ADL).

- Examples of genera-purpose OOP-based approaches:
  - EJB: Entreprise JavaBeans [Rubinger and Burke, 2010]
  - Fractal: Fractal component model [Bruneton et al., 2006]

- Examples of genera-purpose ADL-based approaches:
  - Pin: Pin Component Technology [Hissam et al., 2005]

- Examples of specialized-purpose OOP-based approaches:
  - Think: Fractal model C-implementation [Fassino et al., 2002]
  - Chess: Chess project Component Model [Panunzio and Vardanega, 2010]

- Examples of specialized-purpose ADL-based approaches:
  - ProCom: Progress Component Model [Sentilles et al., 2008]
  - IEC-61499: IEC-61499 function blocks [IEC-61499, 2005]
  - AUTOSAR: AUTomotive Open System Architecture [AUTOSAR, 2006]

The specialized-purpose models for embedded and potentially also for real-time systems
are sometimes related to domain-specific models. However, as discussed in Section 2.3.1,
the domain of embedded real-time systems is relatively broad. They are ranging from small
computational units to complex distributed control systems as in automotive, railway and
airspace industry. Therefore, it is rather difficult to state universal criteria for comparison of
component frameworks supporting development of such systems. Taking this into account,
we do not focus on specific criteria that are important for component-based development
in general, rather we focus on those that are necessary to meet the dependability require-
ments in component-based development for domain-specific embedded real-time systems.
We particularly focus on traceability, interoperability, V&V and Certification criteria.

Table 2.2 shows a comparative table of approaches evaluated. We use a check mark ✓
if the approach proposes solutions or deals with the criteria, while a check mark between
parenthesis (✓) indicates that the approach does not fully handle the criteria. Each of criteria
is discussed in following Section 2.6.2.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Sub-categories</th>
<th>Approaches</th>
<th>Comparison criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Traceability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General-Purpose</td>
<td>OOP-Based</td>
<td>EJB</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fractal</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADL-Based</td>
<td>AADL</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pin</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized-Purpose</td>
<td>OOP-Based</td>
<td>Think</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CHESS</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADL-Based</td>
<td>ProCom</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IEC-61499</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AUTOSAR</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Synthesis of comparison for some CBD-V approaches

2.6.2 Discussion

The above comparative analysis shows that with some exceptions, almost all of the discussed component models or frameworks have some support for interoperability and V&V but not all of them provide necessary tools to exploit this support completely. In contrast, the traceability and certification support is generally weaker in academic component models or frameworks mostly due to extensive costs to deal with this requirements.

R1. Traceability. Traceability of concerns is one of problems faced by developers during the development of components in safety-critical domains. However, as shown in Table 2.2, academic component models or frameworks evaluated do not explicitly representing and reasoning with traceability in their model. This is some time intentional. For example, for CHESS, [Panunzio and Vardanega, 2014] argue that traceability of model entities (inter-faces, components, etc.) to requirements shall also be managed externally (without embedding any information in the component model itself). As the others, they do not explicitly handle this concerns, may be due to extensive cost and time to deal with this requirement.

However, recent empirical research [Mader and Egyed, 2012] shows that system development practice with traceability is progressing, and it can be cost benefit in long term if it is adapted to the project-specific needs [Dömges and Pohl, 1998]. Contrary to the CBSE, the traceability of concerns has intensively studied in the MDE. As a consequence, in Chapter 3 we discussed the most relevant work related to traceability of concerns and highlight the benefits for component-based model driving development.

R2. Interoperability. The interoperability of components is a fundamental design desiderata of component-based development. With some exceptions, all of the approaches
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discussed provide a partial interoperability, in terms of *composability, substitutability* and *reusability* i.e., there is no need to know the design and the implementation when composing a component with other parts of the system, substituting a component with another one or reusing it in another application.

However, this is not sufficient in a specific domain, where domain knowledge, such as data format an protocol of communication, is required for an effective interoperability. In addition, formal modeling of interfaces that enables such interoperability is necessary to reason and predict the application of composition, substitution and reusability mechanisms.

**R3. V&V.** The V&V requirement is centered around the possibility of ensuring functional correctness as well as dependability properties e.g., RAMS properties, *i.e.*, Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety, by using one of mix V&V techniques shown in Section **2.4**. Most of the discussed frameworks offer a formal execution model, e.g.,:

- *Wright* for EJB [Sousa and Garlan, 1999];
- *Alloy* for Fractal and Think [Merle and Stefani, 2008];
- *Timed or Colored Petri Nets* for AADL [Renault et al., 2009];
- *UML state-charts* for Pin [Hissam et al., 2005];
- *Correctness by Construction* for CHESS [Panunzio and Vardanega, 2014];
- *Priced Timed Automata* for ProCom [Bures et al., 2008];
- *UPPAAL timed automata* for IEC-61499 [Soliman et al., 2012];
- *Simulink formalism* for AUTOSAR [AUTOSAR-Simulink, nd];

Consequently, tools for the particular formalism can be used.

However, this does not imply that these tools can be used without substantial additional effort to integrate them into the development process of the particular framework. For example, for Think, Alloy can also be used to check integrity constraints on finite architectures, but it is not directly integrated into ready-to-be-used V&V tools such as the Topcased IDE for ADL [Berthomieu et al., 2009].

**R4. Certification.** This requirement facilitates certification of systems developed with the particular component model or framework (e.g., IEC-61499 function blocks, AUTOSAR) according to corresponding safety standards (e.g., IEC 61508 for general electronic devices, ISO 26262 for automotive systems). This is typically done by providing safety cases of the framework or process for certifying in a system using the component model or framework.

The certification support is generally weaker in academic component models or frameworks mostly due to extensive cost and the need for clear industrial application. Out of the frameworks considered, some certification support exists in case of AADL. AADL seems to be used mostly in avionics and space industry, accompanied by additional
development methodology which is compliant with DO-178B for safety of airborne systems. For Pin, there exist an approach [Chaki et al., 2007] for certification of components based on proof-carrying-code and certifying model checking.

2.7 Summary

In this chapter, we have briefly introduced a background of CBSE and V&V that states some principles and basic concepts we will use throughout the dissertation. Giving a short explanation of each one of them in Section 2.2 and Section 2.4, respectively, we have focused on CBSE for EDS in Section 2.3 and pattern observer based verification in Section 2.5. Then, the comparative analysis of some selected approaches is given in Section 2.6, by focusing particularly on traceability, interoperability, V&V and Certification criteria.

With some exceptions, all of the approaches discussed provide a partial support, in terms of interoperability, V&V. The traceability and certification support is generally weaker in academic component models or frameworks, mostly due to extensive costs and the need for clear industrial application. Regarding the traceability of concern, contrary to the CBSE, it has been intensively studied in the MDE.

As a consequence, in Chapter 3, we will discuss the most relevant work related to traceability of concerns and highlight the benefits for component-based model driving development.
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3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we give a brief introduction to the Traceability of Concerns (ToC). The objective of this chapter is to give a brief background in which ToC can take place in component-based development discussed in Chapter 2. Particular importance is given to the survey of ToC approaches in Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) in which component-based model driven development takes place.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the traceability background. In Section 3.3, we review the survey of traceability approaches in MDE. Section 3.4 describes the comparative analysis and discussion. Finally, Section 3.5 summarizes the ideas presented in this chapter.
3.2 Traceability Background

The traceability is one of key activities in the development process of software systems. This is particularly important in safety-critical, such as railway control and protection software, because these systems emphasize high qualities in terms of Safety Integrity Level (SIL) [EN-50128, 2011]. The traceability has been defined and discussed in various domains.

3.2.1 Traceability Definitions

Several attempts have been done both from academic and industrial domains to define the main characteristics of traceability. We give below the most commonly used definitions.

- **IEEE definition** “Traceability is the degree to which a relationship can be established between two or more products of the development process, especially products having a predecessor-successor or master-subordinate relationship to one another”. [IEEE-Std-610, 1990]. This definition is adopted in many standards of safety critical system, such the railway standard of software for railway control and protection systems [EN-50128, 2011].

- **Gotel and Finkelstein’s definition** “Requirement traceability refers to the ability to describe and follow the life of a requirement, in both a forward and backward direction (i.e., from its origins, through its development and specification, to its subsequent deployment and use, and through all periods of on-going refinement and iteration in any of these phases.)” [Gotel and Finkelstein, 1994].

  Gotel and Finkelstein’s definition has become the common definition of requirement traceability. They make explicit that in order to follow (i.e., to trace) the life of a requirement you have to describe it.

- **Pinheiro’s definition** “Requirement traceability refers to the ability to define, capture, and follow the traces left by requirements on other elements of the software development environment and the traces left by those elements on requirements.” [Pinheiro, 2004].

  Pinheiro uses two important aspects of requirement traceability to extend Gotel and Finkelstein’s definition. The first one is the ability to capture the traces we want to follow, and the second one is the ability to follow afterwards traces which should be viewed as natural occurrences.

3.2.2 Traceability Modes

There are several ways in which requirement tracing can be performed. As regards the direction of tracing, a requirement may be traced in a forward or backward direction; as regards requirements evolution, a requirement may be traced to aspects occurring before or after its inclusion in the requirement specification; and as regards the type of the objects involved, we may have inter or extrarequirements traceability [Pinheiro, 2004].
3.2. Traceability Background

Backward and Forward Traceability

The definitions of forward and backward traceability have given in the literature as follow:

- **Forward traceability** is the ability to trace a requirement to components of a design or implementation. [Wieringa, 1995].

- **Backward traceability** is the ability to trace a requirement to its source, i.e. to a person, institution, law, argument, etc. [Wieringa, 1995].

![Figure 3.1: Backward and forward traceability](image)

The concept of forward and backward traceability is intuitively illustrated in Figure 3.1 [Pinheiro, 2004]. For example, a requirement is traced forward when the requirement is changed and we want to investigate the impact of the change. On the other hand, a requirement is traced backward, for example, when there is a change and we want to understand it, investigating the information used to elicit the changed requirement.

**Pre- and Post-Requirement Specification Traceability**

We consider that a requirement is different to a requirement specification. Indeed, a requirement specification is the result of the elicitation process [Pinheiro, 2004]. The tracing of a requirement can be (1) a Pre-Requirement Specification (Pre-RS) traceability to get information related to the process of elicitation, prior to its inclusion in the requirement specification or a Post-Requirement Specification (Post-RS) traceability to get information related to its use, after the requirement has been elicited and included in the requirement specification.

- **Pre-RS traceability** refers to those aspects of a requirement’s life prior to its inclusion in the requirement specification. [Gotel and Finkelstein, 1994].

- **Post-RS traceability** refers to those aspects of a requirement’s life that result from inclusion in the requirement specification. [Gotel and Finkelstein, 1994].
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Figure 3.2: Pre-RS and Post-RS traceability

Figure 3.2 illustrates the definition of Pre-RS traceability and Post-RS traceability [Pinheiro, 2004]. For example, the Pre-RS traceability is useful when there is a change to a requirement and we want to get the requirement’s sources or the people supporting it to validate the change. On the other hand, Post-RS traceability is useful to get the design module to which a requirement was allocated or the test procedures created to verify the requirement.

Inter and Extra-Requirement Traceability

The ability to trace the links between requirements is called inter-requirement traceability. The links between requirements and other artefacts are captured by extra-requirement traceability.

- **Inter-requirement traceability** refers to the relationships between requirements. [Pinheiro, 2004].

- **Extra-requirement traceability** refers to the relationships between requirements and other artifacts, such as specifications, diagrams and code [Pinheiro, 2004].

Figure 3.3 illustrates the definition of Pre-RS traceability and Post-RS traceability. For example, inter-requirement traceability is important for requirement analysis and to deal with requirement change and evolution. On the other hand, extra-requirement traceability is important for requirement refinement into design artifacts and artifact analysis in order to define new design artifacts or to change existing artifacts.

3.2.3 Traceability of Concerns

The traceability definitions given in Section 3.2.1 and traceability modes given in Section 3.2.2 should be relaxed to closely reflect the modes we want to trace in the chosen development process.
3.2. Traceability Background

Firstly, the definition of traceability modes were defined as starting in a requirement. This is inappropriate since in many occasions the starting point of tracing is not a requirement. For example, the backward and forward traceability modes were defined as starting in a requirement and going backward or forward to other objects. For instance, if we get an unexpected result in a test procedure it may be necessary to trace the test procedure back to its related requirements or models in order to understand the results. The same happens if we have a change in some intermediate models, we may want to get all requirements already elicited from these sources to see if they remain valid.

For this reason, we prefer the use the term Traceability of Concerns where the definition of traceability modes were defined as starting in a concern, which is a particular set of information that has an effect on requirement or other development artifacts.

Secondly, the scope of traceability modes should overlap. For example, backward and forward tracing may happen at the same time as Pre-RS tracing or Post-RS tracing. When tracing a requirement forward to the code built to meet the requirement we do post-RS and forward tracing. In the same way, we do post-RS and backward tracing when we investigate an error, tracing a component back to the requirement it was intended to satisfy.

For this reason, we consider that the traceability of concerns includes inter-requirement and extra-requirement traceability which can be overlap with the three other traceability modes shown in Section 3.2.2.

Finally, the scope of traceability modes can depend on the development paradigm, e.g., Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) [Kassab and Ormandjieva, 2006], Model-Driven Development (MDD) [Galvao and Goknil, 2007] and Software Product Line Development(SPLD) [Anquetil et al., 2010]. For example considering the MDD the traceability of concerns can be illustrated by Figure 3.4.

![Figure 3.3: Inter and extra-requirement traceability](image-url)
To summarize, we focus on software development artifacts and define the traceability of concerns as following:

**Definition 1. Traceability of Concerns**
Traceability of concerns refers to the ability to define, capture, and follow the traces from requirements concerns to the others concerns of the chosen software development artifacts, and the traces within or across those concerns.

### 3.2.4 Traceability of Functional and Non-Functional Concerns

We focus on the traceability of software functional and non-functional concerns. As illustrated in Figure 3.4, the functional tracing, such as function trace, state and data trace, is related to the functional concerns of software development, while, the non-functional tracing, such as error trace and performance trace, is related to the tracing of non-functional concerns of software development.

**Traceability of Functional Concerns**

Functional traces are those related to well established mappings between components or objects [Pinheiro, 2004]. Thus, it occurs naturally when well-defined models and notations

Figure 3.4: Traceability of concerns
are used to describe components or objects. Indeed, the traces are derived from the syntactic and semantic connections or mappings prescribed by the models or notations used. Some examples in object-oriented models are the relationships between UML diagrams, classes, attributes and method. Note that traceability inside a model is sometimes called vertical traceability and between different models is sometimes called horizontal traceability [Lindvall and Sandahl, 1996].

**Definition 2. SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR FUNCTIONAL TRACING**

Given a model, we can functionally trace an element represented in that model by following its syntactically and semantically defined relationships. The sufficient condition to functionally trace an element to another is that there is a mapping between the two elements.

For example, functional tracing properly answers questions like “what are the test cases assigned to this requirement”. In these cases it is sufficient to trace the requirement following its syntactically defined relations to test cases. On the other hand, if we are trying to answer the question “what are the tests which test this requirement”, this can be done in a functional way only if the semantics of the relationship is sufficient to guarantee that every test associated to a requirement is indeed a test for the requirement. Otherwise, we are dealing with non-functional traces and we have to resort to interpretation and analysis of the contents of the related components or objects.

**Traceability of Non-Functional Concerns**

Non-functional tracing is related to the tracing of non-functional concerns of software development. They are usually related to quality aspects and result from relationships to non-tangible concepts such as the definition of the reason, the purpose, the context or technical non-functional concerns, such as error or performance tracing. Regarding the number of non-functional concerns [Mylopoulos et al., 1992, Glinz, 2007, Chung and do Prado Leite, 2009], it is important to clearly identify the non-functional concerns we want to trace. As illustrated in Figure 3.4, we focus on error and performance tracing for temporal safety concerns.

Contrary to the sufficient condition for functional tracing shown in Definition 2, we cannot derive a sufficient condition for non-functional tracing. The first reason is that non-functional concerns cannot directly related to mapping between components as in functional concerns. Although, the translation of non-functional concerns into functional corresponding can help to automatically perform non-functional tracing, not all aspects of non-functional traces can be captured in a functional way [Pinheiro, 2004]. Moreover, it is not convincing that this is a complete solution because the complexity of the model may impair the tracing process. The second reason is that it is very difficult to decide, in fine-grained, which component carries traces of a non-functional requirement. For example, for a performance requirement, this amounts to ask which component is responsible for achieving the
required level of performance. There may be no definite answer in terms of single components. Non-functional requirements tend to be satisfiable only by an entire system and this satisfaction cannot be traced to a particular set of design elements [Mylopoulos et al., 1992].

One solution to facilitate traceability of non-functional concerns, even if it coarse-grained traces, is the efficient production and separation of functional and non-functional concerns during software modeling. Indeed, the production of traces and their capture for trace perception are as important as the traces themselves [Pinheiro, 2004]. Otherwise a trace model may be just too complex to be efficiently used.

As illustrated in Figure 3.4, in this dissertation, we rely on model driven engineering for dealing with traceability of functional and non-functional concerns. In the next section, we study the state of the art approaches for traceability in MDE.

### 3.3 Traceability Approaches in MDE

In this section, we survey different traceability approaches related to requirement and model driven engineering in order to observe the main techniques used for representing traceability information. Under this perspective, we selected in particular twelve traceability approaches encountered in the research literature:

1. Event Based Traceability (EBT) [Cleland-Huang et al., 2003]
2. Event Based Traceability with Design Patterns (EBT-DP) [Cleland-Huang and Schmelzer, 2003]
3. Reference Models for Requirements Traceability (RMRT) [Ramesh and Jarke, 2001]
4. Morphological Schema of Traceability (MST) [Konigs et al., 2012]
5. Behavior Tree Traceability (BTT) [Wen and Dromey, 2004]
6. Behavior Tree Traceability with Tree Merging (BTT-TM) [Wen et al., 2014]
7. Scenario Driven approach to Trace Dependency Analysis (SDTDA) [Egyed, 2003]
8. Precise Transformation Traceability Metadata (PTTM) [Vanhooff and Berbers, 2005]
9. On Demand Merging of Traceability (ODMT) [Kolovos et al., 2006]
10. Traceability Framework for Model Transformations (TFMT) [Falleri et al., 2006]
11. Model-Driven Traceability Approach for Software Product Lines (MDTA-SPL) [Anquetil et al., 2008]
12. Model-Driven Traceability Framework for Software Product Lines (MDTF-SPL) [Anquetil et al., 2010]
3.3.1 Description of Traceability Approaches

The traceability approaches that we have studied are listed in above Section 3.3. All the evaluated approaches have the capability to represent traceability information, but they used different techniques to represent traces or traceability links. Here, we summarize the main representation techniques used to represent traceability links:

- **Cross-References.** The cross-reference links are embedded as pointers in a text which may be an informal natural language text, a formal or a graphical specification. Links between diagrams can be viewed as cross-references. The use of cross-references is simple to understand. For example, a requirement specification is generally a document with many cross-references among parts of the document. Existing packages like LaTeX contain cross-referencing facilities as hyperlinks.

  Cross-referencing is useful for written specifications but not for a concise representation of links, which can be done with traceability matrix [Wieringa, 1995]. Cross-references are often binary links, i.e., 1-to-1 links. In this case links of higher arity links, i.e., m-to-n links, cannot be easily represented.

- **Matrix.** A simple way to represent links between elements is a two-dimensional grid or matrix in which the horizontal and vertical dimensions list the elements that can be linked. The entries in the matrix represent links between these elements. The elements in both dimensions may or may not be the same.

  An advantage of the matrix representation is that it is easy to understand. It provides a format that can be discussed by stakeholders with different backgrounds. However, in two-dimensional traceability matrix, only finite 1-to-1 links, between elements can be represented. However, some links may be m-to-n links.

- **Tree-Based.** Beyond 1-to-1 traceability links, a tree or a graph provides a means to represent m-to-n links. Indeed, trace information forms a tree where links may relate more than two vertices. Although a tree-based representation is a very natural and intuitive graphical representation, it is more challenging than a matrix presentation.

  However, contrary to 1-to-1 traceability links, m-to-n links can help to reduce the number of required links and therefore simplify the adaptation.

- **Meta-Model.** Links between elements can also be represented by entity-relation models. An abstraction of these entity-relations models is called meta-model. In this case, the linked elements are entities and the links are relationship instances.

  The advantage is that links with arity higher can be represented. Moreover an meta-model of links can be implemented using any database or XML technology. The use of database or XML technology has the advantage that ad-hoc query and reporting facilities are easily available.
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- **Event-Based.** Contrary to traceability meta-model where traceable elements are directly linked by entity-relations, in traceability event-based subscription traceable elements are no longer directly related, but linked through publish-subscribe relationships. Instead of establishing direct and tight coupled links between elements, links are established through an event service, through an event-based server.

The advantage is that generation and maintenance of traceability link is automatic. However, when the project grows, the most difficult problem is to maintain a good performance of the event-based server.

### 3.3.2 Summary of Traceability Approaches

Table 3.1 summarizes the traceability approaches evaluated. The first row contains the traceability approaches under study, listed in Section 3.3. The first column contains the traceability representation techniques derived in Section 3.3.1. We use a check mark ✓ if the approach proposes solutions or deals with the different representation techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traceability Representation Techniques</th>
<th>Traceability Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EBT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EBT-DP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BTT-TM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDTDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PTTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MDTA-SPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MDTE-SPL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross-Reference</th>
<th>✓</th>
<th>✓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree-Based</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-Model</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event-Based</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Summary of some traceability approaches.

### 3.4 Comparative Analysis and Discussion

We have already introduced some traceability approaches in Section 3.3. Then, we have summarized in Table 3.2 the evaluated approaches by focusing on the main representation techniques used to represent traceability links. However, they have not yet been compared and discussed. In this section, we give a comparative analysis of these traceability related works.
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In Section 3.4.1, from this comparative analysis, we discuss in particular in Section 3.4.2 four open issue traceability requirements that we found to be important for flexibility and adaptability of traceability to project-specific needs.

3.4.1 Comparative Analysis

In [Galvao and Goknil, 2007, Konigs et al., 2012, Anquetil et al., 2010], interesting related works are presented where the authors review the most recent advances on technologies to automate traceability and discuss the potential role that Model Driven Development (MDD) can play in this field. For example, in [Galvao and Goknil, 2007], a survey on traceability approaches in MDD and the elaboration of a traceability taxonomy is presented. Based on this survey and recent related works [Wen et al., 2014, Konigs et al., 2012, Anquetil et al., 2010], we compare the evaluated approaches listed in Section 3.3. There are several criteria that could be used to evaluate traceability approaches in software engineering [Knethen and Paech, 2002, Winkler and Pilgrim, 2010]. As our proposal is based on the CBMDD, which is a particular component-based MDD approach, here, we present a comparative analysis of selected approaches with respect to the common comparison criteria of Galvao et al. [Galvao and Goknil, 2007]: representation, mapping, scalability, change impact analysis, and tool support.

The representation criterion compares the approach’s capability to represent traceability information. The mapping criterion analyzes whether the approach is capable of generating traces among the models at different levels of abstraction. The scalability criterion analyzes whether the approach can be efficiently applied to large-scale systems. The change impact analysis criterion evaluates whether the approach provides support for determining the impact of changes on the artifacts across the software development lifecycle. Finally, the tool support criterion evaluates whether the approach provides any tool support for facilitating traceability.

Table 3.2 shows a comparative table of approaches evaluated. We use a check mark ✓ if the approach proposes solutions or deals with the scalability, change and tool support criteria, while a check mark between parenthesis (✓) indicates that the approach does not fully handle the criteria. In particular, regarding representation criterion, the approaches are distributed into two categories. Regarding mapping criterion, we observe, in particular, the support to intra-level relationships (traces among artifacts of the same abstraction level), inter-level relationships (traces among artifacts of different abstraction levels), or both intra & inter-level relationships. Each of criteria is discussed in following paragraphs.

Representation Criterion

For representation criterion, all the evaluated approaches have the capability to represent traceability information, but in different abstraction levels. For this
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Sub-categories</th>
<th>Approaches</th>
<th>Comparison criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement-Driven</td>
<td>Event-based</td>
<td>EBT</td>
<td>inter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EBT-DP</td>
<td>intra &amp; inter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference-based</td>
<td>RMRT</td>
<td>intra &amp; inter</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MST</td>
<td>intra &amp; inter</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior tree-based</td>
<td>BBT</td>
<td>intra &amp; inter</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BBT-TM</td>
<td>intra &amp; inter</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-Driven</td>
<td>Model-based</td>
<td>SDTDA</td>
<td>intra &amp; inter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PTTM</td>
<td>intra &amp; inter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation-based</td>
<td>ODMT</td>
<td>inter</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TFMT</td>
<td>intra &amp; inter</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product-based</td>
<td>MDTA-SPL</td>
<td>intra &amp; inter</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MDTF-SPL</td>
<td>intra &amp; inter</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.2: Comparison of some traceability approaches**

Reason, the evaluated approaches are distributed into two categories, see Table 3.2. The first category, the *requirement-driven* approaches use requirement models as abstractions to represent traceability information and to guide their traceability methods. In this category, we consider three sub-categories: the *event-based* (e.g., [Cleland-Huang et al., 2003, Cleland-Huang and Schmelzer, 2003]), *reference-based* (e.g., [Ramesh and Jarke, 2001, Konigs et al., 2012]) and *behavior tree-based* (e.g., [Wen and Dromey, 2004, Wen et al., 2014]). The second category, the *model-driven* approaches, according to the MDE paradigm, are interested in how meta-models, models and transformation frameworks are involved in traceability of any concerns, including inter and extra requirement traceability. This category is classified in two sub-categories the *model-based* (e.g., [Vanhooff and Berbers, 2005] and our approach) and the *transformation-based* (e.g., [Kolovos et al., 2006, Falleri et al., 2006]), which uses model transformation mechanisms for generating trace information.

**Mapping Criterion**

As already defined, the mapping criterion evaluates whether the approach supports traceability of model elements at different levels of abstraction. A comparison of the evaluated approaches from the perspective of *intra* or *inter* relationships is presented in the “mapping column” of Table 3.2.

Both *event-based* traceability approaches [Cleland-Huang et al., 2003] and [Cleland-Huang and Schmelzer, 2003] use event-based mechanisms to support the in-
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direct mapping from requirements to other artifacts. This indirect mapping is the inter-level relationship. Indeed, in this method, requirements and other traceable artifacts, such as design models, are no longer directly related, but linked through publish-subscribe relationships. Based on design patterns, [Cleland-Huang and Schmelzer, 2003] approach also supports intra-level traceability between various non-functional requirements. In the reference-based traceability approach [Ramesh and Jarke, 2001], the proposed low and high meta-models support intra-level and inter-level traceability provides mappings between requirements and many other elements (system objectives, system components, functions, etc). In [Konigs et al., 2012], a morphological schema of traceability is proposed for systems engineering practice in the automotive industry. The application of the schema focuses on intra or inter trace links among system-oriented line and product-oriented line. The behavior-based traceability approaches [Wen and Dromey, 2004, Wen et al., 2014] support intra and inter-level traceability. In fact, they distinguish between two kinds of traceability: horizontal traceability and vertical traceability. The horizontal traceability is the traceability between different software artifacts within the same version of software, while the vertical traceability is the traceability in the same design artifact in different versions of software in order to enable evolutionary changes from one version to the next version. While the behavior-based traceability approach is designed specifically for the behavior engineering [Dromey, 2003], the approach can be supported in other software engineering approaches, such as model-based approaches. For example, Kim et al. propose a transformation from Behavior Tree models to UML state machines as a formal path from natural language requirements to an executable model of the system [Kim et al., 2012].

In the model-based traceability approach [Vanhooff and Berbers, 2005], Vanhooff and Berbers define UML profiles based on a meta-model that gives support to the model transformation between source and target model elements. As the proposed transformation traceability meta-model is mapped to UML profiles, links among various UML model elements can be traced. In our approach, intra-level and inter-level links are explicitly defined within or across the different levels of component model abstraction independently of any model transformation mechanisms. In the transformation-based approach [Kolovos et al., 2006], traceability information is stored in separate trace models which can be merged with a corresponding primary model from which annotated models with traceability information are generated. This approach uses external traceability links, i.e., inter traceability links, and adopts EML trace meta-model as a merging language for the generation of annotated models. In [Falleri et al., 2006], the trace meta-model and the transformation framework are proposed to enable the automatic tracing of model transformation in the form of transformation chains. Depending on the definition of source and target models, the approach allows intra-level and inter-level traceability links. However, there is no evidence of scalability, as discussed in the following paragraph. In the product-based approach [Anquetil et al., 2008], the authors have looked at the interaction of Traceability, Model Driven development and Software Product Line. Then, in [Anquetil et al., 2010] a Model-Driven Traceability Framework for Software Product Lines is proposed. The framework is based on traceability meta-model which defines traceable artifacts and trace links between these artifacts.
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Scalability Criterion

Since real software projects are naturally larger during their development or become larger during their evolution, scalability is an important criterion to be considered when evaluating the usage of traceability approaches. The “scalability column” of Table 3.2 shows if the evaluated approaches totally ✓ support, partially (✓) support or do not support scalability.

As the event-based traceability approaches [Cleland-Huang et al., 2003, Cleland-Huang and Schmelzer, 2003] are based on an event server, which manages some links between the requirement and its dependent artifacts, the most difficult problem when the project grows, is to maintain a performance of the event server. However, this performance has not been discussed in these papers. In this way, the scalability of these approaches is questionable. In [Cleland-Huang and Schmelzer, 2003], there is no evidence that the method can be applied with success to support more complex design patterns of non-functional requirements. The reference models described in the reference-based approach [Ramesh and Jarke, 2001] may be scalable due to possible use for traceability activities in different complexity levels. Indeed, Ramesh and Jarke [Ramesh and Jarke, 2001] follow an empirical approach and focus interviews conducted in software organizations to study a wide range of traceability practices. As a result of this work, the authors constitute reference models that include the most important kinds of traceability links for various software development elements. In the behavior-based approach [Wen et al., 2014], two case studies are introduced to illustrate the concept and the scalability of the traceability model. The process to merge different Design Behavior Trees (DBTs) and generate an Evolutionary Design Behavior Tree (EvDBT), is a core part of the traceability model. They have proven that there is a way to compute the versioned tree merging algorithm in O(n log n) time. This result is important because it shows that the tree merge algorithm is at least theoretically scalable.

In the model-based traceability approach [Vanhooff and Berbers, 2005], the authors do not present a practical application of their approach. Therefore, it may be scalable because it is associated with the UML largely accepted and used. In our approach, we investigate the scalability issue in two directions. First, our approach has been shown scalable in different case studies due to its possible use of traceability activities in different component-based abstraction levels to deal with different complexity levels. Second, we have studied the empirical scalability of our approach for large-scale systems by increasing the complexity of each case study. We have concluded that the environment context awareness is one of the promising approaches to deal with scalability for large scale systems. In the transformation-based approach [Kolovos et al., 2006], the on-demand merging of traceability links with models may be a scalable approach due to the fact that the traceability information is maintained in a separate model and a generic trace meta-model is used for flexibility reasons. Contrary to our approach, in [Falleri et al., 2006], the authors implementation of trace generating code is tangled with the transformation code. This makes the traceability mapping table less reusable. In addition, in this paper, there is no evidence of scalability of this approach with relation
to larger projects with longer transformation trace chains. Despite that, the defined meta-model may be extendable and scalable. In the product-based approach [Anquetil et al., 2010], the relational database option is used to deal with scalability contrary to several approaches including ours where scalability is based on whether XML scales up nicely or not.

**Change Impact Analysis Criterion**

With the change impact analysis criterion, we want to evaluate if an approach provides support for determining the effect of change on the entire system or on the artifacts across the software development lifecycle. The “change column” of Table 3.2 shows if the evaluated approaches totally ✓ support, partially (√) support or do not support scalability.

The event-based traceability approaches [Cleland-Huang et al., 2003, Cleland-Huang and Schmelzer, 2003] support change impact analysis. In the first approach, the event server manages some links between the requirement and its dependent artifacts by using some information retrieval algorithms. The second approach supports the identification of critical elements that should remain in the system in order to keep the integrity of a traceable non-functional requirement. The reference-based approach described by Ramesh and Jarke [Ramesh and Jarke, 2001] provides a means to analyze change impacts according to the description of the rationale submodel. The behavior-based approach [Wen et al., 2014] offers a new approach to software change impact analysis at the architecture levels. It differs from other change impact analysis methods, such as [Zhao et al., 2002], in the way that the traceability model handle vertical traceability by merging multiple versions of a software system and by tracing the design evolution back to the requirement evolution.

Contrary to our approach, the other evaluated model-based approach [Vanhooff and Berbers, 2005] and the transformation-based approaches [Falleri et al., 2006, Kolovos et al., 2006] do not provide any mechanisms for performing change impact analysis. In our approach, we have implemented a set of intentional trace queries that can trace requirement concerns to component elements and vice versa. To assess the impact of change, we use forward tracing queries, which trace the architectural elements starting from a given set of concerns. Backward queries are also used to inspect the set of concerns that an architectural element is related to. In the product-based approach [Anquetil et al., 2010], a trace query instance provides means to perform specific queries on a set of trace links and artifacts. It uses the framework basic query capabilities to execute more complex and powerful queries such as feature interaction detection and change impact analysis.

**Tool Support Criterion**

Tool support is fundamental for a good application of a traceability method, not only for visualization and management of generated traces among software artifacts, but also for the proper support for reasoning on this information. The evaluated approaches are compared
The components of the event-based traceability approach [Cleland-Huang et al., 2003] were implemented as client-server architecture based on observer design patterns. The event trigger was implemented on top of the DOORS requirements management system to manually capture change events as they occurred. Cleland-Huang and Schmelzer [Cleland-Huang and Schmelzer, 2003] support the static and dynamic generation of traceability links across the development phases, although only a few characteristics of their approach are fully implemented. The reference meta-models described in the reference-based approach [Ramesh and Jarke, 2001] were encoded in a knowledge-based meta database management system called ConceptBase [Jarke et al., 1995]. The efficiency of the tools which have implemented these metamodels was not evaluated. However, they were adopted later in several commercial traceability tools, such as SLATE and Tracenet. In the behavior-based approach [Wen et al., 2014], the case studies are investigated using a software environment called Integrare [Wen et al., 2007]. “Integrare” integrates a number of different software tools to support the BE approach.

In their model transformation-based approach, Kolovos et al. use Epsilon Merging Language (EML) [Kolovos et al., 2006] to implement the merging of models with traceability links. From a tool-support perspective, the execution engine of EML supports the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) and Meta-Object Facility (MOF) models, as well as XML documents. In [Falleri et al., 2006], Falleri et al. have implemented the transformation chain trace meta-model in a model-oriented language compatible with EMF called Kermeta [Triskel project (IRISA), nd]. The product-based approach [Anquetil et al., 2010] has also adopted the EMF model-driven framework to implement their traceability framework for software product lines. In the model-based traceability approach [Vanhooff and Berbers, 2005], the authors do not relate the existence of a tool that gives support to their approach. In contrast, our approach has a partial tool support. Indeed, we have implemented concern traceability meta-model in the XML-based tool for the representation of the models and we use XQuery queries for the inference of tracing information. This renders our approach practical for models created with any modeling tool that has XML exporting capabilities. However, our approach does not yet support a graphical user interface. We are therefore working on enhancing the XML-based tool with a more visual representation of the results to the user.

3.4.2 Discussion

From above Section 3.4.1 comparative analysis, where the regular traceability requirements (representation, mapping, scalability, change and tool) are discussed, here we discuss four main requirements (the separation of concerns [Hursch and Lopes, 1995], the adaptability of software artifacts to projects specific needs [Dömges and Pohl, 1998], the uncertainty on software development [Aizenbud-Reshef et al., 2006] and the abstraction of design decisions.
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[Anquetil et al., 2008]) that we found to be important to facilitate the maintenance of traceability for flexibility and adaptability of traceability to project-specific needs, such as the impact of uncertainty on safety-critical project.

R5. **Separation.** The separation of concerns is a fundamental design principle for separating a particular set of information, named concerns. Since Dijkstra [Dijkstra, 1982a], it is a long known best principle of software development, but sometimes much neglected in practice. It consists in separating different software concerns through software development activities in order to enable separate reasoning for each of focused specification. The extent of separation has obvious benefit for traceability of concerns and the reuse of the same functional concerns under different non-functional concerns. However, experience shows that this benefit is much more difficult to achieve than it may seem [Panunzio and Vardanega, 2014]. Indeed, it requires substantial effort to arrive at common and stable specifications, clean interface design and effective consolidation of functional and non-functional part of system components.

R6. **Adaptability.** Adapting traceability environments to project-specific needs is a fundamental requirement of any traceability framework when considering project cost and time [Dömges and Pohl, 1998]. A few of evaluated approaches, such as [Konigs et al., 2012] adapt traceability to automotive project specific needs. Recent empirical research [Mader and Egyed, 2012] shows that system management practice with traceability is progressing. However, the same studies also point out that full capture of all conceivable traces according to these advanced models is neither desirable nor feasible when considering project cost and time. In this sense, if requirement traceability is not customized it can lead to an unwieldy mass of unstructured and unusable data that will hardly ever be used. The adaptation of trace capture and usage to project-specific needs is a prerequisite for successfully establishing traceability within a project and for achieving a positive cost-benefit ratio [Dömges and Pohl, 1998].

R7. **Uncertainty.** Uncertainty plays a role in any system that needs to evolve continuously to meet the specified or implicit goals of the real world [Lehman and Ramil, 2002]. In safety-critical systems, the impact of uncertainty on software development can be even more severe than traditional software systems. It is for this reason, in development process of safety-critical systems, the Safety Integrity Level (SIL) is required. For example, the railway standard [EN-50128, 2011] address five Safety Integrity Levels (SIL), where 0 defines the lowest and 4 the highest one. The value of SIL defines the acceptable probability of Tolerable Hazard Rate (THR), which means a dangerous failure per hour in continuous operation. A system with safety function must keep THR between $10^{-5} f/h$ and $10^{-9} f/h$.

Under this perspective, traceability of design decisions in safety-critical software development is an important and relevant issue, as these are key points where uncertainty influences the design process. For performing traceability in the presence of
uncertainty, the focus of attaching additional information to traceability links, such as the rational for its creation and the confidence we have in this rationale, should be one of the solutions to resolve design decisions [Anquetil et al., 2008].

R8. Abstraction. To deal with the complexity of traceability, it is essential to specify a certain level of abstraction, which is the essence of simple and effective software design [Jackson, 2006]. This fundamental principle is accessible in most of evaluated approaches at different abstraction layers. Some approaches, provide a low-level programming interface to address such an abstraction layer. The advantage of this low-level programming interface is to bring flexibility to the approach, as it is thus not tied to a specific implementation language. Other approaches rely on a model-based abstraction to describe a domain or Domain-Specific Modeling Language (DSL or DSML).

However, although model-based approaches are well suited to provide an abstraction layer, the main issue that may arise is the granularity level considered in those models. Indeed, a model could be either too coarse-grained or fine-grained, thus not enabling the modeling of low level functionalities or, on the contrary, being too specific. However, the proposed approaches deal with such issues since models can be refined in the model-driven engineering. For example, a general DSL is implemented to fit a certain level of abstraction, and a specific DSL of component-based approaches rely on the principles of component and composite, which can contain several components to define in addition several levels of granularity.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we reviewed the state-of-the-art approaches for traceability of concerns. In this survey, we have briefly introduced some principles and basic concepts derived from traceability background in Section 3.2. From the traceability approaches selected in Section 3.3, the comparative analysis of approaches has been given in Section 3.4. From this comparative analysis where the regular traceability requirements (representation, mapping, scalability, change and tool) are discussed, we particularly discussed four main requirements (separation of concerns, the adaptability of software artifacts to projects specific needs, the flexibility of software processes and the uncertainty of design decisions) that we found to be important to facilitate the maintenance of traceability for flexibility and adaptability of traceability to project-specific needs, such as the impact of uncertainty on safety-critical project.

As shown by the summarized Table 3.3, there exists no evaluated approach which, at the same time,

- provides a coarse-grained and fine-grained separation of concerns to facilitate the weak coupling between models and model elements,
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Sub-categories</th>
<th>Approaches</th>
<th>Discussion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Separation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>Event-Based</td>
<td>EBT</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EBT-DP</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>RMRT</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MST</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavior-Tree</td>
<td>BBT</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BBT-TM</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-Driven</td>
<td>Model-based</td>
<td>SDTDA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PTTM</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>ODNT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TFMT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product-Based</td>
<td>MDTA-SPL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MDTF-SPL</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Synthesis of comparison for some traceability approaches

- is flexible enough to adapt traceability environments to project specific-needs,
- attaches additional uncertain information to traceability links to analyse the influences of uncertainty in the design rationale,
- provides a correct granularity and abstraction levels to enable the compromise between the coarse-grained and fine-grained modeling, and the high-level and low-level abstraction.

In this dissertation, we claim that a component-Based modeling with traceability of concerns is one possible way to deal with the challenges raised. As a consequence, considering the approaches and concepts discussed in this chapter, we describe in the next part of the dissertation our contribution for component-based modeling with traceability of concerns. We propose in particular a meta-model bringing together CBSE principles that addresses the first research question and goal we discussed in Chapter 1.
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4.1 Introduction

As shown in Chapter 2, the Component-Based Model Driven Development (CBMDD) [Chen et al., 2009] is based on Model Driven Engineering (MDE) [Schmidt, 2006] and
Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) [Szyperski et al., 2002]. The idea promoted by the CBMDD is to use the software component model [Lau and Wang, 2007] systematically at different phases of systems development process. As shown in Section 2.6.1, many software component models and frameworks have been proposed and compared over the last few years [Crnkovic et al., 2011, Pop et al., 2014]. However, CBSE still is a new technology and there is much space for research in this field. For example, as CBSE spreads to specific critical domains, such as aeronautical, automotive and railway real-time control systems [CHESS, 2012], a novel component-based process with separation of functional and non-functional concerns is introduced in [Panunzio and Vardanega, 2014] for the development of embedded real-time software systems. However, as discussed in Section 2.6.2, although these various approaches make useful contributions to the discipline, few of them provide an efficient method to handle explicitly traceability of concerns, may be due to extensive cost and time to deal with the traceability management.

In addition, although the take-up of CBMDD has been particularly evident in the automotive and aeronautical engineering domains [AUTOSAR, 2006, CHESS, 2012], the railway sector has lagged behind, partly due to outdated standards and lack of awareness [Favaro and Sartori, 2014]. But the situation is now changing rapidly, and the environment in recent works, e.g., [openETCS, 2012] is representative of a European awareness and push toward implementation of model-based approaches in railway engineering [Favaro and Sartori, 2014]. For these reasons, we highlight the main advantages of CBMDD, i.e., requirement refinement, domain abstraction and separation of concerns in our railway domain-specific component-based model, named SARA [Sango et al., 2014a, Sango et al., 2014b], in order to facilitate the maintenance of traceability links consistently in SARA model when software artifacts are evolving.

One clear benefit of referring to component-based development for traceability is a distinction between high-end and low-end representation of traceability. Indeed, in our component model, we distinguish between two granularity layers for software specification: (i) a high layer, where software is modeled as a set of components communicating through message passing (ii) and a low layer, where their internal behavior is specified. With this separation of concerns we can refer to distinct low-end and high-end traceability representation for a wide range of traceability links, such as intra-level and inter-level traceability links.

This chapter thus covers the complete phase of concern modeling, component modeling and trace modeling. The chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.2 describes a motivating example (Section 4.2.1) by highlighting the need for traceability of concerns and discusses the related challenges (Section 4.2.2). Section 4.3 presents the SARA meta-model composed of a concern meta-model (Section 4.3.1), a component meta-model (Section 4.3.2) and a traceability meta-model (Section 4.3.3). Section 4.4 proposes a generic process, which can be used to instantiate the meta-models for change impact analysis in the case of software evolution. Finally, Section 4.5 discusses several aspects regarding our approach, while Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.
4.2 Motivation and Challenges

This section introduces a motivating example for component-based modeling with traceability of concerns. It illustrates the need for separation and traceability of concerns when using component models and, a change in one model must be propagated through the other models. Based on this example, we then summarize challenges related to modeling a critical software in an component-based architectural fashion with traceability of concerns.

4.2.1 Motivating Example

To motivate our approach, let us consider an example of a System Requirement Specification (SyRS): the SyRS of European Rail Traffic Management System/European Train Control Sub-system [ERTMS/ETCS, 2014]. This system is specified to replace the many incompatible different Automatic Train Control (ATC) systems used in different countries at different times. Note that a SyRS is generally the result of requirement elicitation process in a domain [Pinheiro, 2004]. We focus on Software Requirements Specification (SoRS), which is derived from SyRS.

**Assumption 1. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION TRACEABILITY**

We assume that the SoRS is *traceable* if (i) the origin of each of its requirements is clearly related to the SyRS ones and if (ii) it facilitates the referencing of each requirement in the future software development or evolution artifacts.

This assumption requires a change impact analysis in case of change in the SyRS or SoRS for diverse evolution reasons. For example, the SyRS of ERTMS/ETCS is not yet stable as illustrated in the different versions of the ERMS/ETCS documents [ERTMS/ETCS, 2006, ERTMS/ETCS, 2014]. For instance, the last version [ERTMS/ETCS, 2014] defines some additional functionalities, such as the procedure to supervise the level crossing section or a set of procedures that specify the driver indications related to the specific track-conditions. As depicted by Figure 4.1, the ideal response to a change in the SoRS is that we can quickly determine in various model abstraction levels introduced by any model transformation (1) where to make the change (2) how the change affects the architecture of the existing software (3) which components of software, including their interfaces and behaviors, are affected by the change. Intuitively, the concept of requirement tracing is quite simple: it consists to follow relationships or links.

However, one major challenge when developing large systems is to remember all links that were made to connect system elements. Some traceability models are based on the definition of very rich sets of traces and traceable objects, in an attempt to devise all conceivable (or at least reasonable) traces [Pinheiro, 2004]. This is not a complete solution because the complexity of a model may impair the tracing process. It may even be impossible to know that such links exist in a multi-team development, such as a three-tier party development.
promoted by CBSE if the different teams do not use the same model to explicitly define traceability links.

Moreover, the matter is complicated when dealing with non-functional tracing beyond functional tracing [Pinheiro, 2004]. Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, the functional tracing, such as function trace, state and data trace, is related to the functional concerns of software development, while, the non-functional tracing, such as error trace and performance trace, is related to the tracing of non-functional concerns of software development. Functional traces are those related to well established mappings between objects. Thus, it occurs naturally when well-defined models and notations are used to describe objects. On the other hand, non-functional traces are usually related to quality aspects and result from relationships to non-tangible concepts such as goals, contexts, decision and responsibilities, or technical non-functional requirements, such as safety and temporal concerns. This is much like non-functional requirements are usually translated to functional corresponding in order to be traced and verified [Pinheiro, 2004].

However, the solution where non-functional requirements, particularly temporal requirements, have to be re-expressed in terms of functional ones may not be the complete answer because the perception of critical traces and their capture are as important as the traces themselves. Let take an example. In our example of Figure 4.1, suppose that a component supports a safety temporal requirement but, for some reasons, such as invisibility reason, traceability managers do not perceive that connection and fail to register the trace between the component and the requirement. In this situation the trace still exists, because the component still supports the requirement, but this critical trace will be unavailable inside the traceability matrix. As a consequence, certification agencies will fail to get this trace...
information and will ask to software designers and developers to provide accurate traceability information to guarantee that this critical requirement is properly designed and implemented. This will be a loss of time. In this context, should non-functional concerns be part of the component external interface specification in the form of annotations?

### 4.2.2 Challenges

The example previously discussed shows that when relying on component-based modeling with traceability of concerns, the model must refer to the ability to represent, perceive, and follow the traces from requirement concerns to software component concerns, and vice versa. To achieve this ability, we identify three main challenges that we face in this chapter:

**C1. Selection and separation of concerns.** Modeling of concerns with traceability of concerns implies to select what we want to trace with separation of concerns, whatever functional or non-functional concerns. Indeed, if the traceability of concerns is not customized it can lead to an unwieldy mass of unstructured and unusable data that will never ever be used. The first challenge is thus to identify clearly the concerns to be modeled.

**C2. Integration of dependability concerns in component-based modeling.** Our goal is not to provide a new component model, but to put together existing component model concepts in order to provide a lightweight component meta-model with the integration of temporal safety concerns. Temporal concerns are behavioral concerns that change over time. Temporal safety concerns are class of temporal concerns that state that "something bad does not happen". The second challenge is thus to provide an abstract component meta-model to describe component models that can be used to model safety-critical software with traceability of concerns.

**C3. Tracing of concerns throughout component model abstraction levels.** In addition to inter-requirement traceability, which refers to the relationships between requirements, our goal is to provide extra-requirement traceability, which refers to the relationships between requirement concerns and other design concerns and vice versa. In this way, one must be able to model explicitly trace between the focused concerns and other concerns independently from model transformation mechanism. The third challenge is thus to enable traceability of concerns within or across model abstraction levels introduced by any model transformation mechanism.
4.3 SARA Meta-Model

This section describes in details the meta-model of our SARA approach. It is composed of a concern meta-model for modeling system scenario concerns which are themselves related to system requirement and architecture concerns (Section 4.3.1), a component meta-model for modeling component elements with separation of concerns (Section 4.3.2) and a trace meta-model for modeling traceability links among requirement concerns and component elements (Section 4.3.3). Here, meta-models and their constraints are represented with UML class diagrams [OMG, 2005] and Object Constraint Language (OCL) [OMG, 2003], respectively.

4.3.1 Concern Meta-Model

Several concerns, such as requirement, functional architecture, physical architecture, scenario, context, etc, are involving in System Engineering. For example, based on the literature review of functional architecture patterns, Pfister et al. propose a system concern meta-model for formalizing system engineering knowledge [Pfister et al., 2012]. Indeed, leveraging patterns on three main system engineering activities, i.e., requirement engineering, functional architecture design and physical architecture allocation, they argue that functional architecture patterns are key elements for knowledge reuse in system engineering.

Beyond pattern knowledge, designers of complex domain specific systems, such as safety-critical software systems, have to focus on specific concerns for particular industrial domains and engineering needs, such as safety-critical requirement engineering and software engineering. Therefore, our purpose with the concern meta-model is not to provide an entirely new concern meta-model, but a simple concern meta-model with a clear separation of concerns in order to facilitate traceability of concerns during safety-critical software development. As a consequence, we gather the literature existing concepts and reuse them to obtain what we define as the concern meta-model, depicted by Figure 4.2.

In our concern meta-model, we focus on RequirementConcern, ArchitectureConcern and ScenarioConcern. Here, a scenario is one way the system is envisaged to be used in operational life cycle. An interaction of architecture components in order to satisfy the specification of requirements determine a scenario. The key idea is that if a scenario, derived from requirements and related to architecture components, is changed, its model elements can be repeatedly tracked whenever there is a change.

Our requirement-based taxonomy is based on Glinz’s concern-based taxonomy of requirements [Glinz, 2007] and the use of non-functional requirements in the software development process [Chung and do Prado Leite, 2009]. As a consequence, requirements are either FunctionalRequirement or NonFunctionalRequirement. Functional requirements are performed by Functions to which they are allocated. Functions compose the functional architecture, which is separated from physical architecture.
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Figure 4.2: Concern meta-model

Here, we focus on functional architecture regardless of physical architecture. Indeed, in [Cloutier and Verma, 2007], a system architecture taxonomy is proposed. Based on this taxonomy, Pifsted et al. [Pfister et al., 2012] argue that functional architecture patterns are key elements for knowledge reuse in system engineering, because they capture how the system does what it does by using control loops, algorithms, etc. In this way, a designer has the ability to specify executing conditions of the functions, either by the use of control structures (ControlFlow), or by triggering data (DataFlow), or a combination of the two semantics.

Since non-functional concerns cover considerable characteristics, such as reliability, availability, maintainability, safety, security, usability, flexibility, interoperability and performance, which include time/space bounds, response time, speed, throughput and so on [Glinz, 2007, Chung and do Prado Leite, 2009], we focus on safety requirements subjected to real-time constraints, named TSRequirement, which are separated from other non-functional requirements, named ONFunctional in Figure 4.2. Each requirement is identified by a unique name (name) and can be described (description) in different ways (natural language, mathematical expression, etc.). Requirements can contain other properties, such as the document type, the author and the verification type, that characterize them. For example, for verification activities, we characterize each requirement with attributes verifType, validStatus. The verification type (verifType) is a string characteristic used to indicate whether the verification used is model or code verification, a test or a formal proof, while, the validation status (validStatus) is an enumeration that characterizes the status (pass, fail or unchecked) of the verification results for a specific scenario.

As already mentioned, a ScenarioConcern consists of one or more Function, which are themselves related to functional RequirementConcern. For example, several procedures, such as start of mission, RBC/RBC Handover, passing a level crossing procedure, are defined in chapter 5 of system requirement specification of the ERTM-
S/ETCS system [ERTMS/ETCS, 2014]. Note that in these kinds of safety-critical systems, degraded situations are generally defined to deal with the fault cases. For this reason, a ScenarioConcern can have different ScenarioMode, which can be either NominalSMode or DegradedSMode, which deals with fault or exception situations. The current mode can be updated by a method as defined by the OCL method setMode shown in Listing 4.1.

```
context ScenarioConcern::setMode(M: Mode)
  pre: self.Mode -> includes(M)
  post: self.currentMode = M
```

Listing 4.1: A method to update the current mode of a scenario

The main contribution of this meta-model is to represent functional and non-functional requirements as scenarios with nominal and degraded modes in order to deal with specific dysfunctions affecting temporal and safety concerns. With this concern meta-model, users can use the same uniform formalism to define their software scenario from system requirement specification. The concern modeling provides the foundation for our component-based modeling by elucidating functional and non-functional concerns we want to trace.

### 4.3.2 Component Meta-Model

Figure 4.3 presents our component meta-model. It expresses that a model is composed of an organized set of ComponentUnit and performs an organized set of Functions, which compose a ScenarioMode shown in the concern meta-model, see Figure 4.2. In the concern meta-model, we have seen that a scenario can have a nominal mode and different degraded modes. Characterizing a mode consists in instantiating the two links component-mode and mode-function shown in Figure 4.3. Indeed, these links allow us to specify in a static manner (staticAllocation) which component units must be used and which functions must be performed for each mode.

A ComponentUnit refers to an artifact in the software life cycle. As a consequence, a ComponentUnit can by viewed in different ModelAbstractionLevel throughout the software model life cycle (e.g., model design level, model analysis level and model implementation level). To refer to component units for traceability process, ComponentUnit includes the name and level attributes. A ComponentUnit consists of one or more ComponentElement, which can be a ComponentEntity, ComponentConnection and ComponentOperation. A ComponentEntity is either a BasicComponent or a CompositeComponent. A BasicComponent directly encapsulates behavior, whereas a CompositeComponent is built from basics components by using CompositionConnector, which can be for example a sequencing, branching or looping connector. Both basic or composite component could be either ActiveComponent or PassiveComponent. An ActiveComponent has its own dedicated thread of execution,
while a PassiveComponent is only executed when invoked or triggered by an external execution thread. Each component has a set of ComponentOperation that describes its behavior in accordance with functions or a scenario mode that it performs. Each operation has a signature including its name and a set of ordered parameters. The name identifies this operation. Each parameter-passing mode could be in, out or in-out. The parameter is typed by an already defined data types, such as basic types of any programming language (e.g., integer) or composite types (e.g., record). By keeping the separation of concerns in mind, each operation is annotated by non-functional concerns (pre and postcondition).

Moreover, the component model represented in Figure 4.3 shows the evolution model of the component in the form of a state transition system specified by the isInit attribute and setState method in ComponentOperation. The formal definition of our component state transition model is detailed in Section 5.3.1. Here we give an intuitive presentation. First, an initial state of a component and its uniqueness must be defined as illustrated by the OCL constraint of Listing 4.2. Then, a current state of a component can be updated by the method setState defined in the OCL constraint of Listing 4.3.

As illustrated in Figure 4.3, the link between the classes ScenarioMode and OperationMode allows the designer to specify the nominal operation mode (nominalMode) of a component among the different operation modes. We assume the
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Listing 4.2: Every component must have one unique initial state

```oclmultiline
context Component inv:
  self.OperationMode -> one(om: OperationMode | om.isInit = True)
```

Listing 4.3: The current state of a component can be updated by the operation `setState`

```oclmultiline
context Component::setState(S: ComponentState)
pre: self.OperationMode.ComponentState -> includes(S)
post: self.currentState = S
```

Listing 4.4: Every component must have one nominal operation mode.

As we focus on safety-critical systems, each component can have different `OperationMode` and `DegradedMode`. An `OperationMode` represents functional properties of the component, while a `DegradedMode` represents dysfunctional properties of the component to deal with fault situations. Indeed, in adaptive safety-critical systems, particularly in railway control software systems, due to the duality between availability and safety, systems should be able to degrade their functionality as long as failure and repair rates permit it [EN-50128, 2011]. In the case where failure and repair rates do not permit further degradation or recovery, the system applies the fail-safe actions (e.g., stop the train) for safety reasons. As a consequence, in addition to the nominal operation mode stated in OCL constraint Listing 4.4, we also define the fail safe mode `failureMode` related to the degraded mode and the capability to fail and repair. The failure rate (`failureRate`) and repair rate (`repairRate`) are presented as attributes in the component state, see Figure 4.3. In this way, every component must have at least one operational mode (nominal mode or degraded modes) and one fail-safe mode, as ensured by OCL constraint in Listing 4.5.

The benefit of our component-based meta-model compared to other component-based meta-models, such as [Rychly, 2011, Becker et al., 2009], is that it supports the integration of dependability concerns coming from a system concern modeling into a software component-based modeling. The benefit for traceability is that model elements are clearly designed with separation of concerns in order to facilitate the traceability of concerns.
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Listing 4.5: Every component must have at least one Passive Operation Mode named POM and one Fail Safe Mode named FSM

4.3.3 Traceability Meta-Model

In the concern meta-model shown in Figure 4.2, we focused on RequirementConcern, ArchitectureConcern and ScenarioConcern. In Figure 4.3, we present a component meta-model that provides a support to represent with separation of concerns software scenarios as an organized set of components. The idea was that if a scenario derived from requirement specification is changed for diverse evolution reasons, the component elements can be easily tracked, re-designed and re-tested. In this section, we introduce the traceability model to facilitate the traceability of concerns. Figure 4.4 shows our traceability meta-model.

A TraceableElement is either a ComponentElement through a ComponentUnit and RequirementConcern through a ScenarioConcern. Trace elements are represented explicitly by Trace, which links one or more source elements to one or more target elements. As we focus on tracking model elements, within or across the different abstraction levels, a Trace link is either an IntraViewTraceLink or an InterViewTraceLink. In an IntraViewTraceLink, traces are generated by the model construction relation, such as
CompositionRelation or DependencyRelation, while, in an IntraViewTraceLink, traces are generated by the process of model transformation as it is specified in the standard of Meta Object Facility (MOF) 2.0 Query/View/Transformation Specification [OMG, 2011].

Many transformation languages, e.g., ATL [Jouault, 2005, Yie and Wagelaar, 2009], and meta-programming environment, e.g., Kermeta [Falleri et al., 2006], include the definition of a traceability meta-model. Generally, these traceability models are often depended to the transformation model. Moreover, as we focus on concern change impact in different model abstraction levels, there are different techniques to calculate the difference or union between models. Most of them are based on the use of a persistent identifier [Alalenen and Porres, 2003]. However, if we add an identifier to each element from the input model and then we apply a no independent transformation model, there is no guarantee of finding these identifiers in the output model. This is particularly true when the transformation is used as a black box. For this reason, we propose to identify each TraceableElement by an identifier and to forbid its modification by transformation models. Precisely, we propose an annotation mechanism, which plays the role of an identifier (AnnotatedID) in the TraceableElement, allowing the traceability of elements after the execution of the transformation. Thus, each element’s name in the model should conform to the minimal AnnotatedID BNF syntax, shown in Listing 4.6. The mark describes the string used to separate the different information. The choice of the mark is left to the designer who has a minimal knowledge of the transformation language. For example, we use an annotation mark "@" related to our transformation rules [Sango et al., 2014a] used to translate the SARA model into the timed automata model for time-related property verification.

```
1<annotatedId> ::= <mark><name><mark><parent><mark><metaclass><mark><type><mark>
2<mark> ::= @[String] /*the mark to separate the different information*/
3<name> ::= String /*the name of the current element*/
4<parent> ::= String /*the name of the direct parent of each element*/
5<metaclass> ::= Attribute | Operation | Class | Package /*the meta class*/
6<type> ::= String | Integer | Boolean | Class /*the type of the current element*/
```

Listing 4.6: An annotation mechanism to maintain traceability links

In the traceability meta-model shown in Figure 4.4, a Trace can be stored and managed in TraceMatrix. Then, an explicit TraceQuery is defined in order to query or deduce impact analysis information. Several representations (matrix, cross-references, or graph-based representations) can be found in the literature [Wieringa, 1995]. We use a simple mapping table to represent the traces, i.e., to keep the traceability link between source elements and target ones. To build a matrix table, we use a simple algorithm shown in Listing 4.7, which analyzes the annotated source and target model to retrieve information about their elements. This basic mapping table is a two dimension matrix (SourceElements, TargetElements). It is intended to simplify the visualization and representation of any traces between source and target elements.
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The conceptual meta-models of our approach are defined in the previous Section 4.3. The meta-models are defined to be quite general, but like any meta-model they can be first extended, if necessary, and then used. In this section, we propose a generic process shown

```
 input : Model @sourceModel, @targetModel; /* annotated models */
 output: TraceMatrix mappingTable;
 /* forward mapping */
 foreach (@source in @sourceModel) do
 analysis of the annotated target model to find
 one or more elements that information matches source element */
 if @source exists in @targetModel then
    insert-into mappingTable @source as source element
    /* Verification of corresponding @target element in @targetModel */
    if @source = @target then
       insert-into mappingTable @target as unchanged target element;
    else
       insert-into mappingTable @target as changed target element;
   else
    insert-into mappingTable @source as source element;
    insert-into mappingTable null as target element;
 /* backward mapping */
 foreach (@target in @targetModel) do
 if @target is not associated with an element in @sourceModel then
    insert-into mappingTable @target as target element;
    insert-into mappingTable null as source element;
 return mappingTable;
```

Listing 4.7: Building of traceability matrix by using a simple mapping table

The difference in our approach compared to other approaches, such as [Falleri et al., 2006], is that our approach is independent of particular transformation mechanism, because in Listing 4.7, we consider the transformation from @sourceModel to @targetModel as a black box. In [Falleri et al., 2006], the trace generating code is tangled with the transformation code on the definition of a tracing operation. In addition, our meta-models are defined as generic as possible. Thus, it can be specialized and integrated in a meta-programming environment, such as Kermeta framework [Falleri et al., 2006], in order to cover traceability of concerns beyond the traceability for model transformation. However, we do not claim that our meta-models to be exhaustive. We can just fairly argue that this is enough to support component-based modeling with traceability of concerns in most of our use cases, as shown in Chapter 6. In Section 4.4, we propose a process, which can be used to instantiate or extend the defined meta-models for a change impact analysis.
in Figure 4.5, which can be used to instantiate the meta-models for change impact analysis in the case of software evolution. This process can be summarized in three phases: (1) the **implementation phase**, which consists in implementing the meta-model with a chosen programming language, (2) the **modeling phase**, which consists in modeling identified concerns, architecture elements and trace-links and (3) the **tracing phase**, which consists in tracing elements within or across model abstraction levels. Figure 4.5 is a UML activity diagram with three UML vertical swimlanes (columns) for the three phases. It also depicts the roles of actors: *architect, project engineer* and *application engineer*.

![Figure 4.5: A process to apply the metamodel and tracing concerns](image)

### 4.4.1 Actor Roles

Our approach distinguishes between three roles of actors, *architect, project engineer* and *application engineer*.

- **Architect.** An architect is an expert in the particular domain targeted by software component-based modeling with traceability of concerns. He/She is responsible for defining or extending both the meta-model and its implementation in order to facilitate the tasks of project engineers. For example, he/she can customize the meta-model to fit with project-specific needs.

- **Project engineer.** A project engineer has all the information about a particular project, and thus defines the related scenarios, which are different ways the software is envisaged to be used in operational lifecycle. A scenario is thus an interaction of software
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components in order to satisfy requirement specification. He/She uses the meta-model to model scenario with traceability of concerns. We recall that models are used systematically at different phases of the software development process, including design phase, implementation phase and verification phase.

- **Application engineer.** The application engineer is the final user. Based on scenario models that include traceability links, application engineers can determine the impact of changes on the software concerns during the software development process. For this, he/she uses predefined or customized trace queries to infer traceability information within or between different models.

### 4.4.2 Implementation Phase

The implementation phase is shown in the left-hand column of Figure 4.5. Our meta-models like any meta-models can be first extended, if necessary, and then implemented. Here, the syntactic and semantics of our meta-model elements are described in the Document Type Definitions (DTD) of XML language.

```xml
1<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2<!ELEMENT ModelAbstractionLevel (CompView)+>
3<!ATTLIST ModelAbstractionLevel
4   id CDATA #REQUIRED
5   ref CDATA #IMPLIED
6   name CDATA #REQUIRED
7   type CDATA "Component model">
8<!ELEMENT CompView ((CompView)*, (CompElement)+)>
9<!ELEMENT CompElement (CompEntity | CompOperation | CompConnection)+>
10<!ELEMENT CompOperation ((CompOperation)*, (Parameter)+)>
11<!ELEMENT CompConnection ((Parameter)+)>
12<!ELEMENT Parameter (out | in)+>
13<!ELEMENT in (CompEntity)+>
14<!ELEMENT out (CompEntity)+>
```

Listing 4.8: Implementation of component meta-model with DTD

Listing 4.8 illustrates the DTD for component modeling in accordance with the meta-model shown in Figure 4.3. The most important to notice here, is that each component model consists of one or more `ModelAbstractionLevel`, see line 3 of Listing 4.8. Each level includes the attributes `id`, `ref`, `name` and `type`. A component view in a level consists of subviews and contains component elements, which are component entities, component operations and component connections. By keeping in mind the separation of concerns, the different views of model abstraction are separately referenced in the XML instance as illustrated in the modeling phase, Section 4.4.3, Listing 4.11.
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As in component model, Listing 4.9 presents the concern model. The concern model also follows its corresponding meta-model shown in Figure 4.2. It provides an explicit definition of the traceable elements between two (high and low) model abstraction levels (see lines 12-14 of Listing 4.9).

Finally, as in component and concern models, Listing 4.10 presents the traceability model. It is also defined in accordance with its meta-model shown in Figure 4.4. A trace consists of explicit intra and inter view trace links, and intentional trace queries. Basically, tracing concerns within or across views can support several goals, such as change impact assessment, regression testing and software maintenance. Here, we focus on the impact analysis of concern evolution. As a consequence, in the trace model, forward and backward tracing queries are intentionally defined (see line 6 of Listing 4.10). Forward tracing queries...
are intentionally defined to inspect component model elements from a given set of require-
ment concerns, and backward tracing queries are intentionally defined to inspect the set of
concerns that model entities are related to.

4.4.3 Modeling Phase

The modeling phase of concerns and architecture elements is shown in the middle column
of Figure 4.5. It consists in identifying concerns and system architecture from the software
requirement specification. Once the concerns and the architecture elements are identified,
the concern and architecture component models are explicitly described in XML language
in accordance with the DTDs presented in Section 4.4.2.

```
1<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF−8"?>
2<!DOCTYPE ModelAbstractionLevel PUBLIC "ModelAbstractionLevel" "component−model.dtd"> 
3<ModelAbstractionLevel id="Use_case" ref="" name="Use case model">
4     <CompView id="Sara_View_ID" ref="Sara.xml" type="design view"></CompView>
5     <CompView id="Verif_View_ID" ref="Verif.xml" type="verif view"></CompView>
6     <CompView id="Impl_View_ID" ref="Impl.xml" type="impl view"></CompView>
7</ModelAbstractionLevel>
```

Listing 4.11: XML instance of component model DTD

For example, in Listing 4.11, we focus on three views of model abstraction: SARA com-
ponent modeling view for the model design level (see line 4 of Listing 4.11), its analysis view
for the model verification level (see line 5 of Listing 4.11) and its programming language im-
plementation view for the model implementation level (see line 6 of Listing 4.11). Indeed,
after the implementation of meta-models, we need to provide their instances for specific case
studies, as illustrated in Section 6.4.2.

4.4.4 Tracing Phase

The tracing phase of elements is shown in the right-hand column of Figure 4.5. As already
mentioned, the traceability of concerns can be used in different activities, such as change
impact assessment, regression testing and software maintenance. Here, we focus on the
impact analysis of concern evolution. After explicit modeling of concerns and architecture
elements, we define the trace-links among the concerns and the architecture elements within
or across views. This is again done by instantiating XML from the meta-model DTD that
represents the trace model, shown in Listing 4.10. In the trace model, relationships between
a source and a target are either explicit intra or inter view links, or intentional trace queries.
To query elements in an XML representation, we have implemented a set of XQuery queries.
These queries are grouped by two types of queries:
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1. *ForwardTraceQuery* *(views, concernID)* which matches component elements for a given set of concerns.

2. *BackwardTraceQuery* *(views, ElementID)* which determines concerns for a given set of component elements.

```scheme
1 ( : Declaration of forward trace query : )
2 declare function oxy : ForwardTraceQuery ($oxy : view as xs : string , $oxy : query as xs : string ) {
3     let $link := $TargetQuery ($oxy : query )
4     return
5     if ( empty ($link ) ) then $oxy : query
6     else $oxy : query union oxy : ForwardTraceQuery ($view , $SourceQuery )
};
```

Listing 4.12: Implementation of forward trace query

For example, the implementation of forward trace query is illustrated in Listing 4.12. Its use for a specific case study is presented in Section 6.4.2.

4.5 Challenges Revisited and Lessons Learned

4.5.1 Challenges Revisited

We have presented in this chapter the conceptual meta-models of our component-based modeling with traceability of concerns. Let us now revisit the challenges identified in Section 4.2.2 and discuss how our approach faces them.

C1. **Selection and separation of concerns.** To face this challenge, we have defined a concern meta-model, which identify clearly the concerns we want to trace. The main contribution of this meta-model is to represent functional and non-functional requirements as scenarios with nominal and degraded modes in order to deal with specific dysfunctions affecting temporal and safety concerns.

C2. **Integration of dependability concerns in component-based modeling.** To face this challenge, we have provided a component meta-model that abstracts the component model and component state evolution model. We rely on existing concepts found in the literature of component models, gathered in our component meta-model. In addition, our component meta-model supports the integration of dependability concerns, precisely temporal safety concerns, coming from a system concern modeling. The benefit for traceability is that model elements are clearly designed with separation of concerns in order to facilitate the traceability of concerns, whatever functional or non-functional concerns.
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To face this challenge, we have described how requirement concerns in concern meta-model and component elements in component meta-model can be traced by using explicit intra and inter view trace links and intentional trace queries. Our approach is independent of particular transformation mechanism, because in our traceability matrix construction, we consider the transformation from a source model to a target model as a black box.

### 4.5.2 Lessons Learned

In above Section 4.5.1, we have discussed the specific challenges that we have faced in this chapter. In Section 3.4, general challenges of traceability are discussed and comparative analysis of the state of the art approaches are presented in Table 3.2 around four main traceability requirements: separation (R5), adaptability (R6), uncertainty (R7) and abstraction (R8). Here, we summarize in Table 5.1 the learning we got, the contribution and limitations of our SARA approach relative of these general requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Sub-categories</th>
<th>Approaches</th>
<th>Discussion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Separation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>Event-Based</td>
<td>EBT</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EBT-DP</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>RMRT</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MST</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavior-Tree</td>
<td>BBT</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BBT-TM</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-Driven</td>
<td>Model-based</td>
<td>SDTDA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SARA</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PTTM</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td></td>
<td>ODMT</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TFMT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product-Based</td>
<td></td>
<td>MDTA-SPL</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MDTF-SPL</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Synthesis of comparison for some traceability approaches including ours

R5. **Separation.** It is clear for every software practitioners that the separation of concerns is one of fundamental design principle of software development. However, experience shows that this benefit is much more difficult to achieve than it may seem. Indeed, it requires substantial effort to arrive at common and stable specifications, clean inter-
face design and effective consolidation of functional and non-functional part of system components.

To face this challenge, our concern meta-model comes with the coarse-grained separation of requirement concerns and our component meta-model comes with fine-grained separation of component elements in order to facilitate traceability of concerns. We also observed that the representation of external traceability links, stored in separate models that can be combined with the system primary models, can facilitate the weak coupling between models and traceability information.

R6. **Adaptability.** If requirement traceability is not customized it can lead to an unwieldy mass of unstructured and unusable data that will never ever be used. The adaptation of trace capture and usage to project-specific needs is a prerequisite for successfully establishing traceability within a project and for achieving a positive cost-benefit ratio. Adaptable traceability environment depends on several factors: (i) pre-definition of trace, (ii) definition of project-specific trace, and (iii) experience based improvement [Mader and Egyed, 2012].

To face this challenge, our concern meta-model comes with an uniform traceability meta-model, which can be used by (1) a traceability architect to improve the predefined traces based on its experience, (2) by a project engineer to define a project-specific traces, and (3) by an application engineer, which uses predefined or customized trace query to infer traceability information within or between different models. At technical level, although m-to-n links are more difficult to represent graphically, compared to 1-to-1 traceability links, they can help to reduce the number of required links and therefore simplify the adaptation. For example, when we want to adapt a traceability to a project-specific requirement, representing the causality between this requirement and several design artifacts is important to know all the design artifacts that relate jointly to the same requirement.

R7. **Uncertainty.** Uncertainty plays a role in any system that needs to evolve continuously to meet the specified or implicit goals of the real world. In safety-critical systems, the impact of uncertainty on software development can be even more severe than traditional software systems. Traceability of design decisions in safety-critical software development is an important and relevant issue, as these are key points where uncertainty influences the design process.

For performing traceability in the presence of uncertainty in our model, one can attach rational information, such as the safety integrity level which gives the confidence we have in the creation of traceability links between components. However, in safety-critical systems, it is crucial to establish to what extent individual components can be trusted and depended on, as well as developing a solid understanding of the impact from individual components on the overall dependability of the global system.

R8. **Abstraction.** Abstraction is another fundamental principle of software development. To deal with the complexity of traceability, it is essential to specify a certain level of ab-
4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented meta-models for component-based modeling with traceability of concerns. We have first illustrated our approach with an example of railway system requirement specification in Section 4.2.1. Then, we derived three main challenges that we have faced in Section 4.2.2. Relying on the defined meta-models in Section 4.3, one can define the complete phase of concern modeling, component modeling and trace modeling. We also proposed a generic process in Section 4.4, which can be used to instantiate the meta-models for change impact analysis in the case of software evolution.

Although we do not claim that our meta-models to be exhaustive, we can fairly argue that this is enough to support component-based modeling with traceability of concerns in most use cases. For example, we use the generic process proposed to evaluate our approach in railway case studies, as presented in Chapter 6.

In our approach, explicit intra- and inter-view links and intentional trace queries are defined in order to trace information within or across the different abstraction levels independently of any transformation mechanisms. However, since we focus on safety-critical systems, it is important to present an efficient transformation approach to translate our high-level design model to the low-level analysis level, for which we can verify temporal safety concerns that we are focused on. As a consequence, in Chapter 5 of this dissertation, we formalize our high-level component-based model and present a transformation mechanism into low-level model for observer-based verification.
5.1 Introduction

Verification and Validation (V&V) are at the heart of the development process of software that require high dependability, such as the train control software, as discussed in Chapter 2.
Section 2.4. However, one of the important issues limiting the large adoption of formal verification technologies is the difficulty, for non-experts, to express their requirements using the formal specification languages supported by verification tools. For this reason, some approaches, based on specification patterns, are proposed. Patterns propose a user-friendly syntax which facilitates their adoption by non-experts.

As shown in Section 2.5, Observer-Based Verification (OBV) is one these techniques. It is a model checking technique where patterns of properties to be verified are defined as observer automata, which can be applied directly in timed model checking tool. Indeed, OBV consists in writing a system properly as an observer, i.e., an Input and Output (IO) machine that synchronously listens to the IO operations of a system to detect an execution trace that violates a system property. Several formal verification methods have been applied over OBV: [Bhatti et al., 2011, Soliman et al., 2012, Mekki et al., 2012]. However, unlike the timed temporal logic approaches [Henzinger, 1998], most of pattern-based approaches are lacking in well-founded theory or use inappropriate definitions. One of our goals is to contribute toward reversing this situation by using the well-founded theory of time traces of the Timed Input-Output Labeled Transition System (TIOLTS) [Krichen and Tripakis, 2009]

In this chapter, we introduce a formal model of our SARA meta-model presented in Chapter 4. The first reason is to provide a formal definition of the SARA model including formal definition of component interoperability by using the theory of component contract [He et al., 2006]. The second is to facilitate the transformation of this formal model into timed automata model, for which we can use a timed model checking tool to apply OBV. Finally, by using the composition theory of TIOLTS, we demonstrate that the defined observers have no impact on the behavior of the system under observation, meaning that any trace of the observed system is preserved in the composition of the system and the observers.

This chapter thus covers the formal concerns of our approach. The chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.2 describes a motivating example by highlighting the need for the transformation of high-level design language into low-level language for verification. It also discusses the related challenges. Section 5.3 presents SARA to TAIO formal models. Section 5.4 presents the overview of our OBV approach by highlighting its soundness. Finally, Section 5.5 discusses several aspects regarding our approach, while Section 5.6 summarizes the chapter.

5.2 Motivation and Challenges

This section introduces a motivating example for observer-based verification with patterns of temporal safety properties. It illustrates the need for transformation of our design model into a formal model for which we can use a timed model checking tool for formal verification of properties. Based on this example, we then summarize challenges related to verifying a component model with patterns of properties.
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5.2.1 Motivating Example

To motivate our approach, let us consider the well-known rail-road Level Crossing Automatic Protection System (LC-APS). The detailed background of LC-APS is presented in Section 6.4.1. Here, we focus on an abstract example of software component-based architecture, for which we can derive challenges discussed in this chapter. The abstract example is shown in Figure 5.1.

The top level component, named LC-APS component, contains three components: Sensor, Controller and Gate. In this level, components communicate through the port (e.g., \(ip_1\) and \(op_1\)) by message passing (e.g., train position \(train\_pos\) and track occupancy \(t\_occ\)). Components have run-time behavior. For instance, the component instance Controller\_Inst\_1 of component type Controller is the component that defines the main control loop with the non-functional real-time attribute \(min\_interval\_time = 125s\). It uses the approaching \(appr\) and exiting \(exit\) information of trains in the monitored intersection, and acts as mediator between the Sensor and the Gate components. Indeed, the Sensor receives information from physical sensors of the track in order to detect trains that approach and exit in the monitored intersection. This information is translated into a \(appr\) event or \(exit\) event depending on the position of train \(train\_pos\) from the LC. Based on the input messages, the Controller determines the output messages (open or close events) for the supervision of the gate. The Gate responds to events by moving barriers up or down.
Although Figure 5.1 presents the global concepts of CBSE shown in Section 2.2.2, like components, port-based interfaces, composition through ports, it does not provide component-based implementation techniques heavily related on object-oriented techniques. For example, Listing 5.1 shows an object-oriented specification with the Ada programming language for the LC-APS component-based architecture. Here, we focus on sensor component, which specification is given in lines 20-34 of Listing 5.1.

```ada
with Sensor; with Controller; with Gate;
with Ada.Calendar; —with Ada.Real_Time;

Procedure LC_APS is
   — Input parameters:
   Train_X_Coord : Float := 0.0; Gate_Down : Boolean := False;
   — Component instances extends Sara_COMPONENT defined in Annex Listing A.5
package Sensor_Inst_1 is new Sara_COMPONENT
   (Comp_Type => Sensor.Comptype, Comp_Inst => Sensor.Comprim,
    Queue_Size => 1, MIAT => 10, Operation => Sensor.Op);
package Controller_Inst_1 is new ...; package Gate_Inst_1 is new ...;
— Top-level component resources:
use Sensor_Inst_1; use Controller_Inst_1; use Gate_Inst_1;
use Ada.Calendar; — or Ada.Real_Time
begin
   Start := Clock; — get system start time
   ...
end LC_APS;

package Sensor is
   — Component type extends Sara_COMPONENT defined in Annex Listing A.4
   type CompType is new Sara_COMPONENT.Comp_Type with record
      Time_Var : Integer;
      Train_Pos: Float;
   end record;
   — other data:
   Tmax : constant Integer := 15;
   — operations:
Procedure Op (C : in out CompType)
   — operation annotations:
   with
      pre => (C.Time_Var = 0),
      Post => (C.Time_Var <= Tmax and then C.Train_Pos=10.0);
end Sensor;
```

Listing 5.1: Component specification with Ada programming language

When relying on component-based implementation with contracts, one of challenges is to adapt contracts to the applications needs for component interoperability [Chen et al., 2007a]. Indeed, different usages of the component in different applications have different needs. For example, an interface contract for a component in a sequential system is
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obviously different from one in a communicating concurrent system. The former only needs to specify the functionality of the methods, e.g., in terms of their pre- and post-conditions as illustrated in lines 32-33 of Listing 5.1, whereas the latter should include a description of the communication protocol, e.g., in terms of interaction traces or real-time constraints.

Another challenge is to ensure both the global refinement and the local refinement [He et al., 2006]. Indeed, global refinement or black-box specification is usually defined as a set containment of system behaviours, and can be verified deductively within a theorem prover. Local refinement or white-box specification is generally based on specification of individual operations, and can be established by simulation techniques or model checking techniques. Let us explain this challenge by considering a simple execution trace of our implementation example.

Figure 5.2 shows the sample runtime execution trace, which checks if the annotations of operations are respected or not. We use the formal proof tool of the Ada language annotations [SPARK, 2014]. However, tasks and synchronization are not currently supported in this tool to check real-time constraints, such as min_interval_time stated in the component-based architecture shown in Figure 5.1. For example, when we replace the statement Ada.Calendar with the statement Ada.Real_Time in line 13 of Listing 5.1 the proof fails.

![Figure 5.2: An execution trace of Ada implementation for LC-APS](image)

This example clearly illustrates the need for mix verification. Indeed it is challenging to target both large modeling expressiveness and broad verification accuracy with the same language. Either the language is explicitly wide to include the expressiveness and cover a large number of properties that will be hardly supported by the formal proof tools, either the language is restricted and explicitly excludes some complex properties.

5.2.2 Challenges

The example previously discussed shows that when relying on formal component-based modeling and verification, the model must refer to the ability (i) to separate clearly component interface contracts, (ii) to integrate black-box and white-box specifications for both external and internal contracts, and (iii) to guarantee the model transformation chain for mix verification. To achieve these abilities, we summarize the three main challenges that we face in this chapter.
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C4. Separation of component interface contracts. An interface is a syntactic and semantic specification of a component. A syntactic information provides the access point of a component, while a semantics information provides the behavioral contract of a component. However, different usages of a component in different applications have different needs. For example, if a component is to be used in a domain-specific real-time applications, such as railway real-time control system, the contract of its interface must also specify real-time constraints, such as the lower and upper bounds of the execution time of a control method. The first challenge is thus to define clearly the interface contracts by separating the functional and non-functional concerns.

C5. Grey-box specification. The challenge of gray box specification is to find a compromise between black-box specification and white-box specification for external and internal contracts of interfaces. In most of component model dedicated for embedded systems, the event-based model is used for black-box specification in support of component composition, and the state-based model is used for white-box specification in support of component internal design. By following this method, the second challenge is to provide high-level domain specific language that facilitates both the event-based simulation and the state-based refinement.

C6. Assurance of model transformation. Domain specific modeling languages greatly simplify the task of system modeling because they present a higher level of abstraction that is easy to work with. Since it is difficult to have the same high-level language suitable for both modeling and verification as broadly as possible, intermediate or low-level languages are frequently introduced to generate verification models that may be used to verify specific properties by using appropriate verification tools, such as theorem provers or model checkers. The third challenge is thus to prove the semantics preservation of the model transformation.

5.3 SARA to TAIO Formal Model

This section describes in details the formal aspect of our component-based modeling and observer-based verification approach. In Section 5.3.1, we present the formal definition of the SARA domain-specific component model. In Section 5.3.2, we introduce the formal definition of Timed Automata model over Input and Output actions (TAIO). Then, in Section 5.3.3, we presents the transformation rules developed to translate SARA application models to TAIO models and prove the semantics preservation of the model transformation by bisimulation.

5.3.1 SARA Formal Definition

The SARA meta-model has been introduced with the aim of traceability of concerns in Chapter 4. In this section, the SARA component model is formally introduced in order to provide
the formal foundation of model elements and to facilitate its transformation into Timed Automata over Input and Output actions (TAIO), for which we can use a timed model checking tool for verification task. Formally, the SARA component model is defined as follows.

**Definition 3. SARAModel**

A SARA model is defined as a tuple $SARAModel = (ModelName, DataModel, ComponentModel, CompositionModel)$, where:

- **ModelName** is the name of the model, which is defined by its designer. Notice that the name of SARA model corresponds to the top level component name, e.g., LC-APS in Figure 5.1.

- **DataModel** is used to describe the data types of variables exchanged between different model elements (see Definition 4).

- **ComponentModel** defines component elements and their relations (see Definition 5).

- **CompositionModel** defines the composition relations between model components (see Definition 8).

**Definition 4. DataModel**

A DataModel is used for the description of variables of data types, which are the basic entities in our approach. The designer can define a set of data types such as primitive types, enumerations, ranged or constrained types, arrays or composite types. We assume that a set of variables is divided into two disjoint sets: observable variables and unobservable variables. Observable variables are in turn divided into input and output messages, which can be sent or received periodically, sporadically or aperiodically. Unobservable variables or local variables are hidden in the component refinement level considered. As a consequence variables that shall be typed with data types are defined as $DataModel = \{IV, OV, LV, TV\}$, where:

- **IV** is a set of observable input variables of SARAModel; e.g., $IV = \{dist, t_{occ}\}$ in Figure 5.1.

- **OV** is a set of observable output variables of SARAModel; e.g., $OV = \{up, down\}$ in Figure 5.1.

- **LV** is a set of local variables or unobservable variables of SARAModel. For technical reasons of transformation, we assume that all the local variables of model components occur somewhere in the top level component model structure. The disjointness of variables is ensured by attaching suffixes to the type of connection for which variables transit; e.g., $LV = \{DC_{-1}.appr, DC_{-2}.exit, etc.\}$ in Figure 5.1.

- **TV** is a set of temporal variables that are used to describe the real-time constraints. For instance, real-time non-functional attributes that may be attached to the provided
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operation of a component include period, deadline, bounded interval and finite queue size buffer; e.g., $OV = \{\text{queue\_size}, \text{min\_interval\_time}, \text{delay}\}$ in Figure 5.1.

For convenience of examples, we introduce some basic notions of traces. Given a primitive type $T$, a sequence type $\text{Seq}(T)$, and a sequence declaration $s : \text{Seq}(T)$, we use $s_1$, $\text{tail}(s)$, and $\text{head}(s)$ to denote the length, tail, and head of $s$, respectively. $s_1 \bullet s_2$ denotes the concatenation of the sequences $s_1$ and $s_2$. In the declarations "$x_1 : \text{in} T$, $x_2 : \text{out} T$ and $x_3 : \text{in out} T$", $\{x_1, x_2, x_3\}$, in, out, and in out stand for a set of variables, an input, output, and input/output parameters, respectively.

Definition 5. COMPONENT MODEL
A component model is defined as a tuple $\text{ComponentModel} = (\text{CompName}, \text{CompType}, \text{CompImpl}, \text{CompInst}, \text{CompInstBinding})$, where:

- $\text{CompName}$ is the name of the component type, e.g., Sensor in Figure 5.1.

- $\text{CompType}$ is the design entity that is specified in isolation, with no relationship with other components. The component type therefore specifies provided interfaces and required interfaces by referencing already-defined interfaces. It thus forms the basis for a reusable software artifact. For example, the root component type of SARA model is provided by $\text{Sara.Component.Comp\_Type}$ as presented in our SARA model implementation in Ada language (see Appendix A, Line 5 of Listing A.4).

We distinguish component type from component implementation. A component type may in fact have distinct implementations.

- $\text{CompImpl}$ is an implementation of component type. It fulfils two roles. First, it is a concrete realization of a component type as illustrated by $\text{Sensor.Comp\_Type}$ (see line 22 of Listing 5.1). Second, it is the subcontracting unit that must implement all the functional operations of its type. For example, the $\text{Sensor}$ component implementation includes the procedure $\text{op}(C : \text{in out Comp\_Type})$, see line 29 of Listing 5.1.

In addition to the realization of functional operation in the form of sequential code, a component implementation may set of functional input and output constraints as illustrated in lines 32-33 of Listing 5.1 or a set of specific non-functional real-time constraints in real-time context. For example, a train Sensor operation may work correctly only if a train position $\text{train\_pos}$ is executed at a certain time interval e.g., $[0, T_{max}]$, which is related to concurrency and real-time concerns, such a periodic or sporadic release pattern, as stated in $\text{CompInst}$.

- $\text{CompInst}$ is a component instance. It is a design unit instantiated from a component implementation. It is defined by a name and its behavior, i.e., $\text{CompInst} = (\text{Comp\_Inst\_Name}, \text{Priority}, \text{Behavior\_Model})$, where $\text{Behavior\_Model}$ is defined in Definition 7.
CompInstName is a component instance name of a component type, where \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \) because a component type implementation can have different instances. Priority is an integer that defines the execution order of CompInstName. For instance, the execution order of Figure 5.1 is: “Gate_Inst_1 < Controller_Inst_1 < Sensor_Inst_1”, Where “<” is the execution order operator.

At this level, non-functional attributes are given to be compatible with the non-functional constraints required at implementation level. For example, for temporal constraints of Sensor component, the temporal attributes include a sporadic release pattern, which includes its Minimum Inter-Arrival Time (MIAT) and finite buffer Queue Size for the incoming requests, as illustrated in lines 8-9 of Listing 5.1.

A component instance serves mainly on two purposes: (1) component deployment and (2) component binding [Crnkovic et al., 2011], as illustrated in Figure 5.3

\[ \text{Remark 2.} \] Component deployment enables component integration into an execution platform, while component binding enables component interaction at application level. In our work, we focus on application level. As a consequence, we concentrate only on the component binding.

- **CompInstBinding**. A component instance binding is a design unit between one input port, denoted \( ip_j \in IP \), and one output port \( op_i \in OP \), where \( IP = \{ip_1, ip_2, \ldots, ip_n\} \) and \( OP = \{op_1, op_2, \ldots, op_n\} \) are respectively a set of input and output ports of components. A component instance binding is defined as a tuple \( \text{CompInstBinding} = (\text{CompInstName}_i, \text{CompConnect}) \). CompConnect is defined as a set of three types of connection, \( \text{CompConnect} = \{\text{IC}, \text{DC}, \text{OC}\} \), where:

  - **IC** is a set of connections that send input variables \( iv_{j} \in IV \) of SARAModel to an input port \( ip_{l} \in IP \) of \( kth \) component instance. It is defined as:
    * \( IC_n: \text{Name}.iv_{j} \rightarrow \text{CompInstName}_k.ip_{l} \),
    e.g., \( IC_1 : LCAPS.dist \rightarrow \text{Sensor}_\text{Inst}_1.ip_{1} \) in Figure 5.1;
  - **DC** is a set of direct connections between IP and OP of component instances. It is defined as:
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DC\(_n\) : CompInstName\(_i\).op\(_j\) \rightarrow CompInstName\(_k\).ip\(_l\),
e.g., DC\(_1\) : Sensor\(_\_Inst\_1\).op\(_1\) \rightarrow Controller\(_\_Inst\_1\).ip\(_1\) in Figure 5.1;

OC is a set of output connections between op\(_i\) \in OP of the kth component instance and output variables ov\(_j\) \in OV of SARAModel. It is defined as:

OC\(_n\) : CompInstName\(_k\).op\(_i\) \rightarrow ModelName.ov\(_j\),
e.g.: OC\(_1\) : Gate\(_\_Inst\_1\).op\(_1\) \rightarrow LCAPS.up in Figure 5.1.

Remark 3. When bindings have been set, other non-functional attributes can be specified in addition to those given in component instance level. For example, for end-to-end temporal constraints, the temporal attributes include end-to-end deadlines on a call chains across components, and queuing protocols. The set of component binding in SARAModel, including the semantics of components, defines a component configuration as defined in Definition 6.

Definition 6. ComponentConfiguration
A component configuration is a set of component instance bindings including the semantics of components.

First, we define the semantics of a basic components, i.e., a component instance that directly encapsulates its behavior, by using state-transition systems [Manna and Pnueli, 1995]. A local state s of a basic component is defined as variable assignment s : IV \cup OV \cup LV \cup TV \rightarrow Val, where Val denote a set of variable values. A local transition between two local states s and s' is defined as s \xrightarrow{Pre,Post,Prot} s' under the behaviour pre-condition (Pre), post-condition (Post) and protocol condition (Prot) defined in behavior model (see Definition 7).

Second, based on the semantics of basic components, we define the semantics of a composite component, i.e., a component built from basic components, by using a global state-transition system defined in [Adler et al., 2011]. A global state \(\sigma\) of a composite component \(C\) consists of local state \(\{s_1, ..., s_m\}\) of basic components, where \(s_i\) is the state of \(c_i\) \in C, and an evaluation of variables. That is \(\sigma = s_1 \cup ... \cup s_m \cup ((IV \cup OV \cup LV \cup TV) \rightarrow Val)\). Two global states \(\sigma\) and \(\sigma'\) perform a global transition denoted \(\sigma \xrightarrow{Pre,Post,Prot,CompInstBinding} \sigma'\) under the component instance bindings defined in component model (see Definition 5) and the behaviour conditions defined in behavior model (see Definition 7).

Given a set of inputs \(IV' \subseteq IV\), a SARA model \(S\) is said to be input-enable with respect to \(IV'\) if it can accept any input in \(IV'\) at a global state \(\sigma\). Let \(CS\) denotes a component configuration of \(S\), then \(\forall \sigma \in CS\) and \(\forall iv' \in IV'\) implies \(\exists \sigma' : \sigma \xrightarrow{iv'} \sigma'\). Let a CompInstBinding = \{CompInstName\(_k\), CompConnect = \{IC, DC, OC\}\} of \(CS\), if \(\exists ip \in IP\) such that ModelName.iv' \rightarrow CompInstName\(_k\).ip \in IC, or if \(\exists ov \in OV\) such that CompInstName\(_k\).op \rightarrow ModelName.ov \in OC then \(CS\) is called a reachable configuration denoted Reach(\(CS\)) with respect to \(IV'\).
**Definition 7. BehaviorModel**

A behavior model is defined as \( \text{BehaviorModel} = \{ \text{BehaviorSpec}, \text{TAnnotation}, \text{BehaviorBody} \} \), where:

- **BehaviorSpec** specifies the component behavior. This specification is given by component interface contract. A contract \( \text{Ctr} \) of interface \( \text{Itf} \) is a tuple \( \text{Ctr} = \langle \text{Itf}, \text{Init}, \text{Spec}, \text{Prot} \rangle \), where:

  - **Itf** is the interface for which the contract is attached. It consists of two parts: the data declaration section, \( \text{Itf.D} \), that introduces a set of variables \( x_i \) with their types \( T_j \), and the method declaration section, \( \text{Itf.M} \), that defines a set of method signatures. Each signature is of the form \( m(x_1: \text{in} \ T_1; x_2: \text{out} \ T_2; x_3: \text{in out} \ T_3) \). A contract \( \text{Ctr} \) of interface \( \text{Itf} \) is denoted \( \text{Ctr}.\text{Itf} = \langle \text{Itf.D}, \text{Itf.M} \rangle \).

  - **Init** is the set of initial states of variables of interface declaration \( \text{Itf.D} \). In other words, it is the allowable initial states depending on the initial condition \( Q \) over the variables of \( \text{Itf.D} \). It is denoted \( \text{Ctr}.\text{Init} = \langle q_0, ..., q_n \rangle \). For example \( q_0 \) can be \( x_1 = 0 \). The empty condition is denoted \( \text{Ctr}.\text{Itf} = \langle \rangle \).

  - **Spec** is the functional specification of the contract. It assigns each method \( m \in \text{Itf.M} \) a static functionality specification as pair of pre- and post-conditions of the form \( \text{Pre}(x, \text{Itf.D}) \vdash \text{Post}(x, \text{Itf.D}, y', \text{Itf.D}') \), where non-primed and primed variables represent the values of the variables in the pre and post state of the execution of the method, respectively. If the precondition \( \text{Pre}(x, \text{Itf.D}) \) is true, the pair will be abbreviated as \( \vdash \text{Post}(x, \text{Itf.D}, y', \text{Itf.D}') \). The static functional specifications of operations are used to ensure that the user (the other components) provides correct inputs and the component returns with correct outputs. However, it does not force the order on the use of interface methods. In other words, it does not provide a protocol to coordinate the interactions between a component and its environment, which is specially important in real-time system.

  - **Prot** is the interaction protocol between the component with its environment. It is a set of sequences of operation requests, where a sequence is written in \( ?\text{op}_1(x_1), ..., ?\text{op}_k(x_k) \) form, where \( ?\text{op}_i(x_i) \) is a call to operation \( \text{op}_i \in \text{Itf.M} \) with the input value \( x_i \).

In contrast to **Spec**, the protocols in the contracts are used to ensure non-functional requirements, such as time to avoid deadlock when putting components together. Notice that the semantics of a protocol can be expressed by regular expression, a temporal logic or a trace logic formula. Here, we use the A Trace Logic for Local Security Properties [Corin et al., 2005]. According to this logic an event is a pair \( < A : M \bowtie B > \) where \( A, B \) are variables or constants, \( \bowtie \in \{ <, > \} \), and \( M \) is a message, built from variables or constants. The event \( < A : M \triangleright B > \) should be read as “component port \( A \) sends message \( M \) with intended destination component
port $B$. On the other hand, $< B : M < A >$ stands for “$B$ receives message $M$ apparently from $B$”.

Let $e$, $e_1$, and $e_2$ be events, $F_1$ and $F_2$ the pre-built and well-formed trace logic formulas and $m$ be a message, a trace logic formula $F$ is generated according to the following grammar:

$$F ::= \text{true} | \text{false} | F_1 \land F_2 | F_1 \rightarrow F_2 | \forall e : F | \exists e : F | \neg F | m | e_1 = e_2 | e_1 \neq e_2$$

- TAnnotation is a specific annotation language defined to express non-functional temporal constraints of Prot. They are built from common temporal requirement patterns shown in Section 2.5.1. Let $t$ be the time that will hold between two events $e_1$ and $e_2$. Let $T_{begin}$ and $T_{end}$ be the time interval limits, and $D$, $D_{min}$ and $D_{max}$ be respectively the exact, minimum and maximum delay, we consider the following annotations:

- @after($T_{begin}$) i.e., $t \geq T_{begin}$;
- @before($T_{end}$) i.e., $t \leq T_{end}$;
- @mindelay($D_{min}$), i.e., $t \geq D_{min}$;
- @maxdelay($D_{max}$), i.e., $t \leq D_{max}$;
- @delay($D$), i.e., $t = D$.

- BehaviorBody is an implementation of a contract of its interface $Intf$ exposed in BehaviorSpec (see BehaviorSpec). The behavior body is hidden from the component environment, only the interface contracts of BehaviorSpec is visible from the component environment. To implement such a contract, the component may use operations provided by other components. These operations are called required operations and are specified as a contract of an interface that is called the required interface, denoted $RI$.

A BehaviorBody has the same structure as the interface contract, except a function Code that maps each method $m$ of $Ctr.Intf = < Itf.D, Itf.M >$ to its code. The BehaviorBody can also have private method declarations denoted $PriMDec$ and its corresponding private function codes denoted $PriMCode$. As a consequence the structure of component body as BehaviorBody = (Itf, Init, Code, PriMDec, PriMCode, RI).

The code and PriMCode of BehaviorBody is mapped to the underlining programming language or to a guarded design. In fact according to result of [Hoare and He, 1998] any program can be abstracted as a guarded command, and further to a guarded design according to [He et al., 2006]. A guarded design is a pair of a guard $g$ and a design $D$, denoted by $g&D$ and defined by $D < g > idle$. The guard $g$ is used to describe the availability of the operation, i.e., the operation can be invoked only when $g$ holds initially. The design $D$ specifies the behaviors of execution for the operation once it is activated successfully. Without loss of generality, we always assume that the two functions code and PriMCode map each method to a guarded command.

$^2$This is the shorthand of if $g$ then $D$ else Idle
Remark 4. It is important to note that our behavior model allows to distinguish black-box component from gray-box component. Black-box component only defines its BehaviorSpec, while gray-box component defines both BehaviorSpec and BehaviorBody. The white-box component is obtained when the code of BehaviorBody is mapped to the underlining programming language.

Example 6. Let consider that the connection type $DC_1$ shown in Figure 5.1, from which the data variable appr transit, is implemented by a basic buffer of integer. Figure 5.4 shows this basic buffer component with its syntactic interfaces: $Itf = \langle b : \text{Seq}(\text{int}), \text{put}(\text{item : in int}), \text{get}(\text{appr : out int}) \rangle$. However, it does not provide the semantics information in the way the interface can be used. For example, it does not say that the buffer is a one-place buffer or not.

![Figure 5.4: Example of black-box component: a buffer component which implements connection type DC_1 of Figure 5.1](image)

Now, let suppose that a component is a one-place buffer, i.e., only a single data value may held in the buffer at any one time. By using Definition 5, user can annotated it component instance with the non-functional constraint, e.g., $\text{Queue\_Size=1}$. Then, it can use the interface contract specification from Definition 7 to specify the semantics of buffer interface. We denote this interface contract by $B_{\text{Ctr}} = \langle Itf, \text{Init}, \text{Spec}, \text{Prot} \rangle$, where:

$$B_{\text{Ctr}} = \begin{cases} B_{\text{Ctr}.Itf} & \overset{df}{=} \langle b : \text{Seq}(\text{int}), \text{put}(\text{item : in int}), \text{get}(\text{appr : out int}) \rangle \\ B_{\text{Ctr}.\text{Init}} & \overset{df}{=} |b| = 0 \\ B_{\text{Ctr}.\text{Spec}(\text{put})} & \overset{df}{=} (\forall b' = \langle \text{item} \rangle \bullet b) \\ B_{\text{Ctr}.\text{Spec}(\text{get})} & \overset{df}{=} (\forall b' = \text{tail}(b) \wedge \text{appr} = \text{head}(b)) \\ B_{\text{Ctr}.\text{Prot}} & \overset{df}{=} \{ e_i \text{ is } ?\text{put}(x) \text{ if } i \text{ is odd and } ?\text{get}(y) \text{ otherwise} \} \end{cases} \quad (5.1)$$

Notice that at this stage a component is a black-box component with a syntactic and semantics interface sufficient for the component interaction with its environment. However, at this stage the component does not provide the semantics of composition, which is necessary to reason about composition in order to predict of applying the composition mechanism.

Definition 8. COMPOSITIONMODEL
As shown in the introduction of composition background (see Section 2.2), in order to reason about composition, we need a composition theory. Such a theory allows us to predict
the result of applying a composition mechanism to components. We have also shown that there are two kinds of composition mechanisms: endogenous composition and exogenous composition. In an endogenous composition mechanism, the handling of interaction between components is part of the components themselves, including ports and interfaces. Examples includes plugging, hiding and feedback compositions. On the other hand, in an exogenous composition mechanism, the handling of interaction between components is realized with external coordinator.

As a consequence our composition model is defined as set of composition operators. Currently, the composition model is defined as a set \( \text{CompositionModel} = \{ \text{PluggingCompos}, \text{HiddingCompos}, \text{FeedbackCompos}, \text{CoordinationCompos} \} \).

Let \( C_i = (PI(D,M), Init, Body(Code, PriMDec, PriMCode), RI) = \) with \( i \in \{1,2\} \) be two gray-box components, where

- \( PI \) is an interface listing all the provided operations of \( C_i \), including its declaration part and method specification.
- \( Init \) is an initial condition that sets the initial value of the variables,
- \( Code \) is a function that maps each method \( m \) of \( Ctr.Itf = (Itf.D, Itf.M) \) to its code, i.e., underlining guarded command.
- \( PriMDec \) is a set of method declarations that are internal to the component.
- \( PriMCode \) is a function that maps each private method \( m' \in PriMDec \) to its code.
- \( RI \) is an interface listing all the required operations of \( C_i \).

we have the following definitions:

- **PluggingCompos** of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) is denoted \( C_1 \gg C_2 \). If \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) have disjoint variable declarations, and none of the provided or private methods of \( C_2 \) appears in \( C_1 \) then \( C_1 \gg C_2 \) is a composite component that connects a provided operation of \( C_1 \) to a required operation of \( C_2 \). It is defined by:

\[
(C_1 \gg C_2) = \begin{cases} 
(C_1 \gg C_2).PI.D & \overset{df}{=} C_1.PI.D \cup C_2.PI.D \\
(C_1 \gg C_2).PI.M & \overset{df}{=} C_1.PI.M \cup C_2.PI.M \\
(C_1 \gg C_2).Init & \overset{df}{=} C_1.Init \land C_2.Init \\
(C_1 \gg C_2).Code & \overset{df}{=} C_1.Code \cup C_2.Code \\
(C_1 \gg C_2).PriMDec & \overset{df}{=} C_1.PriMDec \cup C_2.PriMDec \\
(C_1 \gg C_2).PriMCode & \overset{df}{=} C_1.PriMCode \cup C_2.PriMCode \\
(C_1 \gg C_2).RI.M & \overset{df}{=} (C_2.RI.M \setminus C_1.PI.M) \cup C_1.RI.M 
\end{cases}
\] (5.2)
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An example of plugging composition is shown in Figure 5.5(a). After plugging, some methods can be hiding by the hiding operator.

- **HidingCompos** of \( C \) with the regard of method \( m \in C.\text{Intf.M} \) is denoted \( C \setminus m \). It represents the composite component after removal of method \( m \) from it provided methods.

An example of hiding composition is shown in Figure 5.5(b). After hiding, it is possible that a component feedbacks some of its provided methods to some of its required methods.

- **Feedback** of \( C \) with the regard of method \( m \in C.\text{Intf.M} \) and \( n \in C.\text{RI.M} \) is denoted \( C[m \leftarrow n] \). It represents the composite component which feeds back its provided operation \( m \) to the required operation \( n \).

An example of feedback composition is shown in Figure 5.5(c). Obviously, feedbacking \( C_1 \gg C_2 \) consists to hide some of its provided and required methods. The above three composition operators can be successively applied as illustrated in Figure 5.5(d).

- **ParallelCompos** of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) is denoted \( C_1 \otimes C_2 \). If \( C_1.\text{PI.D} \cap C_2.\text{PI.D} = \emptyset \), and \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) do not share methods then \( C_1 \otimes C_2 \) is a composite component which has the provided operations of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) as its provided operations, and the required operations of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) as its required operations.

An example of disjoint parallel composition is shown in Figure 5.6(a). Plugging composition \( C_1 \gg C_2 \) is the same as disjoint parallel composition \( C_1 \otimes C_2 \) when the provided method of \( C_1 \) are disjoint from the required method of \( C_2 \). The components we have studied until now are only passive components, i.e., the component starts to execute when a provided method is called, and during the execution it may call operations of other components, and so on. In other words, passive basic or composite components provide a number of methods, but do not themselves activate the functionality specified in the contracts.

In general, specially in real-time systems, a component may be active as a task, i.e., it has its own control and once it is started it can execute its internal actions, call operations of other components, and wait to be called by other components. As a consequence, we need the active composite components that implement a desired functionality by coordinating sequences of method calls.

- **CoordinationCompos** of disjoint union for a number of disjoint components \( C_2 = C_i \otimes C_j, i, j = 3 \ldots k \), by a coordinator \( C_1 \) is denoted by \( C_1 \parallel C_2 \). In fact, a coordination for \( C_2 \) is a component \( C_1 \) that calls a set of provided methods \( M \) of \( C_2 \).

A coordinator interface \( C_1.\text{Itf} \) has the same structure as an interface \( \text{Itf} = \langle \text{Itf.D}, \text{Itf.M} \rangle \) shown in Definition 7, except that the semantics of Method \( \text{Itf.M} \) is a set of method invocation signatures. Each of them is of the form \( \text{!m}(x_1 : \text{in } T_1; x_2 : \text{out } T_2) \). In the same way, the contract of its interface as the same structure of component contract \( \text{Ctr} = \langle \text{Itf}, \text{Init}, \text{Spec}, \text{Prot} \rangle \).
Examples of composition coordination are shown in Figure 5.6. In Figure 5.6(a), $C_1$ and $C_2$ are two one-place buffers. In Figure 5.6(b), Coordinator is a task that keeps getting the item from $C_1$ and putting it to $C_2$. It forms thus a three-place buffer in Figure 5.6(c). In Figure 5.6(d), the get of $C_1$ and the put of $C_2$ are synchronized into an atomic step by component $C_4$. It forms thus a two-place buffer.

**Remark 5.** Notice that inspired by the work of Woodcock and Morgan [Woodcock and Morgan, 1990], Cheng. et al. have proven that $C_1 \| M C_2$ is a component, and studied the algebraic laws of this composition [He et al., 2006]. The composition is defined similarly to the alphabetized parallel composition in CSP [Roscoe et al., 1997] with interleaving of events.

**Example 7.** In Example 6, we have shown a **black-box** component for a buffer simulation. Here, we review this buffer component as a **gray-box**, necessary to reason about composition semantics. Let consider the formal definition of two gray-box buffer components $C_1$ and $C_2$ as follows.

\[
C_1 = \begin{cases} 
C1.Itf.D & \overset{df}{=} \{b_1 : \text{Seq}(\text{int})\} \\
C1.Itf.M & \overset{df}{=} \{\text{put}(x : \text{in int}), \text{get}_1(x : \text{out int})\} \\
C1.Body.Code(\text{put}) & \overset{df}{=} \langle b_1 := \langle x \rangle \rangle \triangleright \langle b_1 = \langle \rangle \rangle \triangleright \langle \text{put}_1(\text{head}(b_1)); b_1 := \langle x \rangle \rangle \\
C1.Body.Code(\text{get}_1) & \overset{df}{=} \langle b_1 \neq \langle \rangle \rangle \longrightarrow \langle y := \text{head}(b_1); b_1 = \langle \rangle \rangle \\
C1.Body.MDec & \overset{df}{=} \{\text{put}_1(x : \text{in int})\}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
C2 = \begin{cases} 
C2.Itf.D & \overset{df}{=} \{b_2 : \text{Seq}(\text{int})\} \\
C2.Itf.M & \overset{df}{=} \{\text{put}(x : \text{in int}), \text{get}(x : \text{out int})\} \\
C2.Body.Code(\text{get}) & \overset{df}{=} \langle y := \text{head}(b_2); b_2 := \langle x \rangle \rangle \triangleright \langle b_2 \neq \langle \rangle \rangle \triangleright \langle b_2 := \text{get}_1(y) \rangle \\
C2.Body.Code(\text{get}_1) & \overset{df}{=} \langle b_2 \neq \langle \rangle \rangle \longrightarrow \langle b_2 \neq \langle x \rangle \rangle \\
C2.Body.MDec & \overset{df}{=} \{\text{get}_1(y : \text{in int})\}
\end{cases}
\]

Then, the plugging composite component $C_1 \gg C_2$ is shown in Figure 5.5(a). By hiding the method $\text{get}_1$ in $C_1 \gg C_2$, the hiding composite i.e., $C_1 \gg C_2 \setminus \text{get}_1$ is shown in Figure 5.5(b) and so on.

**Remark 6.** The formal model of component contract $\text{Ctr}$ introduced here can be represented by UML diagrams. Graphically, the interaction protocol of the contract $\text{Ctr.Prot}$ can be represented as a **UML sequence diagram**, while the flow of method invocations and synchronization in the behavior body of a component can be modeled by a **UML state diagram**. The static functionality of interface methods, i.e., $\text{Ctr.Spec}$ is given in terms of their **pre- and**
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Figure 5.5: Examples of passive composition: (a) plugging composition, (b) hiding after plugging, (c) feedback, (d) hiding after feedback

Figure 5.6: Examples of active composition: (c) coordination of two one-place buffers to define a three-place buffer, (d) coordination of two one-place buffers to define a two-place buffer

*post-conditions*, while the dynamic functionality of interface protocol *i.e.*, $\text{Ctr.Prot}$ is given in terms of specific time annotations. Indeed, as we will see in the transformation phase, Section 5.3.3, the UML state machine is extended with the predefined annotations, named $\text{TAnnotation}$ in Definition 7.
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Proposition 1. SEPARATION OF CONCERNS AND MIX VERIFICATION

Formally speaking, the separation of Ctr.Spec and Ctr.Prot requires that the traces of the sequence diagram are accepted by the state machine defined by the state diagram.

Informally, the consistency of separately specified behavior in the sequence diagram and the state diagram must ensure that whenever the components follow the interaction protocol defined by the sequence diagram, the interactions will not be blocked by the system.

Proof.

First, static consistency between methods in the diagrams and the functional specification must be checked. This step is usually done by tools like a compiler.

Second, dynamic consistency ensures that the separately specified behavior in the sequence diagram and the state diagram are consistent:

- Formal deductive proof techniques, such as [SPARK, 2014], aided by a theorem prover can be used to prove some functional properties, i.e., pre- and post-conditions of the methods. Verification of the functional properties, particularly its completeness, is a difficult issue. Some times it must be completed by inner invariants, such as the loop invariants, as proposed in [Aponte et al., 2012].

- Model checking techniques is used to check that the state machine defined by the state diagram accepts the time trace of protocol properties. In OBV context, we translated both the sequence diagram and the state diagram into TAIO model (see Section 5.3.3). Then, we used the UPPAAL TAIO model checker tool to check that the TAIO model for the state diagram is trace equivalent to the TAIO model for the sequence diagram.

5.3.2 TAIO formal definition

Timed Automata (TA) is one of the most popular models adapted to real-time systems [Alur and Dill, 1994]. First, the TA model is well adapted for the verification of real-time properties because it defines a timed labeled transition system (TLTS). Second, a number of methods based on variants of the TA model, such as TA over Input and Output actions (TAIO) [Krichen and Tripakis, 2009], or other similar models, such as timed Petri nets [Merlin and Farber, 1976] have been proposed. Finally, a number of automatic model checker tools for TA have been efficiently developed, e.g., Kronos [Yovine, 1997] and UPPAAL [Larsen et al., 1997]. For example, UPPAAL uses an extended version of TA, called UPPAAL TA, to specify a system as a network of TA models and to globally declare all variables in the declaration part for the synchronization of TA models. UPPAAL TRON is an extension of UPPAAL for conformance testing of real-time systems by using relative timed input/output conformance relation [Larsen et al., 2005]. We translate our SARA model into
the TAIO model based on UPPAAL TA, and use the UPPAAL TRON tool for verification tasks.

**Definition 9. TASYS**
A TA verification system can be defined as a tuple TASys = (TAModel, TADeclaration), where:
- **TAModel** is a set of all the TA models used in the global system model. Every TA model is defined according to the specific TAIO (see Definition 10);
- **TADeclaration** is the declaration part that contains all the variables of the system models (see Definition 15).

**Definition 10. TAIOMODEL**
A TAIO model is defined as a tuple TAIOModel = (TAIOName, TAIOSyntax, TAIOSemantic), where:
- **TAIOName** is the name of the TAIO model, which appears in the system declaration part and can be used to arrange priorities on TAModels;
- **TAIOSyntax** is the syntax of TAIO (see Definition 11);
- **TAIOSemantic** is the semantics of TAIO (see Definition 12).

**Definition 11. TAIOSYNTAX**
A TAIO $A$ over input and output action Act is a tuple $A = (L, l_0, X, Inv, Act, E)$, where:
- $L$ is a finite set of locations;
- $l_0 \in L$ is the initial location;
- $X$ is a finite set of non-negative real valued clocks, $\{x_1, x_2, ..., x_n\}$;
- $Inv$ is a function over clock valuation $\mathbb{R}_+^X$ that assigns an invariant to each location;
- $Act = Act \times \{!, ?\}$ is a set of the partitionned set of observable actions $Act = Act_{in} \cup Act_{out}$.
Input actions are denoted a?, b?, etc, and output actions are denoted a!, b!, etc;
- $E$ is a finite set of edges for transitions.

Each edge $E$ is a tuple $(l, g, r, d, a, l')$, where:
- $l, l' \in L$ are respectively the source and destination locations;
- $g$ is a set of time constraints of the form $x \ast c$, where $x \in X$ is a clock variable, $c$ is an integer constant and $\ast \in \{<, \leq, =, \geq, >\}$;
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- $r \in X$ is a set of clocks to reset to zero, ($r := 0$);
- $d \in \{\text{delayable, eager, lazy}\}$ is the deadline which can be assigned to $E$.
- $a \in Act$ is the action.

**Definition 12.** TAIOSemantic

A TAI O $A = (L, l_0, X, Act, E)$ defines a Timed Input-Output Labeled Transition System (TIOLTS) [Krichen and Tripakis, 2009]. A TIOLTS is a tuple $(S^A, s_0, Act, T_d, T_i)$, where:

- $S^A = L \times \mathbb{R}^X_+$ is a set of time states associated to locations of $A$. A timed state is a pair $s = (l, v)$, where $l \in L$ and $v : X \to \mathbb{R}_+$ is a positive real clock valuation;
- $s_0 = (l_0, 0)$ is the initial state, where 0 is the valuation assigning 0 to every clock of $A$;
- $T_d$ is a set of discrete transitions of the form $(s, a, s') = (s', v) \xrightarrow{a} (s', v')$, where $a \in Act$ and there is an edge $E = (l, g, r, d, a, l')$, such that $v$ satisfies $g$ and $v'$ is obtained by resetting to zero all clocks in $r$ and leaving the others unchanged;
- $T_i$ is a set of timed transitions of the form $(s, t, s') = (s', v) \xrightarrow{t} (s', v + t)$, where $t \in \mathbb{R}^+_1$. $T_i$ must satisfy the following conditions:
  - $(s, t, s') \in T_i \land (s, t, s'') \in T_i \Rightarrow s' = s''$, 
  - $(s, t, s') \in T_i \land (s', t', s'') \in T_i \Rightarrow (s, t' + t, s'') \in T_i$, 
  - $(s, t, s') \in T_i \Rightarrow \forall t' < t, \exists(s, t', s'') \in T_i$.

As mentioned in the TAIOSyntax, $Act = Act_{\text{in}} \cup Act_{\text{out}}$ are observable actions. We assume there is an unobservable action $\tau \notin Act$. For $(s_0, v_0), (s, v), (s', v') \in S^A$, $a_i \in Act \cup \mathbb{R}_+$ and $\tau_a \in T$ a sequence of the form $(s_0, v_0) \xrightarrow{a_1=v_1} (s, v) \xrightarrow{a_2=v_2} ... \xrightarrow{a_N=v_N} (s', v')$ is called a run of $S^A$. The time trace $TTrace$ of this run is $TTrace(A^S) = a_2 \tau_{a_1} b$. In general, $TTrace$ is the real-time sequence over set $(Act \cup \mathbb{R}_+ \cup \tau)^*$.

**Definition 13.** Observable Time Trace

Given a time trace $\gamma \in TTrace(A^S)$, there exists an observable time trace $\sigma \in ObsTTrace$ such that $\sigma$ is the projection of $\gamma$ to $Act \cup \mathbb{R}_+$, i.e., obtained by erasing from $\gamma$ all actions not in $Act \cup \mathbb{R}_+$. Clearly, if $\gamma = \tau_{a_1} \ldots \tau_{a_N} a_i$, then $\sigma = a_1 \ldots a_{i_N}$. For example, the $ObsTTrace$ of above $TTrace(A^S)$ is $\sigma = a_2 b$. The time spent in a sequence, denoted $time(\sigma)$ is the sum of all delays in $\sigma$. For example $time(a_2 b) = 2$.

**Definition 14.** Reachability State

A state $s \in S^A$ is reachable if there exists a time trace $\gamma \in TTrace(A^S)$ such that $s_0 \xrightarrow{\gamma} s$. The set of reachable states of $S^A$ is denoted $Reach(S^A)$. A maximal set of reachable states that the system can be active is denoted a state configuration $Reach(C_{SA})$.
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Definition 15. TADeclaration
A TADeclaration is defined as a set of three parts, TADeclaration = \{GlobalDecl, ModelDecl, SysDecl\}, where:

- GlobalDecl contains global integer variables, clocks, synchronization channels and constants for TA\textit{Sys}.
- ModelDecl defines local variables, channels and constants for each TA\textit{IO} model.
- SysDecl defines the execution order by assigning priority to TA\textit{IO} models.

5.3.3 From SARA model to TAIO Model

This section presents the transformation rules developed to translate a SARA model into a TAIO model, for which we can use UPPAAL model checker tool for formal verification of real-time properties. They are based on the above SARA and TAIO formal model definitions. We first present the transformation rules. Then, we present the semantics preservation of model transformation.

Transformation rules

There are approaches, such as [Varró, 2002, Mekki, 2012], that transform UML State Machine (UML SM) into Extended Hierarchical Automaton (EHA) and Timed Automata (TA). Although the behavior model of our SARA model is based on the UML SM with temporal annotations (see Remark 6), the transformation of UML SM into TA is not sufficient for our component model transformation. Based on these approaches and with some extensions, we develop the following transformation rules to translate a SARA model into a TAIO model.

Rule 1. (mapping of component instances). The objective of this rule is to transform a behaviour of a SARA component instance into a TAIO Model. For each CompInst = (CompInstName, Priority, BehaviorModel):

- Rule 1.1 Based on the bi-simulation relation between UML SM and TAIO model [Mekki, 2012], we encode a corresponding TAIOModel of BehaviorModel defined with UML State Machine (UML SM). For example, Figure 5.7(a) shows the UML SM diagram for the Gate component of Figure 5.1. In addition, the state machine is extended with predefined annotations, shown in Definition 7. For instance, the state annotations @maxdelay(4s) and @maxdelay(6s) in the states Signaling and Closing specified that the Gate responds to down signal by moving down and takes at most 10s to be completely closed. Indeed, with transition annotations @delay(4s) and @delay(6s), it takes 4s to activate the light warning when a vehicle approaches the gate, and 6s to close the gate. Conversely, it responds to the up signal by moving up and it takes 6s to be completely opened. The corresponding UPPAAL TAIO model is shown Figure 5.7(b).
Rule 1.2 Each annotation is translated into an integer expression. For example, @after(T_{begin}), @before(T_{end}), @mindelay(D_{min}), @maxdelay(D_{max}), @delay(D), are respectively translated into $x \geq T_{begin}$, $x \leq T_{end}$, $x \geq D_{min}$, $x \leq D_{max}$, $x = D$, as illustrated in Figure 5.7(b).

Example 8. Figure 5.7 illustrates the transformation Rule 1.

Rule 2. (mapping of bindings). The objective of this rule is to transform component instance bindings. For each CompInstBinding = (CompInstName, Priority, CompConnect), where CompConnect = (IC, DC, OC), a TAIOModel is inserted in TASys by respecting the following rule parts:

- Rule 2.1 For each IC$_n$ : ModelName.$iv_j$ $\rightarrow$ CompInstName$_k$.ip$_l$, insert a TA-Model $(L, l_0, V, Act, Clock, Inv, T)$ with name DC$_n$, where $T = \{(q, g, r, a, q')\}$, with $g = \{iv_j \text{ XOR}\ ip_l\}$, and $a = \{ip_l := iv_j\}$. XOR represents the inequality function between $iv_j$ and $ip_l$ to avoid modification during the transition. This leads to update $ip_l$ and achieves the connection, as illustrated in IC$_1$ of Figure 5.8;

- Rule 2.2 For each DC$_n$ : CompInstName$_i$.op$_j$ $\rightarrow$ CompInstName$_k$.ip$_l$, insert a TA-Model with name DC$_n$, where $g = \{op_j \text{ XOR}\ ip_l\}$ and $a = \{ip_l := op_j\}$, as illustrated in DC$_1$ of Figure 5.8;

- Rule 2.3 For each OC$_n$ : CompInstName$_k$.op$_i$ $\rightarrow$ ModelName.$ov_j$, insert a TAModel with name OC$_n$, where $g = \{op_i \text{ XOR}\ ov_j\}$, and $a = \{ov_j := op_i\}$, as illustrated in OC$_1$ of Figure 5.8.

Example 9. Figure 5.8 illustrates the transformation Rule 2 and Rule 3.
5.3. SARA to TAIO Formal Model

**Rule 3.** (Mapping of initial input and adapter). The objective of this rule is to initialize the model in order to check it with a TASys tool, such as the UPPAAL-TRON tool. The adapter in UPPAAL-TRON is a driver which interprets the testing input for the system under observation, and in turn translates the output for TRON [Larsen et al., 2005]. For each \(ip_j \in IP\) in SARAModel, insert TAIOModel with name \(INIT_n\) and the action to update is \(a = \{ip_j := ip_j?\}\), as illustrated in \(INIT1\) of Figure 5.8. For each input \(ip_j?\), an input/output adapter stub can be generated. For example, \(ADAPT1\) in Figure 5.8 shows the delay adapter between the input port and the output port.

**Rule 4.** (mapping of declarations). The objective of this rule is to transform the declarations of a SARAModel into a TADeclaration = (GlobalDecl, ModelDecl, SysDecl). It is defined as follows:

- **Rule 4.1** For DataModel={IV, OV, LV, TV} in SARAModel, insert \(iv \in IV\), \(ov \in OV\) and \(tv \in TV\) in GlobalDecl.

- **Rule 4.2** As mentioned in Definition 4, for technical reasons, we assume that all the local variables of model components occur somewhere in the top level component structure. The distinction of each component variable is ensured by prefixing each local variable of each component with the name of component. For each \(lv \in LV\) with a prefix insert \(lv\) in ModelDecl.

- **Rule 4.3** For each declaration of CompInst = (CompInstName, Priority, BehaviorModel) insert in SysDecl the TAIOName = CompInstName. Based on the priorities of different component instances, arrange priorities on different TAIOName of TAIO models. This define the execution order between the different TAIO models. The execution path begins at input ports and ends at output ports by following the priority order of component instances. For example, the execution order of Figure 5.1 is: \(OC_i < Gate\_Inst_1 < DC_i < Controller\_Inst_1 < DC_j < Sensor\_Inst_1 < IC_i\), where “<” is the execution order operator. This means that Sensor\_Inst_1 has a highest priority than Controller\_Inst_1 and Controller\_Inst_1 has a highest priority than Gate\_Inst_1.

**Example 10.** Figure 5.9 illustrates the transformation Rule 4 for the declaration part of LC-APS model of Figure 5.1.
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Remark 7. Technically, it is important to note that the transformation links are maintained, such as Relational Database Management System, in order to use these links to trace the equivalence relations for the semantics preservation during model transformation.

Semantics preservation of model transformation

Many approaches for semantics preservation of model transformations exist [Giese et al., 2006]. Either specific correctness conditions are checked for both the original source model and its transformation model [Varró and Pataricza, 2003] or the semantics equivalence between both models is guaranteed by a bisimulation check [Narayanan and Karsai, 2008]. The former approach verifies if a transformation preserves certain dynamic consistency properties by model checking the source and target models for properties P and Q, where property P in the source language is transformed into property Q in the target language. This transformation requires validation by a human expert. The latter approach checks if the models are equivalent with respect to a particular property about the source model. Then, verifying the target model for the property will be equivalent to verifying the source model for this property. As our target model is used for observer-based verification, we study the second approach that provides a way to check if a bisimulation equivalence relation exists between an instance of the SARA model and an instance of the TAIO model.
5.3. SARA to TAIO Formal Model

Bisimilarity

Two systems can be said to be bisimilar if one system simulates the other and vice-versa. A bisimulation relation can be defined formally as follows.

Definition 16. General Definition of Bisimilarity

Given a labeled state transition system \((S, \Lambda, \rightarrow)\), a bisimulation relation is defined as an equivalence relation \(R\) over \(S\), such that for all \(p, q \in S\), if \((p, q)\) is in \(R\), and for all \(p' \in S\) and \(\alpha \in \Lambda\), \(p \xrightarrow{\alpha} p'\) implies that there exists a \(q' \in S\) such that \(q \xrightarrow{\alpha} q'\) and \((p', q')\) is in \(R\), and conversely, for all \(q' \in S\) and \(q \xrightarrow{\alpha} q'\) implies \(p \xrightarrow{\alpha} p'\) and \((p', q')\) is in \(R\).

This definition is given in terms of a single global set \(S\). We can easily think of its equivalence for two transition systems where a global set contains both the source states and the target states. Based on Definition 6 and Definition 14, we provide its following equivalence definition for the bisimulation relation between the SARA source model and the TAIO target model.

Definition 17. Adapted Definition of Bisimilarity

Given an equivalence relation \(R\) that matches a component configuration \(C_S\) in the SARA model and creates its equivalent state configuration \(C_T\) in the TAIO model, the equivalence is a bisimulation relation if for each transition \(t\) from \(C_S\) to \(C'_S\) in the SARA, there exists an equivalent transition \(t'\) in the TAIO from \(C_T\) to \(C'_T\), and \(C'_T\) is equivalent to \(C'_S\), and vice versa.

In this way, if there is a bisimulation relation between a SARA model and its corresponding TAIO model, then verifying the TAIO model for reachability will be equivalent to verifying the SARA source model for reachability. If the check fails, it means that there was an error in the transformation and the generated TAIO model does not truly represent the SARA source model.

Here, we check the behavioral equivalence of the SARA model and the TAIO model with respect to reachability. It should be noted that the proposition described below is not an attempt to prove the correctness of the transformation rules in general. This is a method to verify if a specific transformation from an instance of the SARA model into an instance of the TAIO model is valid. It must be executed for each transformation individually.

Proposition 2. Checking Bisimilarity with Respect to Reachability

If a transformation relation \(R\), which matches a component configuration \(C_S\) in the SARA model and creates its equivalent state configuration \(C_T\) in the TAIO model is a bisimulation, then verifying the TAIO model for reachability will be equivalent to verifying the SARA model for reachability.

Proof. The proof is realized by construction. Indeed, most of the TAIO model checking tools provide a means to check the reachability of a state configuration according to Definition
14. Alternatively, a claim can be made in the tool to say that the state \( S_A \) of TAIO is not reachable. If it is indeed reachable, the model checker refutes this claim and presents a counter-example, as a time trace \( \gamma \in T\text{Trace}(S_A) \). This trace represents a valid series of transitions \( s_0 \xrightarrow{\gamma} s \) in the TAIO that leads to a state configuration \( C_T \). Let \( s_1 \xrightarrow{\gamma} s'_1 \) be a transition in a series of transitions \( s_0 \xrightarrow{\gamma} s \), such that \( s_1 \in C_T \) and \( s'_1 \in C'_T \). For each transition \( s_1 \xrightarrow{\gamma} s'_1 \) in a series of transitions \( s_0 \xrightarrow{\gamma} s \), we search the equivalent transition in the SARA model configurations \( C_S \) and \( C'_S \) for bisimulation according to Definition 17. By construction, the transformation links created during the transformation are used to reproduce this trace in the SARA model. Rather than checking for all possible states in the SARA model, Definition 6 for input enabled and reachable configuration are used. In this way, verifying the TAIO model for reachability will be equivalent to verify the SARA model for reachability.

\[ \square \]

**Remark 8.** The complexity of the transformation is not increased significantly by this method, as shown in the metrics of model transformation in Section 6.6. Indeed, as the transformation links are created every time the objects of the output model are created from the input model, the complexity of the transformation checking is proportional to the size of the input model and to the transformation engine.

### 5.4 A 3-Layer Approach for OBV

Figure 5.10 shows the overview of our component-based modeling and observer-based verification approach with separation of concerns. It is a 3-layer approach where the upper layer, the middle layer and the lower layer represent the requirement model, the solution model and the verification model, respectively.

#### 5.4.1 Upper layer

The upper layer represents software requirement specification, where functional requirements are separated from non-functional requirements, such as safety requirements subjected to real-time constraints, called here temporal safety requirements. Our approach is based on common temporal requirement patterns shown in Section 2.5.1. However, the justification of pattern selection is a major challenge of pattern-based approach because generally, complex requirement specifications match more than one of patterns mentioned, as stated in Remark 1. For that purpose, we state the following assumption for our approach.

**Assumption 2.** Decomposition of complex requirements

Complex requirements to be verified have to be decomposed into less complex requirements, which can be easily assigned to common pattern specifications.

We justify this assumption, by the fact that the assignment of requirements in the correct patterns is a first difficulty in the adoption of formal pattern-based approaches by non-
experts. This assignment can be addressed by domain experts by using requirement dia-
grams, such as SysML requirement diagram [SysML, 2012]. With these methods, it is possi-
table to simplify complex requirements in a greater number of less complex requirements. The
simplified requirements, in turn, can be easily assigned to common pattern specifications or
new pattern specifications. The consideration here is focused on the second difficulty, which
consists in supporting formal verification non-experts with expert knowledge and experi-
ences in the verification of pattern specifications. The main advantage of our approach in
comparison to other approaches is that supporting non-experts with pattern specifications
transfer expert knowledge. Therefore, it is an answer to the recurrent statement, common
software engineers are not experts in logic. Once requirements to be verified have been
assigned to the correct property specification patterns, our integrated approach can be pro-
cessed as follows.

Figure 5.10: The overview of our OBV approach
5.4.2 Middle layer

The middle layer describes the design model. Functional requirements are modeled according to the SARA model, which meta-model and formal model are introduced in Section 4.3 and Section 5.3.1, respectively. For time annotation properties to be verified, we select the appropriate observer patterns from the generic repository patterns presented in Section 2.5.1. For example, Figure 5.11 shows two observers. Figure 5.11(a) represents the absence before observer. The forbidden after observer can be easily derived from it. Figure 5.11(b) represents the response max delay pattern. In the same way, the response min delay can be easily derived from it.

Once identified, the patterns are instantiated with the appropriate parameters. For example, for requirement specification “when the gate is opened to road traffic, it must stay open at least \( T_{\text{min}} \) time units before closing”, from Example 5, the absence before observer in Figure 5.11 (a) is instantiated with states opened instead of \( s_0 \), and with transition \( \text{down}\) ? and \( \text{up}\) ? instead of \( a? \) and \( \text{init}\) ?, respectively. Here, the different types of observers are mainly informative, since nothing prohibits the mix of different types of observers. What we want really is to show that any execution trace of the observed system is preserved in the composition of the system and its observer. For this, we show that the well-defined observer does not obstruct a behavior of the system.

5.4.3 Lower layer

The lower layer represents the verification model, where the SARA design models are transformed into TAIO models (see Section 5.3). The pattern instance is also represented into observer TAIO model. The two TAIO are synchronized both on time and on their shared common actions according to the parallel composition of TAIO models.
We show that, from any trace of the composition system and its observer \( S \parallel O \), we can obtain a trace of \( S \) by erasing the events from the well-defined observer \( O \). This means that the well-defined observer does not add new behaviors to the observed system \( S \). Let two traces \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \) in \( \text{ObsTTrace}(S) \) and \( \text{ObsTTrace}(O) \), respectively. They are said to be \textit{synchronizable} in \( S \parallel O \) if there exists a run \( \lambda \) (see Definition 12) of \( S \parallel O \) from which the two traces can be extracted. In other words, it can be stated in the following proposition.

\textbf{Proposition 3. SOUNDBNESS OF OBV} if \( \sigma_1 \in \text{ObsTTrace}(S) \) and \( \sigma_2 \in \text{ObsTTrace}(O) \) are the traces extracted from a run \( \lambda \) of \( S \parallel O \), where \( \sigma \in \text{ObsTTrace}(S \parallel O) \) then \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \) are synchronizable in two composition of TIOLTS \( S' \parallel O' \) with the same sets of input and output as \( S \) and \( O \), and \( \sigma \in \text{ObsTTrace}(S' \parallel O') \).

\textbf{Proof.} Let \( S' \) have the same sets of inputs \( \text{Act}_S \) and outputs \( \text{Act}_{out} \) as \( S \) and let \( O' \) have the same sets of inputs \( \text{Act}_O \) and outputs \( \text{Act}_{out} \) as \( O \). Moreover, let \( S' \) and \( O' \) \textit{synchronize} on the same set of actions \( \text{Act}_{syn} \) and \( \text{Act}_{syn} \), respectively. Let \( \text{Act}^S = \text{Act}^S_{in} \cup \text{Act}^S_{out} \cup \text{Act}^S_{syn} \) and \( \text{Act}^O = \text{Act}^O_{in} \cup \text{Act}^O_{out} \cup \text{Act}^O_{syn} \). With no loss of generality, we also assume that the four TIOLTS have the same unobservable action \( \tau \).

Since \( \sigma_1 \in \text{ObsTTrace}(S) \), according to Definition 13 there exists \( \gamma_1 \in TTrace(S) \) such that \( \sigma_1 \) is the projection of \( \gamma_1 \) to \( \text{Act}^S \), i.e., obtained by erasing from \( \gamma_1 \) all actions not in \( \text{Act}^S \). Thus, there exist \([i_1, \ldots, i_N]\) and \([j_1, \ldots, j_N]\) such that \( \gamma_1 = \tau^{j_1} a_{i_1} \ldots \tau^{j_N} a_{i_N} \). Clearly, \( \sigma_1 = a_{i_1} \ldots a_{i_N} \).

In the same way, since \( \sigma_2 \in \text{ObsTTrace}(O) \), there exists \( \gamma_2 \in TTrace(O) \) such that \( \sigma_2 \) is the projection of \( \gamma_2 \) to \( \text{Act}^O \). Thus, there exist \([k_1, \ldots, k_N]\) and \([l_1, \ldots, l_N]\) such that \( \gamma_2 = \tau^{l_1} a_{k_1} \ldots \tau^{l_N} a_{k_N} \). Clearly, \( \sigma_2 = a_{k_1} \ldots a_{k_N} \).

Since \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \) are extracted from \( \lambda \), it is possible to synchronize the traces \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) in \( S \parallel O \) by considering the trace \( \beta = \tau^{r_1} a_{r_1} \ldots \tau^{r_N} a_{r_N} \in \text{ObsTTrace}(S \parallel O) \), where (1) \( a_{r_1} \ldots a_{r_N} = \gamma \) obtained by erasing from \( \lambda \) all actions not in \( \text{Act}^S \cup \text{Act}^O \), (2) for \( p = 1, \ldots, n \), if \( a_p = a_{i_p} = a_{k_p} \) appears in both \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) then \( r_p = j_p + l_p \); if \( a_p = a_{i_p} \) appears only in \( \gamma_1 \) then \( r_p = j_p \); and if \( a_p = a_{k_p} \) appears only in \( \gamma_2 \) then \( r_p = j_p \).

Then in the same way, it is possible to synchronize \( \gamma'_1 \) and \( \gamma'_2 \) in \( S' \parallel O' \) by considering the trace \( \beta' = \tau^{r'_1} a_{r'_1} \ldots \tau^{r'_N} a_{r'_N} \in \text{ObsTTrace}(S' \parallel O') \), where \( r'_p \) is defined similarly to \( r_p \). Hence, we are done.

\[ \square \]

At the end, from the composition of observed system and its observers, we use an appropriate verification tool, such as the UPPAAL model checker for the verification tasks. The verification tasks are reduced to a reachability search of error or no-error states (KO or OK states) on the TAIO models, as illustrated in our case studies in Chapter 6.
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5.5 Challenges Revisited and Lessons Learned

5.5.1 Challenges Revisited

We have presented in this chapter an observer-based verification approach for component-based models. Let us now revisit the specific challenges identified in Section 5.2.2 and discuss how our approach faces them.

C4. **Separation of component interface contracts.** To face this challenge, we have distinguished the input and output contracts of component interface methods, expressed as pre- and post-conditions, from the real-time constraints of component interaction with its environment, expressed as interface contract protocol. The idea of pre- and post-condition is widely used in a variety of software techniques, such as design by contract [Meyer, 1997], and UML 2.0 OCL specification [OMG, 2003]. The novel features of our approach is the definition of temporal annotation language for interaction protocol that imposes the order of the use of interface methods. This annotation language are built from real-time extensions of the Dwyer et al. classification shown in Section 2.5.1.

C5. **Gray-box specification.** To face this challenge, the specification of SARA component is defined as a gray-box view, i.e., a component is specified as an architecture that implements a behavior specification. Black-box component only defines its behavior specification, while gray-box component defines both behavior specification and behavior body. The knowledge of behavior body is important to reason about component composition, i.e., to predict the result of applying a composition mechanism.

C6. **Assurance of model transformation.** To face this challenge, we have formally defined the SARA model and the TAIO model in such a way it facilitate it transformation process. Based on these formal definitions, we define a simple transformation rules that map SARA elements to TAIO elements. Then, we check a bisimularity relation between the two models with respect to the reachability property. If there is a bisimulation relation between a SARA model and its corresponding TAIO model, then verifying the TAIO model for reachability will be equivalent to verifying the SARA source model for reachability. If the check fails, it means that there was an error in the transformation and the generated TAIO model does not truly represent the SARA source model.

5.5.2 Lessons Learned

In above Section 5.5.1, we have discussed the specific challenges that we have faced in this chapter. In Section 2.6, general challenges of CBD are discussed and comparative analysis of the state of the art approaches are presented in Table 2.2 around four general requirements: traceability (R1), interoperability (R2), V&V (R3) and certification (R4).
In this section, we summarize in Table 5.1 the learning we got, the contributions and limitations of our SARA approach relative to these general requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Sub-categories</th>
<th>Approaches</th>
<th>Discussion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Traceability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General-Purpose</td>
<td>OOP-Based</td>
<td>EJB</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fractal</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADL-Based</td>
<td>AADL</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pin</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized-Purpose</td>
<td>OOP-Based</td>
<td>Think</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CHESS</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADL-Based</td>
<td>ProCom</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IEC-61499</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SARA</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AUTOSAR</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Synthesis of comparison for some CBD-V approaches including ours

R1. **Traceability.** The traceability support is generally weaker in academic component models or frameworks mostly due to extensive cost and time to deal with this requirement. Following some researches [Mader and Egyed, 2012, Dönges and Pohl, 1998] that show that system development practice with traceability can be cost benefit in long term if it is adapted to the project-specific needs, we have defined a lightweight traceability meta-model for domain component-based development. We have gathered the most relevant work related to traceability of concerns in MDE, and highlight their benefits for component-based model driving development.

R2. **Interoperability.** The interoperability of components is a fundamental design desiderata of component-based development. As a consequence, with some exceptions, all of the CBD approaches provide a partial support interoperability. However, they do not focus on domain-specific knowledge, where a protocol of communication, is required for an effective interoperability. For this, in addition of two levels of interoperability, generally defined by common models *i.e.,* (i) **syntatic level** that covers the static aspects of component interoperation and (ii) **semantic level** that covers the behavioral aspects of component interoperation, we have followed a theory of contract [He et al., 2006] and defined an additional level, *i.e.,* (iii) **the protocol level** to deal with the order in which a component expects its methods to be called.

R3. **V&V.** are at the heart of the development process of system that require high dependability. As a consequence, most of component models dedicated to these systems offer a formal execution model. However, this does not imply that these formal models can be used without substantial additional effort to integrate them into a tool and a
development process. For this purpose, we have tried to used different several tools for verification tasks. However, an integrated tool-chain demonstrator is required for real-world development process.

R4. **Certification.** As the traceability, certification support is generally weaker in academic component models or frameworks mostly due to extensive cost and time to deal with these requirement without industrial implication. CBSE is now an established software engineering research area. However, as it spread to safety-critical domains, it is crucial to establish to what extent individual components can be trusted and depended on, as well as developing a solid understanding of the impact from individual components on the overall dependability of the system for certification reason.

### 5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the formal aspects of our component-based modeling and observer-based verification. We have formalized our domain-specific SARA model and translated it into the TAIO model for which we can use a time model checker tool for verification tasks. Common real-time extensions of Dwyer et al. patterns are intuitively represented as observers that react to the input and the output operations of the observed system model. This provides an intuitive way of expressing common real-time properties without requiring a significant knowledge of higher order logic and theorem proving. The correctness of a SARA model transformation into a TAIO model is realized by applying the bisimulation relation based on transformation links. The correctness of our observer-based verification shows that any trace of the observed system is preserved in the composition of the system under observation and the observers.

In Chapter 6 of this dissertation, we evaluate the applicability of our approach through concrete case studies of railway safety-critical software.
Part IV

Validation
Chapter 6. Validation Through Railway Safety-Critical Software

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we evaluate the applicability of our approach, which is presented in contribution Part III, through some concrete case studies of railway safety-critical software. The case studies are derived from the System Requirement Specification (SRS) of ERTMS/ETCS. The aim of the case studies is to identify requirement concerns and architecture elements from which we can apply our traceability process shown in Figure 4.5 and our observer-based verification process shown in Figure 5.10.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.2, we give an overview of our approach. Section 6.3 briefly presents the ERTMS/ETCS. Section 6.4 and Section 6.5 describe the first and the second case studies, respectively. Section 6.6 shows some metrics related to experiments we conducted to evaluate our approach. Section 6.7 discusses the advantages and limitations of our approach. Finally, Section 6.8 summarizes and concludes the chapter.

6.2 Overview of SARA Process

As shown in Section 2.2, there are many component-based software development lifecycles. Most of them consider that the complete system should be completely constructed with component-based development. As a consequence, in the requirement analysis phase, the focus is put on component properties rather than user requirements. In this way, these lifecycles do not discussed in detail domain specific requirement issues.

However, as already discussed in Section 1.1, due to the railway control application market structure (many manufacturers and vendors), it is very difficult to build the complete system by only using these idealized CBD lifecycles. Indeed, there are always some requirements that are customer specific and vary from customer to customer, and still developed with traditional software development processes. One possible way to solve the user requirement problem is to develop reusable software components that meet the user requirements, and that can also be used in future projects. In this way, a hybrid development process is required to support both component-based software development as well as conventional software development process, such as V-Lifecycle.

Figure 6.1 shows an overview of our component-based model-driven development process named SARA development process, included in the V-Lifecycle prescribed by the CENELEC standard of railway safety-critical software for control and protection systems [EN-50128, 2011]. The entry point of the SARA development process is the Software Requirement Specification (SoRS), which provides the foundation for system comprehension, design, testing and maintenance. The SoRS is derived from the System Requirement Specification (SyRS). As already mentioned in Assumption 1, we assume that the SoRS is traceable if (i) the origin of each of its requirements is clearly related to the SyRS ones and if (ii) it facilitates the referencing of each requirement in future software development or enhancement artifacts.
6.2. Overview of SARA Process

The key idea is that if scenario concerns are changed, model elements can be repeatedly and easily tracked in order to assess the change impact analysis whenever there is a change. As illustrated in the surrounded part of Figure 6.1, the SARA process includes two activities:

1. The software component-based design activities (the left branch of the surrounded part). From the phase of software requirement specifications, we want to separate functional requirements from safety and temporal requirements in software component-based architecture in order to facilitate the traceability of requirement concerns.

2. The verification activities performed at the model level (the right branch of the surrounded part). These verification activities performed at the model level are separated from other verification activities performed at the source code and the system level. They include both a test of individual components and their impact on the overall composite system. With these activities, we want to link back verification results (“ok” or “ko”) to initial requirements or intermediate models to ensure that specifications are properly implemented.

The SARA process is based on core meta-models, which have been presented in Chapter 4. These meta-models are used for modeling software requirement concerns, component
elements and the traceability links among elements in different abstraction levels, from design level to implementation level and verification level. We have applied this process to evaluate our approach through some case studies of railway safety-critical software, derived from ERTMS/ETCS.

### 6.3 A Brief Presentation of ERTMS/ETCS

#### 6.3.1 A Structural presentation of ERTMS/ETCS

The ERTMS is the European Rail Traffic Management System and the ETCS is the European Train Control Sub-system. Figure 6.2 shows the system architecture of ERTMS/ETCS and its interfaces with the Global System for Mobile communications - Railway (GSM-R) and other signaling systems, such as specific national systems, interlocking and centralized control center.

![System architecture of the ERTMS/ETCS and its interfaces](image.png)

**Figure 6.2: System architecture of the ERTMS/ETCS and its interfaces**

The ETCS consists of two parts: the On-board part and the Trackside part. The detail of each part and components can be found in the specification [ERTMS/ETCS, 2014]. As shown in Figure 6.2, two types of interface specifications have been identified. The first category is the harmonized interfaces, such the interface between the Eurobalise and Eurobalise reader, which is called the Balise Transmission Module (BTM). This category ensures that
systems from different suppliers, which meet this specification, can work together without any further precautions. The second category is the non-harmonized interfaces, such as the interface between Radio Block Centre (RBC) and interlocking. This category will depend on the type of interlocking or national systems to be used on an ERTMS project or experimentation. For our experimentation, we add a virtual Computer-Based Interlocking (CBI), as shown in Figure 6.2, which communicates with interlocking, RBC, Eurobalise and Euroloop to provide the track occupancy information for the RBC handover case study. In addition, based on the new general architecture of rail-road Level Crossing Automatic Protection System (LC-APS) [Khourour et al., 2009], we add a computer-based Local Control Centre (LCC) for the LC-APS case study.

### 6.3.2 A Temporal QoS Ontology For ERTMS/ETCS

Ontologies offer a means for representing and sharing information in many complex domains. For example, it can be used for representing and sharing information of System Requirement Specification (SRS) of complex systems like the SRS of ERTMS/ETCS written in natural language. Since this system is a real-time and critical system, generic ontologies, such as OWL [W3C, 2004] and generic ERTMS ontologies [Hoinaru et al., 2013, Hoinaru et al., 2014] provide minimal support for modeling temporal information omnipresent in these SRS documents.

To address this challenge, we have proposed a lightweight 3-layer temporal Quality of Service (QoS) ontology [Sango et al., 2015a, Sango et al., 2015b] for representing, reasoning and querying over temporal and non-temporal information in a complex domain ontology. Figure 6.3 shows our 3-layer temporal QoS ontology for ERTMS.

The upper layer shows the generic ERTMS ontology that represents the main elements of ERTMS/ETCS SRS. The intermediate layer describes the generic QoS characteristics of these components. The lower layer represents the specific temporal QoS characteristics layer. The separation of the intermediate QoS layer from the lower QoS layer allows us to focus on specific QoS Characteristics, such as temporal or integrity characteristics. Here, we focus on temporal information that can be used to predict system run-time operation. In the generic ontology, the most significant component that can extend over time is the Procedures class. In the ERTMS/ETCS SRS documents, it is described by flowchart [ERTMS/ETCS, 2014], which is represented in our ontology by states, conditions and transitions. This class can be specialized in sub-classes, such as the Start of Mission, the Rail-Road level crossing, the RBC-RBC handover procedures and so on. To evaluate our approach presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the proposed domain ontology is instantiated and evaluated for the domain-specific Rail-Road level crossing and RBC-RBC handover case studies.
6.4 Rail-Road Level Crossing Case Study

The aim of this case study description is to identify requirement concerns, from which we can evaluate our component-based modeling with traceability of concerns, presented in Chapter 4. We mainly identify requirement concerns, which could be changed, in order to investigate the impact of changes on software artifacts during the modeling, implementation and verification phases.

6.4.1 The Case Study Motivation

The safety of rail-road Level Crossing Automatic Protection System (LC-APS) has one of major concerns for railway and road stakeholders. Consequently, it has been used as a benchmark in several research vulgarization works, such as [El-Koursi et al., 2009, Khoudour et al., 2009, Bhatti et al., 2011, Mekki et al., 2012]. However, every year, more than 400 people continue to die in over 1,200 accidents involving road vehicles at rail-road LCs in the European Union [Eurostat, 2012]. Recently, the Coordination Action for the Sixth Framework Programme "Safer European Level Crossing Appraisal and Technology" (SELCAT) has
provided recommendations for further actions intended to improve safety at Level Crossings [El-Koursi et al., 2009]. However, there is no harmonized LC specification. In the recent version of ERTMS/ETCS specification [ERTMS/ETCS, 2014], a set of LC requirement concerns is specified. This specification is generic because it is not related to a specific LC topography or architecture view. To be more general and pragmatic, we use the architecture view of double-track railway lines proposed in [Mekki et al., 2012].

The Case study Architecture View

Figure 6.4 shows the LC topography considered. It is composed of the following features: (1) double-track railway lines (UpLine and DownLine); (2) roads with traffic in both directions; (3) traffic lights to manage the road traffic in the LC zone; (4) sound alarms to signal train arrival; (5) two half-barriers used to prevent road users from crossing while trains are passing; (6) three train sensors $A_{ni}$, $A_{pi}$, and $E_{xi}$ in both track lines.

For example, in DownLine, the $A_{n2}$ is the anticipation sensor, which allows the detection of the speed of an approaching train, necessary to alert road users with sound alarm and road lights. The approaching sensor $A_{p2}$ is used to detect the arrival of trains in the LC zone and the exit sensor $E_{x2}$ is used to announce the departure of trains after exiting the LC zone. Since several trains with different speeds (passenger or freight trains) can circulate on railway lines, the required durations between sensors are expressed with intervals, as shown in Figure 6.4. For example, $d_1 = [57, 104]$ second (s) is a required interval of durations between $A_{ni}$ and $A_{pi}$. These interval requirements have to be respected by different trains circulating in these railway track lines.
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Identification of Requirement Concerns

Here, we identify some requirements related to above LC-APS described architecture. We assume that requirement concerns, such as data and temporal parameters, can be changed for evolution reasons.

**Functional requirement with a possible change of data format**  “Calculation of a dynamic speed profile taking into account the train running / braking characteristics which are known on-board and the track description data” (from paragraph §2.6.6.2.4 of [ERTMS/ETCS, 2014] and identified by FC_REQ_1).

**Functional requirement with a possible change of MRSP**  “In the start location ($D_{\text{start}}$) of the LC, ETCS on-board system shall immediately include the LC speed restriction in the Most Restrictive Speed Restrictions (MRSP). The end of the LC speed restriction shall be the LC end location ($D_{\text{end}}$)” (from §5.16.3 of [ERTMS/ETCS, 2014] and identified by FC_REQ_2).

Since the LC supervision involves train-passengers and road users safety, these functional requirements are enhanced with non-functional requirements in order to deal with the critical risky situations. In the following, we consider two non-functional requirements related to time constraints.

**Non-Functional requirement with a possible change of minimum desired period of time**  “when the gate is open to road traffic, it must stay open at least $T_{\text{min}}$ time units, where $T_{\text{min}}$ represents the minimum desired period of time separating two successive closing cycles of gate” (adapted from [Mekki et al., 2012] and identified by NFC_REQ_1).

**Non-Functional requirement with a possible change of time interval constraints**  “once closed and when there is no train approaching, the gate must be kept closed at least ($T_{\text{begin}}$) and at most ($T_{\text{end}}$), where $T_{\text{begin}}$ and $T_{\text{end}}$ are the time limits prescribed” (adapted from [Mekki et al., 2012] and identified by NFC_REQ_2).

Our objective is to trace these requirement concerns within or across these different abstraction levels. We focus on three main levels: the model design level, the model analysis level and the model implementation level.

6.4.2 Modeling, Verification and Tracing

**Modeling Phase:**

As presented in the proposed process to apply the defined meta-models (see Figure 4.5), the modeling phase consists in modeling requirement concerns and architecture components. Listing 6.1 shows the model of requirement concerns and architecture components.
identified in the previous section. It is a valid XML format in accordance with the concern
meta-model DTD shown in Listing 4.9. The example shows only one functional require-
ment concern (id=FC_REQ_1, see line 5 of Listing 6.1) and one non-functional requirement
concern (id=NFC_REQ_1, see line 8 of Listing 6.1).

Listing 6.1: The LC-APS use case’s concern modeling

By always keeping in mind the separation of concerns, we use a separated file
LC-model-views.xml referenced in line 14 of Listing 6.1 to specify the component model
of LC-APS component unit identified by COMP_UNIT_1.

The LC-model-views.xml file is shown in Listing 6.2, which represents the model ab-
straction levels of our LC-APS use case. We only focus on three model abstraction levels in
Listing 6.2: SARA component modeling view for the model design level, its UPPAAL analy-
sis view for the model analysis level and its ADA implementation view for the model imple-
mentation level. These three views are referenced respectively by identifier Sara_View_ID,
Uppaal_View_ID, Ada_View_ID, shown respectively in the line 4, 5 and 6 of Listing 6.2.
Each of them are separately defined in a file, as described bellow for SARA model.

LC-APS Modeling with SARA Model

The SARA model of LC-APS is the high level abstraction view among the three abstraction
views of LC-APS, as referenced in line 4 of Listing 6.2.

Listing 6.3 shows the XML implementation of this component-based modeling. It is a
valid XML format in accordance with the component-model DTD shown in Listing 4.8. In
Listing 6.3, we only focus on one connection link, the DC_1 links between Sensor component
Listing 6.2: The LC-APS use case’s 3-layer abstraction levels: SARA component modeling view for the model design level, its UPPAAL analysis view for the model analysis level and its ADA implementation view for the model implementation level.

and Controller as shown in Figure 5.1. The XML type attribute of this connection is identified by DC_1 in line 16 of Listing 6.3. It includes the in and out attributes to denote the direction of variables that are exchanged. The other connection types are described in the same ways.

- Verification Phase:

The verification phase consists in translating the SARA design model into TAIO models (see Section 5.3). The pattern of specification to be verified is also translated into observer TAIO model (see Figure 5.10). Then, we use UPPAAL model checker for verification tasks.

Transformation into TAIO Model

Figure 6.5: UPPAAL TAIO model of LC-APS components
Based on our transformation approach presented in Section 5.3.3, the SARA model of LC-APS is translated into the TAIO model. Figure 6.5 shows the UPPAAL TAIO model generated for LC-APS.

**Verifications tasks**

The generated TAIO model, is used for verification task with the UPPAAL tool. Here, we focus on the linking of verification results to TAIO target model elements. We also focus on the manual linking of requirements to the SARA source elements. Then, based on Listing 4.7 that builds the traceability matrix, the SARA source elements is automatically link to the TAIO target elements in the traceability matrix. Table 6.1 shows an example of a traceability

Listing 6.3: The XML implementation of SARA model for the LC-APS
matrix for our use case. Before the requirement validation, each line contains requirement concern ID and user parameters (e.g., upper or lower limit). After performing the verification, the verification results with requirement validation status passed, failed, unchecked are manually inserted for each requirement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt;&gt;</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Requirement and Design Concerns</td>
<td>Verification and Validation Concerns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Req ID</td>
<td>Red DES</td>
<td>Lower Limit</td>
<td>Upper Limit</td>
<td>SARA Elts</td>
<td>TAIO Elts</td>
<td>Valid Status</td>
<td>Verif Type</td>
<td>Detect Min</td>
<td>Detect Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>FC_-REQ_1</td>
<td>See Sec. 6.4.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>FC_-REQ_2</td>
<td>See Sec. 6.4.1</td>
<td>Dstart = 5 km</td>
<td>Dend = 7.5 km</td>
<td>MRSP = 70 km/h</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NFC_-REQ_1</td>
<td>See Sec. 6.4.1</td>
<td>Tmin = 70 s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>NFC_-REQ_1</td>
<td>See Sec. 6.4.1</td>
<td>Tmin = 57 s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NFC_-REQ_2</td>
<td>See Sec. 6.4.1</td>
<td>Tbegin = 29 s</td>
<td>Tend = 55 s</td>
<td></td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
<td>#S#C#G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Validation results of requirements identified in Section 6.4.1

The mapping between the SARA source model elements and TAIO target model elements is automatically realized by Listing 4.7. If information is unchanged during the transformation of the source elements into the target elements, the SARA source model and the TAIO target model contain the same information. For instance in line 3 and column E and F of Listing 4.7, the mark #S#C#G in both columns mean that the source and the target models contain the same Sensor (S), the Controller (C) and the Gate (G) elements. If there are elements in the source model without corresponding ones in the target model (marked as #null#), then we can deduce that the element has been removed or renamed by the transformation. If there are elements in the target model without corresponding ones in the source model (marked as #null#), this implies the target element has been created or renamed by the transformation. If the relation between the source and target elements differs (e.g., #open#G and #open#delay#G), then the relationship should be re-tested. In this case, the designer have to make a decision. For example, in our use case, we modified the time parameters...
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\((T_{\text{min}})\) of requirement NFC_REQ_1 during subsequent experiments and the failure was no longer occurred, as illustrated in line 6 of Table 6.1.

**Tracing Phase:**

As presented in the proposed process to apply the defined meta-models shown in Figure 4.5, the tracing phase consists in tracking concerns within or across model abstraction levels. Indeed, once the models and the mappings are defined, as illustrated in modeling phase, we can trace concerns within or across model abstraction levels. For this purpose, we can reuse either predefined reusable XQuery queries presented in Section 4.4.4, or write customized queries for tracing concerns.

For example, to identify the component elements that are impacted when the requirement concerns identified by NFC_REQ_1 is changed, we use the predefined function \texttt{ForwardTraceQuery(".*", NFC_REQ_1)}. This function is defined in line 24-30 of Figure 6.6 and the corresponding query statement is shown in lines 32-34.

```
24 (Decloration of forward trace query):
25 declare function oxy:ForwardTraceQuery($oxy:view as xs:string, $oxy:query as xs:string) {
26    let $link := $ oxy:getQuery ($oxy:query)
27    return
28    if (empty ($link)) then $oxy:query
29    else $oxy:query union oxy:ForwardTraceQuery ($view, $SourceQuery)
30    }
31
32 <Query_Result>
33     oxy:ForwardTraceQuery(".*", "NFC_REQ_1")
34 </Query_Result>
```

Figure 6.6: The forward trace query definition

However, it is not always possible to directly trace the concerns by providing generic concern like the LC requirement identified by NFC_REQ_1. In this situation, we apply the domain knowledge to characterize the requirement concerns. For example, for \texttt{ForwardTraceQuery(".*", NFC_REQ_1)} query, we need to identify all the concerns that use sensing, controlling and actuating concerns of this LC requirement. Accordingly, the union set of the predefined queries (here \texttt{oxy:getElementFromViews}) is defined, as illustrated in line 33-35 of the top view of Figure 6.7. This union of queries determines elements in intra or inter views. The only difference between intra and inter view is that we have to refer to more than one view in the queries for inter view.

The result of the query is also an XML file, as shown in the bottom view of Figure 6.7. Of course the XML file can be transformed for human best visualization. We are mainly concentrated on providing minimal support in XML-based representations and XQuery queries to provide a quick feedback about the current research state. An effective tool support for a real development environment and graphical visualization is one of our perspectives.
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Figure 6.7: A result of trace query

Summary

With the LC-APS case study, we have evaluated our component-based modeling with traceability of concerns. We have shown that by using the meta-model with traceability of concerns, we are able to model, implement and verify a concrete safety-critical scenario, in such a way as to facilitate a change impact analysis by using a query mechanism.

6.5 RBC Handover Case Study

In addition to the evaluation of the LC-APS case study presented in Section 6.4, with the second case study, we want to show that our approach is applicable in several case studies. Here, we focus on the evaluation of observer-based verification presented in Chapter 5.
6.5. RBC Handover Case Study

6.5.1 The Case Study Motivation

The RBC (Radio Block Center) handover is an important part of modern train control systems, such as the European Train Control System (ETCS) [Liu et al., 2011] and the Chinese Train Control System (CTCS) [Yang et al., 2014]. The RBC handover procedure is called in order to transfer the communication from the Handing Over RBC (HO RBC for short) to an Accepting RBC (AC RBC for short) and to avoid communication termination when the train gets outside the range of the HO RBC, as illustrated in Figure 6.8.

![Figure 6.8: A RBC-RBC handover topography](image)

In the specification, which can be found in paragraph §5.15 of [ERTMS/ETCS, 2014], there are two kinds of communication methods when the handover is announced: (i) two communication sessions can be handled simultaneously between the train and both the HO RBC and AC RBC, and (ii) only one communication session can be handled between the train and the HO RBC or the AC RBC, exclusively. Here, we consider the second method. Figure 6.8 shows the main functional steps needed to run from one RBC area to another one: (1) pre-announcement of the transition by the HO RBC; (2) HO RBC requests track information from AC RBC; (3) generation of Movement Authorization (MA) including the border information and track information from both HO RBC and AC RBC; (4) announcement of the transition (5) transfer of train supervision to the AC RBC; and (6) termination of the session with HO RBC when HO RBC receives position report from on-board train.

Focus on non-deterministic time delay requirements

We focus on non-deterministic time delay performance. For this, we report in Figure 6.8 the delay scheme to deliver the track occupancy information. In the view of HO RBC, the mini-
mum delivering time delay is \(d_{\text{min}} = AC - CBI2 - Trans - Gen - CBI1 - HO\), see the dashed arrows in Figure 6.8. The maximum delivering time delay is \(d_{\text{max}} = d_{\text{min}} + 3 \times d_{\text{position\_report}}\). In fact, “in case a communication session is established and no request to terminate the session is received from the HO RBC within a fixed waiting time after sending the position report, the position report shall be repeated with the fixed waiting time after each repetition” ([ERTMS/ETCS, 2014]). For our evaluation, we allow 3 possible repetitions of position report and each position report takes 60 s, as illustrated in Figure 6.8. This non-deterministic time delay from \(d_{\text{min}}\) to \(d_{\text{max}}\) is what we focused on, and we want to check whether the response of the designed system can meet the time limit of the handover process at any time. We consider the following handover scenario requirements.

R1: If an RBC receives track occupancy information within the boundary of the current Movement Authority (MA), it must send to the on-board system a Conditional EMerency stop (CEM) message immediately, and it does not need acknowledge;

R2: If an RBC receives track occupancy information of the first section outside the boundary of the MA, the RBC determines within a certain time delay \(d_{\text{wait}}\) if the train (EVC) is a local vehicle or not. If not, RBC will send Shorten MA (SMA) message. This message needs to be answered by train in the delay \(d_{\text{ack}}\);

R3: If an RBC receives a track occupancy information of another section (except the first section) outside the boundary of the MA, the RBC will send SMA to the train and this message needs to be answered in \(d_{\text{ack}}\);

R4: In addition, if an RBC has not received the SMA response message ACK, but receives another track occupancy state information, it will no longer send CEM order to the train, but it will send an upgrade order Unconditional EMergency stop (UEM).

### 6.5.2 Modeling, Verification and Tracing

▶ **Modeling Phase:**

Based on the general ERTMS architecture, shown in Figure 6.2, including the RBC component, and the RBC handover scenario specified in above Section 6.5.1, the SARA model of this scenario contains three main components: CBI, EVC and RBC. As shown in Definition 4, the observable messages of each component is partitioned into periodic/aperiodic and input/output messages:

- RBC(periodic_message{train_pos?, req_MA?, MA!, Ack?},
aperiodic_message{TOcc?, SMA!, CEM!, UEM!, Ack?})
- EVC(periodic_message{pos_report!, Req_MA!, Ack!}
aperiodic_message{Ack!})
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- CBI(a periodic_message{TOcc!, T1Occ!})

Figure 6.9 shows the interaction between components through these messages. It is in accordance with handover scenario requirements (R1, R2 and R3) shown in Section 6.5.1.

![Figure 6.9: RBC-RBC handover scenario](image)

**Verification Phase:**

**Transformation into TAIO Model**

Based on the transformation process of Section 5.3.3, the TAIO models are generated from the SARA models. Figure 6.10 shows the generated TAIO models for RBC handover. Here, we consider the RBC component as the component under observation and the CBI and train EVC components as its environment part. As a consequence, in the following, we will focus on observer-based verification of the RBC component.

**Verifications tasks**

Based on the observer-based verification process (see Figure 5.10), the generated RBC TAIO model of Figure 6.10 is composed with the observer of requirement to be verified. Here,
we focus on requirement R2 of Section 6.5.1. This requirement specification corresponds to a response max delay pattern, whose generic observer is given in Figure 5.11(b). This generic observer is instantiated and composed with the RBC TAIO model. One part of the composition result is given in Figure 6.11, where we focus on the states $S_0$, $S_1$ and $S_2$ of RBC TAIO of Figure 6.10(c).

We realize 10 independent tests with the UPPAAL-TRON framework. Indeed, TRON supports all UPPAAL modeling features including non-determinism time delay, what we focus in Requirement R2. At each testing, we specified the four common delay strategies for track occupancy information (TOcc): proceeding delay (PDelay_Of_TOcc), queuing delay (QDelay_Of_TOcc), transmission delay (TDelay_Of_TOcc) and propagation delay (PPDelay_Of_TOcc). But during all the process, the maximum time unit for track occupancy information is set at 200 seconds (T_Delay_Max@200) in order to observe the influence.
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The verification fails for the description shown in Table 6.2. This means that with input action during the time window (148;171), the expected state is OK with the output action ACK, but we get a KO state with unexpected output UEM for Unconditional EMergency stop.

Table 6.2: Unacceptable output observed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RBC final state: IDLE.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observable actions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input : TOcc_Out_MA@148;171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>output : ACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal actions annotations:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDelay_Of_TOcc@145;148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QDelay_Of_TOcc@146;150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDelay_Of_TOcc@165;169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPDelay_Of_TOcc@166;172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay requirement: T_Delay_Max@200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected output: ACK@165;172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Got unacceptable output: UEM@145;146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of this result

The causes of failure may be various in different aspects. For example, in the logical function aspect, one of the components can receive exception message or an empty message. In
the real-time aspect, one of the components, for example the interlocking can transfer track occupancy information with a delay so long that it exceeds the time limit allowed in the specification. Based on the analysis of the last good states and the message delivering time sequence set before the failure, we conclude in Figure 6.11 the following failure path:

\[ T1Occ\_Out\_MA! T\_Wait\_SMA? T\_Ack\_TOcc\_In\_MA! UEM? \]

This failure path illustrated that the RBC receives a first track occupancy information of the first section outside the current MA, and sends an SMA order to the on-board equipment and needs to wait for an answer to this SMA order from the on-board equipment. However, the RBC received another second track occupancy information during this waiting time, thus leading the system logic to run into an exception state and to send out a UEM order.

The cause could be that the interlocking device delivered the first track occupancy information a little late. This could lead to the RBC for sending with a delay SMA order to on-board equipment and need to wait for an answer to this SMA order from on-board equipment. However, RBC received early another track occupancy information during this waiting time. Thus the system logic ran into exception state and sent out undesirable UEM order. This experiment showed that the time delay parameters in our initial RBC handover scenario specification were inconsistent with actual designed equipment.
In the subsequent experiments, we modified the time parameters in the requirement specification by widening the upper and lower limit value of the delay, and the failure no longer occurred. With the widening of the corresponding time interval, we limit the number of trains that can travel on the track section considered. But, the most important, here, is that it guarantees the robustness of the designed model. Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 6.12, to validate this robustness, we replayed the same scenario with the same time parameters on the ERTMS/ETCS Traffic Simulator developed by [ERSA, nd]. This Simulator is a real-time simulation demonstrating how trains can be run on tracks under ERTMS/ETCS supervision. The demonstration of our designed scenario with this real-time simulation confirms the robustness and is very encouraging for automating our software component-based modeling and observer-based verification approach.

Summary

With the RBC handover case study, we have evaluated our observer-based verification (OBV) with patterns of properties. We have shown that the OBV is robust by replaying with real-time ERTMS/ETCS simulator the same scenario validated with the OBV.

6.6 Metrics for Model Transformation and Component Reuse

Software metrics have been extensively studied in the last decades [Fenton and Pfleeger, 1998]. Metrics can be used to get quick insights or performance into the specific characteristics of a software artifact, among others. For example, in Section 6.6.1, we use metrics to get performance insights into our transformation rules implemented in two transformation languages. On the other hand, in Section 6.6.2, we also use metrics to analyze the reuse cost benefits of our component-based approach compared to an ad-hoc reuse strategy.

6.6.1 Metrics for ATL and QVT Model Transformation

Model transformations are increasingly being integrated in software development processes, as realized in our approach. However, when systems grow in size and complexity, the performance of the transformations tends to degrade. In this section, we investigate the factors that have an impact on our transformation rules defined in Section 5.3.3.

For this we have implemented our transformation rules with two languages: the ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) [Jouault et al., 2006] and Query/View/Transformations Operational Mappings (QVT) [OMG, 2011]. The objective is to study the effect of different language constructs on the performance of the transformation. The two transformations are executed on the same platform: the Java Virtual Machine version 1.7.0_51, running on
Linux 64-bit version. The metrics have been extracted by using the metrics collection tool described in [van Amstel et al., 2011].

Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 show the time results of executing the transformation of LC-APS SARA model into TAIO model. The results on Figure 6.13 show the effects of increasing the size of the input model, while the results on Figure 6.14 show the effect of increasing the complexity of the input model. Our assumption is that a model is more complex if it has more attributes, because attributes of components making the model elements more interconnected.

![Figure 6.13: Effect of increasing the size of input model in model transformation](image)

The comparison of ATL and QVT in both case, show that the ATL tool implementation is the fastest than the QVT implementation. However, when altering the size of the input models, the relative difference in performance of the transformations remains the same in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14.

This shows that the complexity of the transformation is proportional to the size of and the complexity of the input model, and to the transformation engine. As a consequence, metrics can be used by the developers of transformation rules when estimating the expected performance of a transformation.

### 6.6.2 Metrics for Component Reuse Cost

The important point of component based software development is the reuse of existing software components. These reusable software components can arise from a variety of goals,
such as (i) Commercial Off The Shelf COTS, i.e., components available in market just pur-
chase them from third party, or (ii) identify the reusable software components from existing 
system [Gill, 2003]. Its main focus is to achieve the considerable software reuse and instead 
of building systems in-house from the scratch. For our best knowledge, there are not enough 
software COTS components available in the market that provide train control management 
functionality. So two options are available: whether components should be developed from 
the scratch or identify the reusable software components from existing systems. Identifying 
and modifying reusable software component from existing systems seems to be one of the 
more promising ways to obtain reusable assets.

As a consequence, we compare two software reuse strategy: (1) ad-hoc reuse strategy and (2) systematic reuse strategy [Rothenberger and Nazareth, 2002]. One approach of ad-
hoc reuse strategy is a Copy and Paste method (C&P) used in the railway industries, such as Bombardier Transportation, as discussed in [Riaz, 2012]. One well-known approach of systematic reuse strategy is a Component-Based Development (CBD). The CBD is a systematic 
way to achieve software reuse, as discussed in Section 2.2.
Reusing Cost Estimation for C&P approach

To analyze the cost benefits in C&P approach, we use Equation 6.1 derived from [Gill, 2003, Jasmine and Vasantha, 2008, Riaz, 2012].

\[
\text{C&P-COSTSAVING} = FS_{\text{cost}} - (S_{\text{cost}} + A_{\text{cost}} + D_{\text{cost}} + Q_{\text{cost}})
\]  

- \(FS_{\text{cost}}\) is the cost of component when it will be developed from scratch without keeping reuse in mind.

- \(S_{\text{cost}}\) is the search cost that will have to perform for searching reusable component from old system. Search cost always will incur even in C&P because first similar component or code will have to search from existing system, and after searching it will be copy and paste.

- \(A_{\text{cost}}\) is the adaptation cost or modification cost because in real environment there must be some adaptation cost of component even though it is similar. There must be some changes and modifications that have to be performed in order to match the new requirements.

- \(D_{\text{cost}}\) is the documentation cost because new documentation will be required. Documents can be requirement specification, design specification, test specification, etc.

- \(Q_{\text{cost}}\) is the quality cost because V&V activities have to perform from scratch so there must also be quality cost in the case of copy paste technique. This quality include also testing cost because copy paste code must be retest again with new component. So testing will have to perform from scratch in the case of copy paste.

Reusing Cost Estimation for CBD approach

To analyze the cost benefits in CBD approach we use Equation 6.2.

\[
\text{CBD-COSTSAVING} = FS_{\text{cost}} - (S_{\text{cost}} + R_{\text{cost}} + GD_{\text{cost}} + T_{\text{cost}} + A_{\text{cost}} + D_{\text{cost}} + Q_{\text{cost}})
\]  

In addition to \(S_{\text{cost}}, A_{\text{cost}}, T_{\text{cost}}, D_{\text{cost}},\) and \(Q_{\text{cost}},\) shown in C&P Equation 6.1, one additional cost \(R_{\text{cost}}\) have been added in [Riaz, 2012] for CBD. \(R_{\text{cost}}\) refers to repository cost or library cost because in CBD, components will be stored in a repository. As a consequence, there must be some cost associated with it to manage repository or library of components.

In addition to this, we have also added two more cost \(GD_{\text{cost}}\) and \(T_{\text{cost}}\) for general or domain-specific component-based development with traceability of concerns. Indeed, \(T_{\text{cost}}\) refers to the cost of traceability management, while, \(GD_{\text{cost}}\) refers to the cost of generic or domain-specific component choice. It is accepted that more effort is required to make component generic or specific so there must be an addition of generic or specialized cost to make component generic or specific.
6.6 Metrics for Model Transformation and Component Reuse

Cost Benefit Analysis for our Case Studies

Equation 6.1 and Equation 6.2 are applied to perform cost benefit analysis of each component of our case studies shown in Section 6.4 and Section 6.5. They are applied in C&P and CBD software reuse approaches respectively in order to compare the two approaches.

1. Cost Benefit Analysis with C&P approach. By using Equation 6.1, the cost benefit analysis process is applied in different steps:

   - In step 1, we select components on which the analysis is to be performed. For our first case study (LC-APS), we do not have component available for reusability: all the components are developed from scratch without keeping reuse and traceability in mind.

   - In step 2, we estimate the hours stand for implementing, documenting and testing. The total cost of components developed from scratch, i.e., $FS_{\text{cost}}$, is the sum of three costs of implementation, documentation and testing. For example, the $FS_{\text{cost}}$ of Sensor component of LC-APS is evaluated to $FS_{\text{cost}}(\text{Sensor}) = 4 + 2 = 0.8$ (hours).

   - In step 3, the overhead cost, i.e., $(S_{\text{cost}} + A_{\text{cost}} + D_{\text{cost}} + Q_{\text{cost}})$ of Equation 6.1 is included according to reusability goal, i.e., version evolution or new project:

   - In step 3.1, during the first version of LC-APS development:

     $S_{\text{cost}}$ represents the number of hours required to search a component. Here, this cost does not matter because the component is not being searched from library, nor in market. It is our in house building from scratch during the initial development version.

     $A_{\text{cost}}$ represents the number of hours spend to adapt a component during the first version. In the copy paste case this adaptation is also incurred. For example, $A_{\text{cost}}(\text{Sensor}) = 0.25$ (hours).

     $D_{\text{cost}}$ represents the number of hours spends on the documentation when copy and paste method will be applied. When component code is copied from one version to another then documentation is also changed. We have taken the documentation cost 20% of adaptation cost.

     $Q_{\text{cost}}$ represents the number of hours spends on the quality activities such as V&V, which is estimated to 50% of from scratch cost, $FS_{\text{cost}}$.

     Table 6.3 shows the original developing cost ($FS_{\text{cost}}$) of LC-APS components with the overhead costs for the first version development.

   - In step 3.2, during the second version of LC-APS development, the overhead costs are relaxed because we have knowledge of components. For example the adaptation cost is now $A_{\text{cost}}(\text{Sensor}) = 0.125$ (hours).

   - In step 4, we apply Equation 6.1, once the total effort of determining the different costs in previous step are done. Figure 6.15(a) shows the C&P reuse saving hours for all the LC-APS components in the version 1 and 2. It shows that we have saved a number hours in second version by using C&P reuse strategy. The partial conclusion at this
Table 6.3: Cost estimation for LC-APS V1 development with reuse C&P approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LC-APS Comps</th>
<th>Impl</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Doc</th>
<th>FScost</th>
<th>Scost</th>
<th>Acost</th>
<th>Dcost</th>
<th>Qcost</th>
<th>Total cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,8</td>
<td>6,8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,25</td>
<td>0,05</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>3,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>11,2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>0,1</td>
<td>5,6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,8</td>
<td>6,8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,25</td>
<td>0,05</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>3,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,4</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,125</td>
<td>0,025</td>
<td>1,7</td>
<td>1,55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,2</td>
<td>2,2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,05</td>
<td>0,01</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,4</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,125</td>
<td>0,025</td>
<td>1,7</td>
<td>1,55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,2</td>
<td>2,2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,05</td>
<td>0,01</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,2</td>
<td>2,2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,05</td>
<td>0,01</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,4</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,125</td>
<td>0,025</td>
<td>1,7</td>
<td>1,55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,2</td>
<td>2,2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,05</td>
<td>0,01</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,2</td>
<td>2,2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,05</td>
<td>0,01</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,2</td>
<td>2,2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,05</td>
<td>0,01</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,4</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,125</td>
<td>0,025</td>
<td>1,7</td>
<td>1,55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,2</td>
<td>2,2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,05</td>
<td>0,01</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>1,04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

step is that C&P reuse strategy is not totally bad because it saves a number of hours from evolution of versions in the same project.

Figure 6.15: Cost benefit analysis with C&P approach

- In step 5, we repeat the above steps to evaluate the reuse of components in RBC case study, which is considered as a new project different from LC-APS project. The difference here is that we have to include $S_{cost}$ and $A_{cost}$ that represents the number of hours required to search components in the LC-APS project and to adapt them for RBC project. In this search only the buffer component has been reused between the
two project. Figure 6.15(b) shows the C&P reuse saving hours for the RBC handover case study.

Important thing that should be noticed here is that two components number 4 and 5 in Figure 6.15(b) have not reuse saving. It is because there are a lot of overhead costs, such as searching, adaptation, re-documentation, re-testing, involved to reuse these components. A major disadvantage of C&P approach is that all activities (searching, adaptation, documentation and testing and so on) still have to be performed from the scratch to ensure that components will work in a new environment and have enough quality to meet the specified requirements.

2. Cost Benefit Analysis with CBD approach. Now we discuss the cost benefit analysis process for CBD on our two case study components and evaluate how much effort can be saved by using CBD. The same process is followed in CBD as that has been described above for C&P reuse strategy. The only difference is that here we use Equation 6.2. This equation has some more overhead costs: \( R_{\text{cost}} \) for repository cost, \( T_{\text{cost}} \) for traceability management and \( GD_{\text{cost}} \) for generic or domain-specific component development.

Figure 6.16(a) and Figure 6.16(b) shows the CBD reuse saving hours for the LC-APS and RBC handover case studies, respectively.

![Cost benefit analysis with CBD approach](image)

These histograms show that CBD reuse strategy while not delivering a benefit in saving hours for the initial application of CBD, see Figure 6.16(a), the CB_cost of LC-APS V1. This is not surprising because it is widely accepted that making components generic for reuse will require additional development time, while not delivering a benefit in savings for the initial projects. In contrast, here in domain specific component language with traceability, such as our SARA approach, this requires a first initialisation for the domain language and the traceability link definition in the model. However, as shown in Figure 6.16, when components have been reused in the second ver-
sion of the same project, i.e., CB_cost of LC-APS V2 in Figure 6.16(a), or in another project i.e., Figure 6.16(b), they recover their costs as well as they provide potential benefits.

3. **Comparison between C&P and CBD reuse approaches.** From the above analysis one can notice that the C&P reuse strategy is better than CBD in first version of our case studies. This is illustrated in Figure 6.17 by comparing C&P with CBD cost in the first version development of LC-APS case study.

![Figure 6.17: Component by component cost saving in both C&P and CBD approaches](image)

Figure 6.17 shows that the C&P is an attractive ad-hoc reuse strategy for the users who are looking at reusability for rapid benefits. It can be a good short term option for those organizations that do not have enough resources to move on a systematic reuse strategy. However, it has no long term benefits associated with this technique. For example, Figure 6.18 shows the total saving hours curve in both approaches when all components have used in three versions of LC-APS project.

Generally, this result is not surprising because CBD is a systematic approach that reduces the cost of development, as discussed in the state-of-the art in Section 2.2.

Particularly, this show also that our approach with traceability of concerns and verification of patterns can be benefit, although it requires initial cost to define traceability links between components and property patterns or requirement specifications. Indeed, Figure 6.18 shows that our CBD approach saves 26.83 = −3.40 + 30.23 hours when all components of LC-APS component will be used in the second version, while C&P strategy still save 25.75 = 24 + 1.75 hours because same overhead costs (searching adaptation, documentation and testing without predicted traceability link) will
In this section, we present and discuss several aspects of our evaluation that may form threats to its validity.

### 6.7.1 Scalability Concern

In previous sections, we have evaluated the applicability of our approach through a railroad level crossing automatic protection system (LC-APS) (see Section 6.4), and RBC-RBC handover case study (see Section 6.5). Although our approach is also applied in other case studies, such as the On-board ETCS Speed monitoring case study [Sango, 2013], the scalability of our approach is required to demonstrate it can be efficiently applied to large-scale safety-critical systems. This is the first threat to the validity of our approach. Indeed, in the large-scale ERTMS/ETCS system, we consider different use cases, such as the LC-APS and the RBC handover use cases, separately. However, in a real deployment, the LC-APS case study can depend on other use cases or other actors, such as the DMI actor, as illustrated in Figure 6.19.

For this reason, we have studied the empirical scalability of our approach by increasing the complexity of each case study and by raising the actors of each case study. As
shown in Figure 6.20, without a context splitting of use case environment, for over five actors, the state explosion starts due to the memory limit of the computer that we used: Linux 32 bits - 2 G0 RAM. To reduce the state explosion, we adopt the environment context splitting approach [Dhaussy et al., 2012]. The main idea of this approach is to unroll the environment context into several scenarios and successively compose each scenario with the system under verification and verify the resulting composition. This approach was applied to several embedded applications in the avionic or electronic industrial domains [Dhaussy et al., 2012, Dhaussy and Teodorov, 2014]. It is based on the Context Description Language (CDL) and the Observer Based Prover (OBP) [Dhaussy, 2014]. For our case studies, we constructed several CDL models of our use case model with different complexities depending on the number of actors. The tests are successively performed on each CDL model composed with our use case model. We reported the results of OBP for these experiments and compared to our regular UPPAAL verification approach without context splitting [Sango et al., 2014a]. As illustrated in the histogram of Figure 6.20, with context splitting, the exploration is not limited but the time of exploration increases. Since the verification is realized offline, we can conclude that environment context awareness is one of the promising ways to deal with scalability in our modeling and verification approach.

However, during our experimentation of this approach, the major difficulty we faced was the identification of complete and coherent description of different interactions between the system under observation and its environment in the ERTMS/ETCS requirement documents, while the effective application of the context partitioning approach requires a strong assumption that consists in identifying all the possible interactions with the environment [Dhaussy et al., 2012]. This strong assumption is justified, particularly in the context of an embedded system, by the fact that the designer of a software component needs to know precisely and completely the perimeter (constraints, conditions) of its system in order to develop it properly. In addition, system designers can only take counter-measures for the errors that can be anticipated at specification and design time, i.e., errors encountered at de-
6.8. Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a validation for our SARA component-based modeling with traceability of concerns and the observer-based verification with patterns of properties. We presented the implementation details of various concerns of our approach through two concrete case studies of ERTMS/ETCS specification, and then evaluated the traceability and observer-based verification concerns.

Evaluation of transformation rule implementation between the SARA model and the TAIO model shows that the transformation rules defined do not increase significantly the complexity of the transformation. Moreover, as our cost empirical evaluation shows, we observe that development our SARA approach is well-suited to handle the modeling with traceability concerns while saving the cost for users who are looking at reusability for long-term benefits. For larger-scale systems, an evaluation of an approach, which splits the environment context of the system under study, shows that context awareness is one of the promising ways to deal with scalability in our modeling and verification approach.

Globally, the major difficulties we faced during our evaluation are: (i) the identification of complete and coherent description of different interactions between the system or component under verification and its environment, and (ii) the anticipation of errors at design time, i.e., errors encountered at development and verification time, because it is impossible to predict all error cases that will happen in real-world operation environment. One area to estimate such uncertainties in component development is to specify a target level of risk reduction, known as Safety Integrity Level (SIL).

This chapter concludes the third part of this document, which was dedicated to the validation of our approach. In the following chapter, we summarize the main contributions of this dissertation, present the conclusions of the research work, and define a set of perspectives for future work.
Part V

Conclusion
Conclusion and Perspectives
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In this chapter, we summarize in Section 7.1 our thesis dissertation by discussing the challenges and goals addressed. Then, we outline our contributions in Section 7.2, regarding the research questions stated in Chapter 1. Finally, we discuss in Section 7.3 our short-term and long-term perspectives related to the work presented in this dissertation.

7.1 Summary of the Dissertation

Component-based software engineering is a systematic way to achieve software reuse. Several component-based development approaches have been discussed and proposed in the literature and some of them have been discussed in this thesis. This is an evidence or a witness of a subject domain richness with technical and scientific challenges, and considerable potential. Unfortunately, however, the reported level of adoption has been comparatively low in industrial domains, particularly in safety-critical industrial domains.

The major difference between the traditional software development processes and Component-Based Development (CBD) processes is a separation of system development from component development in CBD. The goal of the CBD system development is to specify an ideal life cycle process model according to the fundamental CBD rules, such as reusability, composition, interoperability and so on.
But in the real industrial scenario, it is very rare to use CBD idealized lifecycle models as described in the literature. Most of the domains are still using traditional software development approaches by just adding to them some additional activities related to component based software development. Because these domains have been coupled with traditional software development for several reasons, it is very difficult to achieve the goals by using only component based software development.

Due to this, idealized approaches need adjustments. Mostly CBD will be successful in these critical domains compared to traditional software development if CDB decreases the cost of V&V activities, which is a sinew of war in these domains. Under this current situation, it is further needed to plan sequence of experiments, in which relative costs and benefits of choosing a component based software development can be weighed against the choice of a traditional software development.

It is in this context that we have described in this thesis a possible approach to merge component-based modeling with traceability of concerns and observer-based verification with patterns of properties, with the aim of providing a solution towards an efficient development of embedded safety-critical software, particularly in railway control software.

The solution we proposed is based on well-accepted and defined technologies and standards. In particular, our approach, called SARA, relies on the principles of CBSE. We bring together these principles from different CBD approaches to provide a simple and yet realistic CBD that can be applicable in train control applications.

### 7.2 Review of Research Questions

In this section, we outline and discuss our contributions regarding the research questions stated in Section 1.1:

**Research Question 1.** What is a suitable component model to build safety-critical control software, specially railway control and protection software, with traceability of concerns?

There are a lot of component models or framework available in the literature. Some of them have been discussed in Chapter 2. However, few of them explicitly introduced traceability of concerns in their underlining meta-model. Thus, we have studied in Chapter 3 some of the most relevant work related to traceability of concerns by highlighting the benefits for component based modeling. Our contribution for component-based modeling with traceability of concerns is presented in Chapter 4 as a set of meta-models. The component meta-model reifies relevant concepts and elements from existing component models with and an extension for traceability of concerns.

In railway control applications, it is still not guaranteed to be able to purchase trusted and certified Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) components and build software from them. As a consequence it is difficult to apply an idealized component-based software development. For this we think that a suitable component model for railway control software,
should be a hybrid model to support both component based software development with component concerns as well as traditional software development with requirement concerns.

**Research Question 2.** How can safety-critical control software, specially railway control and protection software, be built in an efficient way by using CBD-V rules, such as interoperability and model verification?

A CBD-V cannot be completely put to use if the development and verification organizations have not adopted all its fundamental rules, such as interoperability, composition, reusability and model verification. In addition, the CBD-V is successful if the interoperable, reusable and certified components are available for component based software development, and if V&V activities are decreased in the CBD-V compared to traditional software development. As a consequence, formal modeling of interfaces that enables interoperability is necessary to reason and predict the effective application of component composition and substitution.

Three main levels of interoperability have been distinguished in the contracts of component interfaces: (i) the **signature level** covers the static aspects of component interoperation; (ii) the **semantic level** covers the behavioral aspects of component interoperation; and (iii) the **protocol level** deals with the order in which a component expects its methods to be called. Particularly, for the protocol level, we translated our formal model into a timed automata model, for which we can verify real-time constraints.

**Research Question 3.** Will CBD-V processes replace the need for traditional software development and verification processes? Particularly, what is the suitable development and verification process for railway control and protection software?

As already discussed in Section 2.3, the adoption of any new development process, particularly a CBD-V process, in a specific embedded industry, will depend on the industrial needs, its process, its technology and its market structures. In complex applications, such as railway control and protection applications, there are a lot of stakeholders, such as manufacturers and vendors. For example, various components developed by manufacturers can be supplied by different vendors, so the requirements are not stable. Since requirements change from customer to customer and are still implemented using traditional software development, it is very difficult to build the complete software by using only generic components. As a consequence, it is very difficult to replace the traditional life cycle completely with the CBD-V because there are always some requirements that are project specific or customer specific.

One possible way to avoid the mismatch is to negotiate the requirements and modify them to be able to use the existing components, but it is not always easy because customers may insist on some requirements and may not be ready to negotiate them. Another possible way to solve this problem is to develop new reusable software components or adapt existing reusable software components that meet the user requirements, and which can be used in future projects. This is the solution we adopt in this thesis. But this adoption raises
further challenges, such as version management and re-verification. As a consequence, we believe that the suitable development process for safety-critical software is the reusable development process, such as component-based development with traceability of concerns and observer-based verification with pattern of concerns, which should reduce the cost of V&V activities compared to traditional software development.

7.3 Perspectives

Although the work presented in this dissertation covers the needs of our research goal stated in Section 1.2, there is still some work that could be done to improve our research. In this section, we thus discuss some short-term and long-term perspectives that should be considered in the continuation of this work.

7.3.1 Short-term Perspectives

Integrated Tool-Chain Demonstrator

As explained in Chapter 6, to evaluate our approach we have used several tools. For metamodels, we mainly concentrated on providing minimal support in XML-based representations and XQuery queries to provide a quick feedback about the current state of our approach. For the formal model transformation we have implemented our transformation rules with two ATL and QVT transformation languages. The objective was to study the effect of different language constructs on the performance of the transformation. For verification tasks, we have used the SPARK tool for formal proof of functional input and output constraints and the UPPAAL tool for non-functional real-time constraints.

Although these different tools are powerful in their domain, their use separately does not provide an integrated tool-chain demonstrator. In this direction, one essential challenge when dealing with model transformation is to take advantage of feedback obtained in the verification low-level model to lead to the design high-level model. As a consequence, one short-term direction is to take advantage of component-based model-driven techniques and traceability of concerns in tooling in order to have validation feedback on design models automatically.

Improve Scalability and Applicability

Although our approach has been shown to be scalable and applicable in several ERTMS/ETCS case studies, our approach can be enhanced in different directions.

On the scalability side, currently, our approach is applied on each use case separately. However, as explained in Section 6.7, in a real scenario deployment, one use case can depend
on other use cases or other actors, which we consider as the environment of the system under study. To face this problem, we investigated the environment context partitioning approach, which consists in unrolling the environment context into several scenarios and successively composing each scenario with the use case under verification and verifying the resulting composition. The first results are encouraging, but this approach requires a domain knowledge in order to identify all the possible interactions with the use case environment. As a consequence, it requires more investigation to demonstrate an efficient scalability to large-scale railway control and protection systems.

On the pattern-based applicability side, experiments show that part of requirements found in the ERTMS/ETCS documents cannot be directly translated into real-time extensions of Dwyer et al. patterns used in our approach. One direction to face this problem is to extend current patterns and another is to define other patterns. In this direction, one theoretical issues is the use theorem proving techniques to support the formal validation of observers defined for railway requirement specification patterns. In addition, observers of patterns are actually manually defined and selected. A need to define an improved method to select best observers is another direction.

7.3.2 Long-term Perspectives

Mixed-Critical Components

The presumption of our approach is that if a lower critical component is running on the same secure compute platform with a higher critical component, it must be treated as the higher critical component. This presumption is set for the actual certification process. For example, the railway certification requirements require to produce the evidence and to demonstrate the required Safety Integrity Level (SIL), ranging from SIL 1 to SIL 4, which is the most dependable. However, this presumption, increases the Verification and Validation (V&V) effort. In fact, it requires to provide the same V&V effort for safety-critical, mission-critical and non-critical components when a single and secure compute platform is used. Another solution is the safety-bag approach, where the lower critical components and the higher critical components must be separately allocated to distinct processors or replicated processors. However, this absolute physical separation is sometimes too expensive to be applied. As a consequence, an efficient mixed-critical solution is required for the next generation of mixed-critical software, i.e., mixed safety-critical, mission-critical, and non-critical components.

Towards Component-based Domain Engineering

Regarding Software Product Line (SPL) Processes, in this thesis we have dealt with component-based application engineering. Indeed SPL engineering is divided into two complementary processes: Domain Engineering and Application Engineering. The former usually refers to the development for reuse, while the latter is the development with reuse. In other
words, the domain engineering process is responsible for creating reusable assets, named reference architectures [Kang et al., 1998], while application engineering is the process of reusing those assets to build individual but similar software products.

In space and automotive software control domains, there are well-defined methods for constructing software reference architectures, such as [Panunzio and Vardanega, 2013] and [AUTOSAR, 2006], respectively. In the railway domain, [openETCS, 2012] project is recently driven by a European consortium in order to provide an Open Proofs Methodology for the European Train Control Onboard System. The purpose of the openETCS project is to develop an integrated modelling, development, validation and testing framework for leveraging the cost-efficient and reliable implementation of ETCS.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no well-defined methods for constructing software reference architectures in the railway control and protection systems. To go toward component-based domain engineering, i.e., building a software reference architecture, one challenge is to allow explicit representation of variation points in the reference architecture, as defined in the feature model [Kang et al., 1998], where different features may be selected for a specific product. One research question which can be raised is: how to extend existing component-based meta-models, such as our defined meta-model, to allow explicit representation of variation points for a reference architecture?
Appendices
In this appendix, we report the minimal code archetypes written in Ada programming language to evaluate the SARA model.

Listing A.1: Specification of SARA component model

```ada
package Sara is
  pragma Pure;
end Sara;
```

Listing A.2: A minimal notion of type

```ada
package Sara.Types_Root is
  type Root is interface;
  type Root_Ptr is access all Root'Class;
  function Is_Subtype_Of_Root (Atype : Root) return Boolean is abstract;
end Sara.Types_Root;
```
Appendix A. SARA Model Implementation in Ada Language

Listing A.3: Specification of SARA component interfaces

```ada
package Sara.Interfaces is
  type Itf_Type is Interface and Sara.Typeroot.Root;
  type Itf_Type_Ptr is access all Itf_Type'Class;

  procedure Basic_Operation (This : in out Itf_Type) is abstract;
  function Itf_Operations_Number (This : Itf_Type) return Natural is abstract;
  function Is_Provided_Itf (This : Itf_Type) return Boolean is abstract;
  function Get_Itf_Signature (This : Itf_Type) return String is abstract;
end Sara.Interfaces;
```

Listing A.4: Specification of SARA basic component

```ada
package Sara.Component is
  type Comp_Type is abstract new Sara.Interfaces.Itf_Type with
    record
      Basic_Required_Itf : Itf_Type_Ptr;
    end record;
  type Comp_Type_Ptr is access all Comp_Type'Class;
  type Comp_Array is array (Natural range <>) of Comp_Type_Ptr;

  function Is_Basic_Component (This : in Comp_Type) return boolean is abstract;
  function Get_Itf_Owner (This : Itf_Type) return Comp_Array is abstract;
  function Get_Itf_Type (This : Itf_Type) return Itf_Type'Class is abstract;
end Sara.Component;
```
pragma Profile (Ravenscar);  
with System;  
with Ada.Real_Time;  
with Sara.Errors;  
generic  
  — Mapping of component element —  
  type Component_Type is private;  
  Component : in Component_Type;  
  — Task parameters —  
  Task_Period : in Ada.Real_Time.Time_Span;  
  Task Deadline : in Ada.Real_Time.Time_Span;  
  — Task Jobs —  
  with procedure Wait (Component : Component_Type);  
  with procedure Job (Component : in out Component_Type;  
                  Error : out Sara.Errors.Error_Kind);  
  with procedure Recover_Job;  
  — If given, the task runs Recover_Entry point when an error is  
  — detected.  
package Sara.ComponentTask is  
  task Sporadic_Task is  
    pragma Priority (Task_Priority);  
  end Sporadic_Task;  
  — return Task Jobs result —  
  function Return_Job_Result return Sara.Errors.Error_Kind;  
end Sara.ComponentTask;
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